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ALetter from the Publisher 
WwW hen the Middle East was on the verge of a second war, 

TIME’s readers were among the first to know. “TIME has 
learned . . . that Iranian forces are massing for a full-scale inva- 
sion,” the magazine reported two weeks 
ago. “Units from all over Iran ... are 
moving rapidly into place.” The exclu- 
sive story was the work of Time Inc. Se- 
nior Editor Murray J. Gart and TIME 
Correspondent Dean Brelis, who also 
spent five hours interviewing and touring 
Baghdad with the man who is the object 
of Iran's attack: Iraqi President Saddam 
Hussein. What Saddam Hussein had to 
say in TIME (“The chances for peace 
appear slim”) turned out to be all too 
prophetic. 

Last Tuesday the Middle East’s sec- 
ond war began. Gart and Brelis had trav- 
eled to Amman to interview King Hus- 
sein of Jordan, a close ally of Iraq. “The King likes and respects 
TIME, and knew both of us from previous meetings,” says Brelis. 
Says Gart: “He didn’t show it, but the King was a busy, deeply 
disturbed leader. Fellow Arabs were taking a beating, and he 

Brelis, Gart and Iraqi President Saddam Hussein 

launched. He was met there by TIME Photographer Peter Jor- 
dan, who had accompanied Brelis and Gart the week before and 
stayed in Iraq as the threat of invasion increased. When Iran at- 
tacked, Jordan was the only Western journalist at the scene of 
the fighting near Basra; he had been in the border area for two or 
three days. Says Jordan: “There was the odd shelling, and gradu- 

rerensonvaw ally it got closer and heavier. There was 
also shelling in the vicinity of Basra and 
the neighboring town of Abual Khasib. It 
was amazing to see how people just car- 
ried on in the midst of it all.” Meanwhile, 
Gart went to Jerusalem and then to Cairo, 
where, with TIME Cairo Bureau Chief 
Robert C. Wurmstedt, he interviewed 
high-level Egyptian officials before re- 
turning to Jordan to talk with govern- 
ment sources close to the King. 

On the scene of the region’s other con- 
flict, Middle East Bureau Chief William 
Stewart notes a jarring contrast: “In East 
Beirut, there is scarcely a soldier to be 
seen. West Beirut is an armed camp.” In- 

side that camp, Correspondent Roberto Suro reports, “Beirut has 
changed my perceptions of many things. After all the car bombs, 
parked automobiles will always seem menacing. After all the air 
raids, the sound ofa jet passing overhead will never be the same.” 

could not do much about it.” 
After the interview, Brelis returned to Iraq. He was the only 

Western correspondent in Baghdad when the invasion was 
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Capitalism: 
moving target 

The list of things wrong with business in this country is almost 
endless. Nearly as long, in fact, as the list of what's right with it. 

Perhaps the most frustrating thing about business, for those 
who keep trying to shoot it down, is this: Corporations are so 
tenacious that they will even do good in order to survive. This 
tenacity goes beyond the old maxim that man, in his greed for 
profit, often unavoidably serves the public interest. In times of 
crisis, business will even do good consciously and deliberately. 

Nothing could be better calculated to confound business's 
critics than this underhanded tactic. The Marxist dialectic has it 
that capitalism must inevitably founder in its own inherent contra- 
dictions; that it contains the seeds of its own destruction. But 
business also contains the seeds of its own adaptation and 
survival. 

Businessmen are pragmatists, and with their daily feedback 
from the marketplace, they readily abandon dogma whenever 
their survival instinct tells them to. It has become less and less a 
question of what they wantto do or might like to do, but of what their 
common sense and survival instinct tell them they have to do. 

Remember the Edsel? That was one of the fastest plebi- 
scites in history. But it wasn't the American public that took the 
loss; it was the shareholders of Ford Motor Company. (Then, 
you'll recall Ford changed course and bounced back with the 
Mustang, which quickly showed its tailpipe to the competition by 
breaking all sales records for a new make of car.) 

Because it is keyed so closely to the marketplace and is so 
responsive toit, private business is necessarily the most effective 
instrument of change. Some would call it revolutionary. Many of 
those who attack business fail to comprehend its constructive 
contributions to responsive change. And this sort of change is 
one of the basic reasons business manages to survive. 

Not all businesses survive, of course. The record is replete 
with companies that expired because they didn’t adapt rapidly 
enough to a new milieu. 

While businessmen as a whole are not exactly social re- 
formers, they do respond to criticism and to sustained social 
pressures. The alert businessman regards such pressures as a 
useful early warning system. The danger is that criticism can 
become a mindless reflex action that persists long after the basis 
for it has been dissipated. 

Partly because of its ability to adapt—which is simply 
another word for responsive change—private business remains 
the most productive element in our society and on balance the 
best allocator of resources. If you decide to draw a bead on it, 
remember you're aiming at a moving target. Because, as we've 
said here before, business is bound to change. 
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Despite economic growth, a history of landowners lead to frequent confrontations. 
political stability and a vast wealth in oil And there are widespread fears that the 
resources, Mexico is on the brink of economic flames of Central America will spread to 
chaos and social unrest. Mexican soil. 

Inflation, unemployment and corruption Join correspondent Bill Redeker for a 
are increasing. Private enterprises are failing. closer look at the internal turmoil afflicting our 
Staggering inequalities between peasants and country’s neighbor to the south. 
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Letters 

Change at State 
To the Editors: 

Al Haig: exit elegance, experience, 
| expertise [July 5}. 

Ellen Pezzei 
Reston, Va. 

Thank you, Alexander Haig. Don’t go 
away. Like Winston Churchill, we may 
need you later. 

Irene Laune 
Phoenix 

Haig was pushed out of office for pur- 
suing answers to geopolitical problems 
without resorting to the emotionalism 
that dominates the Reagan Administra- 
tion. My generation is not secure under 
the hawkish pursuits of Defense Secretary 
Caspar Weinberger. 

Michael R. DeNight 
Waltham, Mass. 

Foreign 
Policy 
Shakeup 
Out Goes 
Haig 

In Comes 
Shuttz 

Haig’s letter of resignation was the 
epitome of bad taste. He implied that the 
foreign policy of the U.S. is going to hell in 
a handbasket. Haig is and has been arro- 
gant and petulant, both as an Army gen- 
eral and as Secretary of State. He resigned 
in a most unpatriotic way. 

William L. Guild 
Wheaton, Ill. 

Haig’s resignation exemplifies a cir- 
cumstance that exists in all professions 
and branches of life: success depends only 
partly on capability, gifts and genius. At 
least 50% must be credited to how a per- 
son is able to handle and get along with 
people. 

Walter L. Odenheimer 
Brussels 

George Shultz’s close association with 
the Arabs could prove to be an asset to 
America’s peacemaking efforts in the 
Middle East, provided his attitude is not 
anti-Israel. One doesn’t have to choose 
sides, does one? 

Richard H. Breneman 
Newcomerstown, Ohio 

Don’t look now, but American foreign 
policy has just been sold to the highest 
bidder. And the winner is Saudi Arabia, 
with two former executives of the Bechtel 
Group, Caspar Weinberger and George 
Shultz, in Reagan’s Cabinet. 

Dave B. Olim 
Ambler, Pa. 

If George Shultz is as much a “team 
player” as portrayed, U.S. foreign policy 
will finally move toward consistency, clar- 
ity and steadiness of purpose. 

Peter T. Zatir 
New Bedford, Mass. 

Hinckley Furor 
We the people find the jury guilty of 

temporary insanity for its verdict in the 
trial of John Hinckley [July 5]. 

Sastry K. Ganti 
Wheeling, Ill. 

Shooting the President for the love ofa 
movie star is the acting out ofa fantasy bya 
man clearly not in touch with reality. John 
Hinckley’s deed was not motivated by re- 
venge or the desire for political aggrandize- 
ment. It was a violent act by a man who 
didn’t understand the difference between 
rightand wrong. The American justice sys- 
tem worked. If it continues to function 
properly, then John Hinckley Jr. will be 
treated as the sick man he is. 

Gary Dembs 
Houston 

John Hinckley Jr. tried to deny us our 
electoral choice, and for that he should 
spend the rest of his days in jail. 

Michael G. Blee 
Boston 

Does Hinckley get the gun back too? 
Richard A. Lumpkin 

Mattoon, Ill. 

The time has come for Americans to 
start defending themselves against their 
own criminal justice system. 

Thomas Evan Kiraly 
Walnut Creek, Calif. 

The Hinckley trial illustrates a major 
flaw in the U.S. criminal justice system. His 
guilt was obvious, but it became irrelevant 
to the outcome of the trial. Why not estab- 
lish guilt first and then settle the question of 
the mental state prior to sentencing? De- 
fendants proved insane could receive the 
treatment they require and serve the re- 
mainder of their sentence in prison. The in- 
sanity defense would thus become more 
than just a legal way to let guilty criminals 
go free. 

Virginia Pereira 
Santa Ynez, Calif. 

Most people who have served at trials 
can sympathize with the perplexities of the 
Hinckley jury. After delivering a verdict, 
many jurors leave the courtroom feeling 

| 
thata travesty ofjustice has taken place. In 
reality they have followed precisely the 

| judge’s instructions regarding the law, and 
yet somehow the outcome is skewed, if not 
all wrong. 

Elizabeth R. Goree 
Prairie du Chien, Wis. 

Untangling Lebanon 
Former Special Ambassador to the 

Middle East Sol Linowitz says that a hard- 
line, get-tough attitude is not the way to 
move Menachem Begin [June 28]. I say itis 
the only way. Isee him notas “the thunder- 
ing prophet of the Old Testament,” butasa 
madman determined to exterminate the 
poor, homeless Palestinian nation and 
willing to risk the security of the world 
do it. 

Edward T. Clapp Jr. 
Burlington, N.C. 

The dying act of the P.L.O. is to hijack 
an entire city. Let us help Israel stamp 
them out once forall and eliminate the core 
of world terrorism. 

Lawrence J. Kamm 
San Diego 

I would be less than honest to claim 
that the invasion of Lebanon met with 
unanimous approval at home. Israelis do 
not like war. But you were less than honest 
to declare that it’s the “first war in which 
the country’s life was not threatened.” One 
has only to look at the bunkers and caches 
of the P.L.O., overflowing with weapons, to 
recognize that the P.L.O.’s goal has been 
and remains to destroy Israel totally and 
wipe it completely off the map. 

Chana Rivka Shemaya 
Karmiel, Israel 

Junking the Jitters 
Dr. Charles Brantigan’s prescription of 

the hypertension drug propranololasa pre- 
ventive for stage fright [July 5] is yet anoth- 
erexample of how our society turns toseda- 
tives both legal and illegal in order to cope 
with stressful situations. If something 
makes you that damn nervous, don’t do it! 

Jill Winkler 
Oklahoma City 

As a veteran of many amateur plays, I 
cherish the excitement of performing. It’s 
exhilarating. Ican'timagine takinga pill to 
diminish its effect. 

Jane Gray Thompson 
Anderson, S.C. 

Loose Literature 

The Jewish Publication Society Bible 
translation [July 5] is neither Orthodox nor 
genuine. It is a freewheeling, liberal trans- 
lation, which substitutes Americanese and 
sociological jargon for the authenticity of 
the rabbinic tradition—‘“norms” instead 
of “statutes.” American Orthodox Jews 
prefer two recent Bible translations, 
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Only one of these pens 
is thin en 

to draw the line below. 

It's the extra-fine rolling ball of Pilot's remarkable new Precise 
Ball Liner Pen. (If you haven't guessed which one it is, look 
at the top photo again. It’s the trim beauty on the bottom left.) 

But unlike the others, the real beauty of Pilot's Precise 
Ball Liner is the extra-fine line it puts on paper. It glides 
smoothly across the page because its tiny tungsten carbide ball 
is held securely within a needle-like stainless steel collar. A 
collar that makes the Precise Ball Liner the most durable, 
trouble-free rolling ball pen you can buy. 

It's a letter-writer’s joy. An artist's dream. A 
scribbler's delight. 

— One more fine point; the Pilot 
Precise Ball Liner doesn’t have 
a big, fat price. It's just a 
skinny $1.19. 

_ Letters 
The Living Torah and the Mesorah Bible 
Series, which are more readable and far 
more authentic 

Rabbi Pinchas Stolper 

Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations 
New York City 

Talking Turkey 
Thank goodness the eagle won out 

over Benjamin Franklin's suggestion that 
the turkey become the country’s emblem 
[July 5]. | cannot imagine having a patri- 
otic national march titled Under the Dou- 
ble Turkey! 

Avy H. Constantian 

Sierra Madre, Calif. 

Franklin's criticism of the eagle was 
really directed not against the American 
bald eagle but at its traditional European 
counterparts, which are symbols of mili- 
tary prowess. aristocracy and feudalism 

His praise on behalf of the turkey and op- 
position to the eagle were an affirmation 
of the rise of domestic. democratic, mid- 
dle-class values and burlesqued tradition- 
al European ones 

J.A. Leo Lemay 
Greenville, Del 

Baby William 

Three cheers for little Prince William 
Arthur Philip Louis [July 5]! Its splendid 
to see the British lavish all that affection 
on the royal family and its newest mem- 
ber after fighting a war that leaves a big 
debt to pay off. 

Katy Murphy 

St. Louis 

The birth of a healthy, wanted baby 
anywhere in the world is always cause for 
rejoicing. The maudlin delight that the 
new royal baby in England was male is 
sickening. England's greatest decades 
have always been in the reigns of its 
Queens 

Mary Scott 
Toronto 

Hereditary Hire 
In response to your article “Genes 

and Jobs—Screening Workers for De- 
fects” [July 5]: how beneficial to us all if 
we could test political aspirants, including 
Senators and Congressmen 

Carol Kalicki 
Indian River Shores, Fla 

If an employer screened my genes. | 
would regard the act as a flagrant inva- 
sion of privacy 

M. Dawn Martin 

Roselle, N.J 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed 
to TIME. Time & Life Building. Rockefeller Center 

New York, N.Y. 10020. and should include the writ- 

er’s full name. address and home telephone. Letters 

may be edited for purposes of clarity or space 
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The President watches as his new Secretary of State is sworn in by Attorney General William French Smith in the Rose Garden 
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Letting George Do It 
Reagan's new team member is calm, cool and Washington-wise 

t was not so much what the witness | 
said, but the way he said it that im- 
pressed the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee. In eleven hours of ques- 

tioning over two days, he was outwardly 

calm, almost serene. His replies came 
quickly, in crisp, even tones. They were 
terse, sometimes merely a clipped “Yes” 
to senatorial inquiries that were often 
more speech than question. He had two 
bulging briefcases at his feet, but never 
once reached into them to search for a pa- 
per that would provide an answer. Confi- 
dent, but with no hint of arrogance, 
George Pratt Shultz, 61, provided a reas- 
suring display of his Washington-wise 
competence as he went about winning 
unanimous confirmation by the Senate as 
the 60th U.S. Secretary of State 

“George, welcome to the team,” said 
President Ronald Reagan at a swearing- 
in ceremony in the Rose Garden of the 
White House last Friday afternoon. Rea- 

gan complimented the Senate on “its wis- 
dom,” described Shultz as “a man with 
character and common sense,” and ob- 
served; “Today I am reminded of the old 

| saying, ‘Let George do it.” And George, 
from now on, I think I'll have a few things 
for you to do.” 

There are many Senators on both 
sides of the aisle who are critical of the 
Administration’s foreign policy, but it was 
clear from the beginning that no one had 
any serious intention of blocking the 
nomination. In trying to cope with two 
battlefront confrontations in the Middle 
East, a clash with European allies on eco- 
nomic policy and an uncertain but dis- 
tinctly cool relationship with the Soviet 
Union, the President urgently needs all 
the professional help he can get. 

Even though he had a lock on Senate 
approval, Shultz took no chances. He let 
himself be grilled in rehearsal by what 
the State Department calls its “murder 

board,” a cluster of top aides headed by 
Under Secretary Lawrence Eagleburger 
He studied a thick pile of loose-leaf brief- 
ing binders from the department’s region- 
al experts. He wrote his own 13-page 
opening statement for the hearings. A for- 
mer dean of the University of Chicago 
business school and still a tenured profes- 
sor at Stanford University, Shultz was not 
satisfied with his statement until he had 
reworked it nearly a dozen times. 

The substance of Shultz’s testimony 
was unremarkable. Understandably, he 

finessed all attempts by Democratic Sena- 
tors to draw him into criticizing the Ad- 
ministration foreign policy. In his letter of 
resignation to Reagan, Alexander Haig 

complained that this policy was losing its 
“consistency, clarity and steadiness of 
purpose.” But Shultz told the committee 
that he found it “pretty clear and consis- 
tent.” While a number of foreign diplo- 
mats have expressed dismay at what they 



see as too many Administration officials 

offering conflicting statements, Shultz de- 
clared: “We have one policy: the Presi- 

dent’s policy.” 
The balanced, uncontroversial views 

put forth by Shultz permitted each Sena- 
tor tc cling to what he had hoped to hear 
Or -elations with Moscow, Shultz pleased 
hard-liners by saying, “The Soviet Union 
is militarily powerful and has exhibited a 
willingness to use their military power 
with brutality. [There is] a certain bully- 
like quality to it.” U.S. weakness, he said 

is “an open invitation for Soviet expan- 
sion into areas of critical interest to the 
West and provides no incentive for mod- 
eration in the Soviet military buildup 
Thus it is critical to the overall success of 

our foreign policy that we persevere in the 
restoration of our strength.” 

Liberals who regard Reagan’s stance 
as too militaristic could take heart from a 
Shultz prescription that “while we are not 
looking for confrontations, we should be 
firm and at the same time be prepared to 
have the strength and negotiate from our 
strength An approach to the Soviet 

Union limited to the military dimension 
will not satisfy the American people.” 

By tone and emphasis rather than by 
his actual words, Shultz appeared to sug- 

gest that he would apply a more even 
hand in the Middle East. He insisted that 
no one “should dispute the depth and du- 
rability of America’s commitment to the 
security of Israel.” But he also pinpointed 
as “a central reality of the Middle East” 
the fact that “the legitimate needs and 
problems of the Palestinian people must 
be addressed and resolved, urgently and 
in all their dimensions.” He pledged that 
the U.S. will be “a full partner” in pushing 
the Camp David peace process toward 
“full autonomy for the Palestinians of the 
West Bank and Gaza.” The Reagan Ad- 
ministration has not tried very hard to get 
the long-stalled autonomy talks moving 
again. Shultz criticized the Israeli settle- 
ments in the West Bank, which Haig was 
reluctant to do, and he insisted that “rep- 
resentatives of the Palestinians them- 
selves must participate in the negotiating 
process.” 

Democratic Senators John Glenn of 
Ohio and Christopher Dodd of Connecti- 
cul wanted to know whether the Palestine 
Liberation Organization should be al- 
lowed to speak for Palestinians. Shultz 
said he did not know whether Palestin- 
ians considered the P.L.O. to be their 
“legitimate” representatives. Then he 
stressed the traditional American position 
that the U.S. will not talk to the P.L.O 
until its leaders recognize Israel's right to 
exist and renounce terrorism (or “get off 
this guerrilla kick,” as Shultz put it). If 
that happened, he said, “then you've got a 
different P.L.O. and I’m sure that they 
would be welcomed.” 

Shultz also defended the Administra- 
tion’s willingness “in principle” to send 
U.S. forces to Lebanon for the limited 
purpose of helping to evacuate P.L.O 
fighters from besieged West Beirut. He 
did so despite Glenn’s warning that if the 

L 
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Marines go in “we're going to be attend- 
ing some funerals over in Arlington.” 

As expected, Shultz was grilled about 
whether his past affiliation with the Bech- 
tel Group Inc., a San Francisco—based 
construction and engineering firm with 
huge contracts in the Arab world, would 
have any influence on his policy views. 
His succinct answer: “None.” He said he 
had severed all ties with Bechtel, which 
he had served as president since 1975, and 
would sell all his stock in the company 

he closest that Shultz came to ex- 
pressing any emotion was when 
Democratic Senator Alan Cran- 

ston of California suggested that 
Bechtel may have been trying to under- 
mine U.S. policy on the nonproliferation 
of nuclear weapons in 1975. Shultz con- 
ceded that a Bechtel official had offered to 
help Brazil acquire nuclear technology at 
a time when President Gerald Ford was 
trying unsuccessfully to prevent West 
Germany from selling sophisticated ma- 
chinery to Brazil. Snapped Shultz: “I re- 
sent what I regard as a kind of a smear on 
Bechtel. I think it is a marvelous, honor- 
able, law-abiding company that does 
credit to our country here and all over the 
world.” He dismissed the overtures to 
Brazil as the “overenthusiastic” efforts of 
“salesmen.” Shultz also defended Bech- 
tel’s lobbying last year for the sale of U.S 

| Airborne Warning and Control System 
reconnaissance planes to Saudi Arabia as 
“completely open and proper.” 

Shultz seemed least comfortable in 

Shultz, right, conferring with Senators Joseph Biden, Charles Percy and Edward Zorinsky 

defending the Administration’s use of 
trade sanctions to influence the Soviet 
Union. One of the issues that led to Haig’s 
resignation was Reagan's unexpected ex- 
tension of a ban on the sale of US.-li- 
censed equipment for a pipeline that will 
carry natural gas from Siberia to Western 
Europe. The allies thought they had been 

| assured by the Administration that no 

such tighter sanction would be applied 
“As a general proposition, the use of 

trade sanctions is a bad idea,” Shultz told 
Democratic Senator Claiborne Pell of 
Rhode Island. Shultz had in fact criticized 
the Carter Administration in the past for 
its “light-switch diplomacy” in turning 
sanctions on and off. But now Shultz in- 
sisted that the Soviet-inspired crackdown 

in Poland was an “overriding consider- 
ation” and that he fully supported the 

President's pipeline decision 
On the related issue of whether the 

USS. should try to sell more grain to the 
Soviet Union on a long-term basis, Shultz 
said that to seek such a deal now would 
send “the wrong signal” in light of the 
continuing oppression in Poland. Admin- 
istration critics argue that Reagan had 
sent a similar signal in April 1981 when 
he lifted Carter’s ban against unlimited 
grain sales imposed after the Soviet 
Union's invasion of Afghanistan. Presi- 
dential aides deny that there is a policy 
contradiction between extending the 
pipeline sanctions and lifting the grain 
embargo. The Administration argues that 
the Soviet Union pays cash for grain, di- 

| verting funds it otherwise would use for 

rr 
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| military procurement, while the pipeline 
construction depends on long-range cred- 
its and will strengthen the Soviet econo- 
my. This is a view that Western Europe, 
with good reason, still finds contradictory 

The issue is a hot one politically. Agri- 
| culture Secretary John Block, whose de- 
partment forecasts a record winter-wheat 
crop, is worried about overabundant har- 
vests this year. Another bumper crop will 
drive down prices for U.S. farmers, whose 
income already is at Depression levels. A 

| long-term agreement under which the 
Soviet Union was required to buy at least 
6 million metric tons of grain annually 
from the U.S. ran out last Sept. 30, but was 
extended for a year. The Administration 

| had hoped that the U.S.S.R. would buy up 
to 23 million tons in this last year of the 
agreement. So far, it has purchased only 
14 million. Following its fourth bad har- 
vest in a row, Moscow is expected to need 
more than 40 million tons to meet the 

| shortfall, and Block wants the Adminis- 
tration to negotiate a long-term deal to 
ensure a larger share of that market for 
American farmers. 

Block lobbied hard with the President 
to seek a long-term contract at a Cabinet 
meeting last week. But Reagan sounded 
firm as he resisted Block’s proposal, one 
that would further dismay the allies. “I 

deal with the Soviets,” the President told 
the Cabinet. Instead, Reagan seemed to 
favor a simple one-year extension of the 
current agreement. Block has warned that 
this would cost the Government millions 
in increased price supports to farmers. 

Shultz was expected to give his advice 
to Reagan before the Administration 
makes its final decision on grain sales this 

| moved to fill some key slots at the State 
Department, which is eager for clues to 
what its new boss has in mind. He scored 
points with career officers by naming as 
his executive assistant someone he had 
not met until this month: Raymond Seitz, 
41, a Foreign Service veteran who has 
held diplomatic posts in Canada, Britain 
and Kenya. He also proposed as Deputy 

| Secretary of State Kenneth Dam, 49, pro- 
vost of the University of Chicago and an 
economist who worked with Shultz when 
he was director of the Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget in the Nixon Adminis- 
tration. Dam would replace Walter Stoes- 
sel, who has offered to resign. 

This week Shultz will plunge into the 
heart of troubled Middle East politics by 
meeting with the Foreign Ministers of Sau- 
di Arabia and Syria. But his real test as a 
team player, or team leader, in the Reagan 
Administration’s foreign policy is still to 
come. And that may involve conflicts with 
two of Shultz’s fellow Californians whose 
influence has seemingly expanded since 

| Haig resigned: Defense Secretary Caspar 
Weinberger and National Security Advis- 
er William Clark —By Ed Magnuson. 
Reported by Gisela Bolte and Gregory M. 

Wierzynski/Washington 

want some running room to be able to | 

week. Meanwhile, the new Secretary | 

The Presidency / Hugh Sidey 
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A Composite of Experience 
Dd: in the pit of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee's hearing room, 

Photographer Roddey Mims hunched over and squinted through his Nikon 
view finder at George Shultz, Secretary of State-designate. As Mims cranked off 
frames of the imperturbable Shultz through two days of testimony, the camera- 
man concluded that he had not seen such an open and luminescent pate since the 
days of Dean Rusk or such a noble double chin since Henry Kissinger used to 

come around to explain the world. 
What Mims saw and recorded in his way was what all 17 committee Senators 

who probed and then unanimously recommended Shultz had sensed. Namely, 
that he was a very different man from his predecessor, Alexander Haig, and that 
he would bring a new texture to the conduct of American foreign policy. 

At this point no one can be sure whether the Shultz era will enhance this na- 
tion’s ability to influence world events, but hope in that committee room was 
rampant. Chairman Charles Percy of Illinois leaned over the huge horseshoe 
desk when Shultz had gone and the committee room was clearing and said there 
had been nothing quite like Shultz in the past 20 years. The thing that most im- 
pressed Percy was “his marvelous kground in economics.” Shultz, a Ph.D. 

nooveve wus ECONOMist, is the first of 

that breed to preside 
over America’s diploma- 
cy. Economics, Percy 
believes, lies at the heart 
of modern statecraft. 
“And Shultz is not a turf 
fighter,” concluded Per- 
cy, referring to Haig’s 
terminal impulse to bat- 
tle over every perk. 

From afar, the good 
wishes and high hopes 
were just as fervent. Kis- 
singer, who watched the 
confirmation sessions on 
television, said, “We 
may have struck gold 
this time.” Kissinger be- 
lieves that this is a sea- 
son for a Secretary of 
State to “ask the right 

questions instead of always having the ‘right’ answers.” Shultz’s strategic silences 
were as encouraging as his words. 

Indeed, Shultz represents something quite new in a modern Secretary of 
State. He is a composite of experience instead of the product of a single discipline. 
He is a Princeton football player who studied economics at M.LT., immigrated to 
the prairie intellectual commune at the University of Chicago, went in and out of 
Government, academe and politics, and finally contended in the international 
corporate arena. Kissinger was a pure academic. The blue blood of the Council 
on Foreign Relations coursed through Lawyer Cy Vance. Ed Muskie of Maine 
was the pol in striped pants. And Haig was the general on parade. 

Lloyd Cutler, who served Jimmy Carter as counsel and advised Shultz dur- 
ing the hearings, sees his new client as a latter-day exemplar of an old American 
staple, the true citizen-statesman. “Political candidacy is about the only thing 
that George has missed in his experience,” says Cutler. “The revolving-door di- 
mension he brings is something good. By being in Government, his role in pri- 
vate life was enhanced. By being in the private sector, his role in Government is 
enhanced.” 

While the Senators who quizzed Shultz seemed worried about his eight-year 
tenure with Bechtel, the giant international construction firm, the weight of his 
testimony suggested that his experience there would be extremely valuable. One of 
the strongest points about Shultz was that he was coming in from the real market- 
place where his job depended on organizing nations, peoples and materials into 
projects that actually work. His success rested on competence, good will and per- 
suasion, not threats or drama. Said Kissinger: “George learned from Bechtel the 
interdependence of the world and how to get along in it.” The Bechtel connection 
added to a man of Shultz’s character may mean a unique dividend for the nation. 

Shultz: latter-day exemplar of an old American staple 
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Balancing the Budget by Decree 
A proposed amendment would let politicians have it both ways 

t is an idea whose time has clearly 
I come, at least for politicians in an elec- 
tion year. It is also an idea that makes 
many economists, constitutional scholars 
and other Americans shudder. The idea 
an amendment to the U.S. Constitution 
requiring that the federal budget be bal- 
anced each year. Before the summer is 
over, there is a strong chance that Con- 
gress will take the first steps toward incor- 
porating this elusive goal into the basic 
law of the land. 

The Republican-controlled Sen- 
ate is expected to vote this week on 
the amendment. Odds are that it will 
be approved: 61 Senators have signed 
as co-sponsors, and that number is 
only six short of the two-thirds ma- 

jority needed for passage. New York 
Republican Barber Conable Jr. last 

week told the White House that he 
has enough signatures to execute a 
discharge petition that would pull the 

amendment out of the House Judi- 
clary Committee, where it has long 
been bottled up 

Popular support for the amend- 
ment is so strong that Speaker Tip 

O'Neill, a leading foe of the idea, 
nonetheless predicts that the 
amendment will pass if it reaches 
the House floor. It would then have 
to be ratified by 38 states within 
seven years before it could become 
effective. But legislatures of 31 
States have already passed resolu- 
tions calling for a constitutional 
convention to draft a _balanced- 
budget amendment. Indeed, one 
reason for the push to get an 
amendment through Congress is to 
head off a convention, which many 
politicians fear could not be limited 
to that one subject, but would at- 
tempt to change the Constitution in 
many other, perhaps radical, ways. 

The congressional amendment 
has the vigorous support of Ronald 
Reagan. The President last week 
pressed hard for it and another fa- 
vorite idea, his New Federalism 
program; he journeyed to Baltimore 

to plug that plan at a gathering of Reagan hugging a new “presidential seal” in Baltimore 

Only a month ago, Congress passed a 
budget resolution that would allow for a 
record-shattering deficit of $103.9 billion 
in fiscal 1983. Even that is less red ink 
than would have flowed from the budget 
proposals that Reagan presented in Feb- 
ruary. The balanced-budget amendment 
allows Congress and the President to reas- 
sure voters that they are, at bottom, all for 
fiscal responsibility. Says Democratic 
Congressman James Shannon of Massa- 
chusetts: “It’s like getting drunk and go- 

BRACK BLACK 

deficit could legally occur if tax collec- 
tions fell below expectations). There are 
two other loopholes: 1) Congress could 
waive the balanced-budget requirement 

by a simple majority in any year during 
which the nation was fighting a declared 
war; 2) Congress could vote deficit spend- 
ing in years of peace by a three-fifths 
majority 

Advocates of the amendment call a 
doleful roll: 21 deficits in the past 22 fiscal 
years; a national debt that now tops $1 tril- 
lion; interest on that debt, at $83 billion a 
year, which exceeds the total of all federal 
spending 25 years ago. These numbers, 
they insist, prove that Congress and the 
White House cannot resist the pressures 
ste from special interests to squander the 

taxpayers’ money unless a prohibi- 
tion is written into the Constitution 
Says Utah Republican Senator Orrin 
Hatch, the amendment’s chief spon- 
sor: “There’s an institutional, struc- 
tural bias to spend the public’s money 

beyond our means to do so.” He may 
have a point 

Opponents voice philosophical 
and practical objections. Adoption of 
the amendment, they say, would 

amount to writing into the Constitu- 

tion a hotly disputed economic the- 
ory, one that posits budget deficits as 
the root of all fiscal evil. Asserts Po- 
litical Scientist Norman Ornstein of 

Catholic University: “The Constitu- 

tion is not supposed to make econom- 
ic policy.” 

ome 80 economists, led by Nobel 

Laureate Paul Samuelson, have 
signed an open letter to members of 
Congress contending that the 
amendment would rob the Govern- 
ment of needed flexibility in adjust- 
ing spending and tax plans. There 
are doubts also about whether the 
amendment could be enforced. Re- 
publican Senator Charles Mathias of 
Maryland warns that “cunning will 
prevail”; the legislators who now vote 
for record deficits can always find 
ways to conceal future spending. And 
what if a recession forces expendi- 
tures On programs mandated by law 
(welfare, for example), above levels 
that Congress has authorized? Would | 
lawsuits force the federal courts to 
decide what spending is or is not con- 

county officials and found himself Agitation with a strong whiff of political cynicism. 
hugging a gag gift of a stuffed 

where he told reporters after a meeting 
with amendment supporters: “We must 
not, and we will not, permit prospects 
for lasting economic recovery to be bur- 
ied beneath an endless tide of red ink.” 
Reagan this week plans to announce the 
formation of committees in each of the 
50 states to push for ratification of the 
amendment 

Skeptics scent a strong whiff of callous 
political cynicism and even hypocrisy in 
all this agitation, an effort by Congress 
and the White House to have it both ways 
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“presidential seal.” But his mood was | ing to the police and saying, ‘Lock me up, 
stern in the White House Rose Garden, | I can’t help myself? ” 

Whatever the motives, the balanced- 
budget amendment must now be taken se- 
riously. It provides that Congress each 
year adopt a budget plan under which to- 
tal spending does not exceed total re- 
ceipts. Once that is done, “Congress shall 
not pass and the President shall not sign 
any bill” that would push actual spending 
above the estimated totals. As a further 
prod to keep spending down, taxes could 
not increase as a proportion of national 
income unless Congress specifically voted 

to let this happen (on the other hand, a 

Stitutional? Says Democratic Senator 

Patrick Leahy of Vermont: “The 
courts would do a line-by-line review of | 
the federal budget,” a prospect sure to | 
horrify conservatives who distrust the 
federal judiciary 

The amendment has definite appeal 
to be sure; while it would not make it im- 
possible for Congress to keep on spend- | 
ing more than it takes in, it would | 
at least help to curtail profligacy 
But the amendment also raises enough 
questions to recall H.L. Mencken’s apho- 
rism: for every complex problem there is 
a solution that is “simple, neat and 
wrong.” —By George J. Church. 

Reported by Evan Thomas/Washington 
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Fighting Its Image Problem 

Nation 

Congress launches an investigation of sex and drug charges 

he cartoons are ubiquitous and deri- 
sive, picturing Congressmen as flash- 

ers or high-bouncing coke snorters. Jokes 
are traded in the streets, on TV talk 
shows, even on Capitol Hill. To most 
Congressmen, however, the allegations 
that some of them have had homosexual 
relations with teen-age pages or use Co- 
caine are anything but funny. On their 
visits home over the Fourth of July recess, 
they got an earful from angry constitu- 
ents. Says Arkansas Democrat Bill Alex- 
ander: “The people were outraged, in- 

censed and repulsed.” 
What especially troubles the legisla- 

tors is the belief that until the culprits, if 
any, are named or the whispers proved 
false, almost every Congressman faces 
public suspicion and ridicule. Says Massa- 
chussetts Democrat James Shannon: “Ev- 
eryone thinks there is a cloud over his 

head.” 
In an effort to dispel that cloud the 

House last week voted 407 to 1 to autho- 

rize a wide-ranging investigation of both 
the sex and drug allegations. The commit- 
tee will question witnesses and review re- 
ports from the FBI and Justice Depart- 

ment. Shortly before a picture-taking 
session, reporters heard Staff Director 
John Swanner telling Committee Chair- 
man Louis Stokes, an Ohio Democrat: “In 
two weeks’ time, we should be able to fin- 
ish this up.” Swanner added: “Show me 
10,000 ministers and I'll show you some 
drugs and homosexuals. People really 
have a taste for morbidity. This kind of 
thing really brings it out.” Some legisla- 
tors are already worrying about a poten- 
tial catch-22 effect: if the committee, es- 
pecially after a hurry-up investigation, 
decides that the charges are either base- 
less or wildly exaggerated, will the public 

believe it or suspect a cover-up? 
Proof of any of the allegations so far 

has been singularly elusive. Two former 
congressional pages first aired the sex 
charges on national TV three weeks ago 

7861 S22N3 Wis 
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3] One, Leroy Williams, 18, of Little Rock, 
Ark., claimed to have had sex with three 
Congressmen and to have secured the ser- 

vices of a prostitute for a Senator. But he 
has failed an FBI lie-detector test. The 
other page, Jeff Opp, 16, of Denver, said 
he had heard from friends that perhaps 
half a dozen Congressmen were sexually 

abusing male pages, but conceded that 
none had tried to seduce him. FBI agents 
who have been questioning other pages— 
some 100 boys and girls, age 14 to 17, who 

run errands for lawmakers—say that so 

far they have encountered only similarly 

vague reports. “Clouds, rumor and innu- 
endo,” is the way one agent summarizes 
the findings to date. One likely result of 
the scandal, however it turns out, is a long 
overdue reform of the page system. House 
Speaker Tip O'Neill last week appointed 
an ad hoc committee to recommend with- 
in a month some system for housing the 
pages together, in a dormitory perhaps, 

and for keeping them under supervision 

At present the pages live wherever they 
choose and roam about Washington in off 
hours as they please, an arrangement that 

in view of their youth is a standing invita- 
tion to trouble 

The cocaine stories grew out of an in- 
vestigation by the Drug Enforcement 
Agency and the Capitol police of possible 
drug dealings on Capitol Hill. Initially it 
focused on low-level congressional em- 
ployees. California Republican Robert 
Dornan now claims to have a list of six 
present Congressmen, two former Con- 
gressmen and one Senator who use coke, 
but so far he has refused to show it even to 
the Ethics Committee, Dornan some- 
times makes eccentric charges; he recent- 
ly claimed that some rock records, when 
played backward, reveal devil-worshiping 

messages. 
Investigators suspect that there may | 

indeed be some coke users on the Hill. If 
any are unmasked, they may face more 

than the wrath of voters. The Justice De- 
| partment usually prosecutes only drug | 

dealers, not users. But it might make an 
exception of members of the Congress, 
which, after all, wrote the law making 
cocaine possession a federal crime a 
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Fob’s Prayer 
Bringing God back to school 

or 20 years, state and local lawmakers 
have tried to skirt U.S. Supreme Court 

decisions barring prayer in public schools. 
One of the most direct challenges to the 
court came last week in Alabama, where 
Governor Fob James Jr. signed a bill al- 
lowing teachers to lead “willing” students 
in prayer. The bill recommended a prayer 
written by the Governor’s son, Fob James 
III, 25, a Mobile attorney, in a spirit of pa- 
triotic ecumenism. It reads: “We ac- 
knowledge you as the Creator and Su- 
preme Judge of the world, May your 
justice, your truth and your peace abound 
this day in the hearts of our countrymen, 
in the counsels of our government, in the 
sanctity of our homes and in the class- 
rooms of our schools. In the name of our 
Lord, amen.” 

Lobbying for the bill were the Moral 
Majority; Eagle Forum (Phyllis Schlafly’s 
conservative political-action group); Con- 
cerned Christians for Good Government; 
and, most prominently, Alabama’s first 
family, led by First Lady Bobbie James. 
Some Alabamians irreverently describe 
the fervently religious Jameses as the 
“new trinity”: “Fob the father, Fob the 
son and the holy host.” 

Opposition to the new law was sharp 
and quick. “Patently unconstitutional,” 
declared Paul Hubbert, executive director 
of the Alabama Educational Association. 
Earl Potts of the Alabama Baptist Con- 
vention objected on different grounds. 
Said he: “We need prayer in the public 
schools, but I don’t think the government 
should provide the prayer to be used. 
What legislators are not realizing is that 
the government could become more in- 
volved in prescribing what its citizens 
should be doing.” 

Alabama legislators voted over- 
whelmingly for the prayer bill. “It’s an 
election year,” observed Mary Weidner, 
executive director of the state American 
Civil Liberties Union. “They have a histo- 
ry of not wanting to grapple with the is- 
sues and turning to the federal courts to 
rescue them.” 

The establishment of an official 
prayer is only the latest step in Ala- 
bama’s drive to bring religion back to 
the schools. A law passed in 1978 and 
broadened last year allows “silent medi- 

| tation” or “voluntary prayer.’ Said 
Charlene Boyd, a Mobile elementary 
school teacher: “The children in my 
classroom were allowed, if they volun- 
tarily chose to do so, to sing the follow- 
ing jingle: ‘God is great, God is good,/ 
Let us thank him for our food./ Bow 
our heads, we are fed./ Give us, Lord, 
our daily bread.’ When Ishmael Jaf- 
free, a Mobile attorney, discovered that 
his three grade school children were be- 
ing led in such classroom prayer, he 
sued. Jaffree last week expanded his 

Alabama's new law as well. 
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suit, challenging the constitutionality of 

Bulldozing a home near Niagara Falls 

Canal Cleanup 
Coping with toxic wastes 

ove Canal. The very name of the 
chemical dumping site has become a 

symbol of the larger problem of hazardous 
waste disposal by corporations. Last week 
the Environmental Protection Agency 
moved to transform Love Canal from a 
national skull and crossbones to what it 
once was, a quiet residential neighbor- 
hood near Niagara Falls. The agency also 
established a new set of rules for dumping 
industrial wastes that could mean no 
more Love Canals in the future. 

Forty years after the Hooker Chem- 
ical Co. used the site for disposal, and 
four years after residents discovered the 
toxic effects from seepage of the waste, 
the EPA has determined that most of the 
400 nearby homes are now safe for hab- 
itation. “The Love Canal area is ... 
as safe as other residential areas in 
industrial towns around the country,” 
announced Dr. Clark Heath of the 
Department of Health and Human Ser- 
vices. Only those houses within a block 
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and a half of the canal, many of which 
have already been razed, are still con- 
sidered dangerous. 

Some former Love Canal residents 
were outraged. “The EPA is as dependable 
as a wet noodle,” said Robert Kott, who 
moved his wife and five children away 
from their home near the canal two years 
ago. Indeed, some members of an inde- 
pendent panel of experts that was asked 
by the EPA to analyze the data felt that the 
material made available to them was “of 
very poor scientific quality.” Says Mem- 
ber Steven Aust, who is chairman of the 
Michigan toxic substance control com- 
mission: “I do not see how anyone could 
conclude with much assurance that the 
area was habitable.” 

Local officials have been pressing 
for the clean bill of health so that the 
state can resell homes it bought from 
fleeing homeowners and begin rehabili- 
tating the neighborhood. The day after 
the EPA issued its report, the agency al- 
located $7 million to build new water- 
treatment plants in the area and extend 
the clay “cap” that now partly covers 
the canal. 

The Love Canal report was released 
the same week that the EPA set new stan- 
dards for hazardous waste disposal on 
land, culminating six years of tug-of-war 
between corporations and citizens’ 
groups. The Environmental Defense 
Fund, which has been sharply critical of 
the EPA, described the new guidelines as 
“a mixed bag”; the public interest group 
claimed that the regulations were ade- 
quate to control new dumps but not re- 
strictive enough on the 2,000 hazardous 
sites already in existence. Nonetheless, 
the EPA’s 500-page rulebook requires the 
monitoring of contamination levels near 
waste sites and the use of double synthetic 
liners at new facilities to prevent the type 
of leakage that occurred at Love Canal. 
Compliance could cost industries more 
than $500 million a year. = 

Getting a White House Trim 
ery bape haicd prineerscogpmnpy par mepaven sont 

but the Reagan Administration, true to its campaign promises, is seeking a re- 
turn to traditional values. Back in 1977 Jimmy Carter evicted the White House bar- 
ber from his basement quarters and replaced him with beauticians. But Ronald Rea- 
gan, said his Chief of Staff James Baker, is “a President who likes to have his hair cut 
by a barber.” The upshot: Barber Milton Pitts returned to snip White House person- 
nel on Tuesdays and Thursdays (Reagan gets clipped alone every two weeks), while 
Beauticians Yves and Nancy Graux coiffed on Wednesdays and Fridays. 

Unfortunately, this arrangement left everyone with emotional split ends. 
Beauticians and barber feuded over customers’ chairs; maintenance workers had 
to move a different one into position each day. Against the Grauxes’ wishes, 
Pitts had the shampooing sink lowered two whole inches. The Grauxes, mean- 
while, suspected Pitts of watering down their shampoo and demanded better 
locks for their cabinets. 

That was all the snipping the White House could bear. Said Baker last week: 
“We think there ought to be a facility for men to get haircuts and women to get 
their hair done. So we’re going to see to it that there are those two facilities.” The 
Grauxes will be moved next door into the Old Executive Office Building; a salon 
will be refurbished there at a cost of $9,000. For taxpayers, it was just another trim. 



Nation 

For 1,800 Haitians—Freedom 

“ay iktoua net! [Complete victory!] 
They are going to free you! They 

have to free you!” Marc Garcia, the Mi- 
ami radio commentator known as Marcus 
to the 437 Haitians at Krome Avenue 
Processing Center who tune in his daily 
Creole-language broadcasts, was all but 
shouting the good news into his micro- 
phone last week. In Atlanta, a three-judge 
panel of the Court of Appeals for the 
Eleventh Circuit had just refused to block 
a federal district court decision ordering 
the release “forthwith” of 1,800 Haitian 
immigrants who have been imprisoned 
for about a year in 14 US. detention 

A federal court upholds their release from 14 detention camps 

Refugees crowd around a radio at Krome Avenue center last week to hear news of their release 

The majority of these detainees were 
Haitians picked up along the Florida 
coast. Rather like the boat people of Viet 
Nam, the Haitians risked their lives to flee 
starvation and poverty in “Baby Doc” Du- 
valier’s dictatorial regime, making the 
700-mile journey in rickety, overcrowded 
vessels. Many drowned when their boats 
broke up at sea, and their bodies some- 
times washed up on the plush resort beach- 
es of South Florida. Haitians who made it 
alive to the U.S., but were unlucky enough 
to be caught as they landed, were immedi- 
ately locked up. The only way out was to 
return to Haiti; most preferred to stay. 

Hoiuaczia ar 

“We didn't invade the U.S., we didn't carry dope, yet we are treated worse than dogs.” 

camps. The Department of Justice said 
the first detainees could be freed by the 
end of the month. 

The release of the Haitians is the re- 
sult of a yearlong legal battle by human 
rights activists to modify the tough immi- 
gration procedures enforced since last 
summer by the Reagan Administration as 
part of its effort to discourage illegal im- 
migration into the U.S. (Almost | million 
illegal aliens were caught in 1981, and no- 
body knows how many managed to enter 
undetected.) Under the Reagan policy, 
the Justice Department’s Immigration 
and Naturalization Service (INS) began to 
detain undocumented aliens, who had 
been apprehended as they entered the 
U.S., at federal prisons and abandoned 
military bases in Florida, Louisiana, Ken- 
tucky, West Virginia, Texas, New York 
and Puerto Rico. Previously, immigration 
policy had been to release such illegal 
aliens on parole while the courts exam- 
ined their appeals for political asylum or 

| other legal status. 

14 

| Haitians were forced to live in tents in 
sweltering 90° heat and rain, even 

After months of confinement, many of 
the Haitians developed symptoms of se- 
vere depression; at least 29 tried tocommit 
suicide. Hundreds of others complained of 
blinding headaches, stomach cramps and 
other ailments, which they attributed to 
uncertainty as to how long they would be 
held and concern for their impoverished 
families back home. The longer they wait- 
ed for their status to be determined, the 
more desperate they became. At Krome, a 
forbidding enclosure surrounded by high | 
watchtowers and double cyclone fences 
topped with barbed wire, one detainee ex- 
plained why he had stopped eating the 
camp’s food: “How can I eat when I've 
been here 13 months and I have eight chil- 
dren at home who are starving to death be- 
cause I can’t provide for them?” Said Alan 
Pierre, 23: “We didn’t invade the United 
States, we didn’t carry dope, yet we are 
treated worse than dogs.” 

At Fort Allen in Puerto Rico, 707 

though several unused buildings on the 
base offered better shelter. One INS offi- 
cial said that the harsh conditions in the 
camps were intended to discourage oth- 
er aliens from trying to enter the US. 
illegally. Last month, however, repre- 
sentatives of the Organization of Ameri- 
can States visited Fort Allen to deter- 
mine whether human rights abuses were 
taking place. In past years the O.AS. 
has examined alleged abuses in Argenti- 
na, Chile, El Salvador, Haiti and other 
countries, but never before have such 
charges been investigated in the US. 
Meanwhile, immigration officials took 
other measures to discourage the Hai- 
tian flight: in some instances, the Coast 
Guard apprehended Haitians at sea and 
returned them to authorities at Port-au- 
Prince, even though the terrified aliens 
pleaded that Baby Doc’s government 
views attempts to flee the country as a 
crime. 

Human rights activists charged that 
the treatment of the Haitians was dis- 
criminatory. Said Harriet Rabb, director 
of the Immigration Law Clinic at the Co- | 
lumbia University law school: “The Jus- 
tice Department singled out the Haitians 
because they are a small group and have 
not organized themselves politically.” Mi- 
chael Posner, executive director of the 
New York-based Lawyers Committee for 
International Human Rights, called the 
Haitian detention “a political decision, 
not a legal decision. The Haitians became 
the scapegoats for an immigration policy 
that is not working. And the fact that the 
Haitians are black has been an added 
burden on them.” 

n a class-action suit filed on the Hai- 
tians’ behalf, Federal Judge Eugene P. 

Spellman ruled that the detainees should 
be released on a legal technicality: the INS 
had promulgated the tough policy without 
having given the proper advance notice 
required by the Federal Administrative 
Procedure Act. But Spellman rejected 
charges that there was any racist bias in 
the regulations. 

Spellman’s release order applies only 
to the 1,800 Haitians who were covered by 
the class-action suit. It does not, for exam- 
ple, affect 53 other Haitians who have been 
held since last July at a detention center in 
Brooklyn; they filed a similar suit in New 
York federal district court but lost on ap- 
peal. Posner also notes that Spellman’s de- 
cision “left the door open” for a reinstate- 
ment of the detention program “if the 
detention plan is recastand made subject to 
rulemaking in the proper way.” The INS 
has made itclear that it plans todojust that, 
as one way to discourage the increasingly 
unmanageable numbers of illegal immi- 
grants from troubled areas. The Adminis- 
tration has announced plans to build, at a 
cost of $35 million, two new detention cen- 
tersin Virginia and Oklahoma, withacom- 
bined capacity of 2,000. —BSyJanice Castro. 
Reported by Bernard Diederich/Miami and David 

S. Jackson/Washington 
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“EITHER THISIS 
THEIR BEST 

SPACE GAME EVER, 
OR MY 

LIVING ROOM IS 
GOING 165 MPH? 

Presenting Star Strike: The exciting new space game with brilliant colors, gripping 
tension, and special effects so realistic they appear three-dimensional. 

Just play it once.Then, when the battle’s overand = pygrrey ELECTRONICS’ 
the dust is clear, compare Intellivision Star Strike to other 
space games. We think you'll agree that color, excitement INCELLIVISION , 
and special effects make Star Strike the clear winner. 
© Martel nc. 1982 All RightsReserved Intelligent Television 



AN EXTRAORDINARY SERVICE FOR 
~ YOUR ORDINARY PHONE. 

& & 

In business, long distance means quick 
and accurate information. And information 

is Money. 
In personal life, long distance means 

Staying in touch with distant families and 

foraway friends. 

Wonderful 
What's not so wonderful is the cost of 

long distance. Which is what Sprint service 
is all about 

At Sprint, we make long distance better 

by making it less expensive. A lot less 

expensive. In fact, if you think you're 

spending too much money on long distance 
calls, Sprint service can save you up to 
30%...40%...even 50% 

You see our extraordinary system routes 

your call through a network of land-based 

microwave transmitters and satellites miles 

in the sky. And all you need is an ordinary 

pushbutton phone 

Call Sprint, the long distance specialist 
We're using high technology to bring the 
cost of long distance, down to Earth 

800-521-4949 
In Michigan call 313-645-6020. 

SPRINT 
WE'RE BRINGING THE 
COST OF LONG DISTANCE 
DOWN TO EARTH. 
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Tomorrow's Gashouse Gang. 
They’re future Northern Illinois Gas customers like the Ross Avenue 

kids of Cary who won't have to worry about gas energy for their homes. 

Our kind of gas is abun- 
dant. Northern Illinois Gas is 
well aware of the oil shortage. 
Like everyone else, we're con- 
cerned about America’s depen- 
dence on foreign sources for the 
kind of energy that powers our 
cars and helps turn the wheels 
of industry. 

But it's home grown natural 
gas that heats our homes, warms 
our water, cooks our food and 
dries our clothes. And when it 
comes to this domestic natural 
gas, America is fortunate to have 
plenty. And NI-Gas stores a 
substantial amount of it right 
here in linois. 
And there’s more com- 
ing. We haven't even begun to 
tap the rich natural gas deposits 

trapped in the tight rock forma- 
tions of the western mountain 
ranges and in the geo-pressur- 
ized zones along the Gulf 
of Mexico. 

These regions could sup- 
ply enough gas to service future 
Gashouse Gang members for 
hundreds of years. 
Northern is looking 
ahead. We're not only search- 
ing the earth for energy. We're 
searching our minds, too, for 
new ways to make gas from 
our more abundant natural re- 
sources like coal and giant 
ocean kelp. 

The future is bright. 
And the parents of tomorrow’s 
Gashouse Gang are making the 
fufure look even brighter by sav- 
ing energy in every way they 
can. Many of our customers are 
adding insulation to their homes 
and replacing their old appli- 
ances with the new energy- 
efficient gas models. 

All things considered, we 
can safely predict that your 
future is going to be as bright 
as gas! 

NORTHERN ILLINOIS GAS 
One of the NICOR basic energy compames 

Keeping your future as bright as gas. 



New Advanced Formula STRESSTABS’ 
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at both ends. 

Stress can rob you of vitamins. 
It’s a fact that during periods of physical stress your 
body uses up more vitamins than normal. It’s also 
known that unlike such fat soluble vitamins as A and 

D, which are stored in the body, most of the water 
soluble vitamins—B-complex and C—should be 

replaced daily. That’s why a good diet is so important 

STRESSTABS* high potency stress formula vitamins 
can help to back up your diet because they concen- 

trate on vitamins your body can’t store 

Now biotin makes STRESSTABS 
even more complete. 

New data confirms that biotin is one of many water 
soluble vitamins that stress can rob. Essential in the 
conversion of carbohydrates to energy, biotin also 

plays a large role in the synthesis of fats and in pro- 

tein metabolism for the building of healthy tissue. 
Today you'll find the essential biotin extra in all three 
STRESSTABS high potency formulas 

STRESSTABS. The stress formula vitamin 
doctors recommend most. 

Throughout the years, the Lederle Nutrition Research 

Group has carefully updated STRESSTABS to reflect 
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the latest findings in the body’s vitamin requirements 
during physical stress. This commitment to research 

and formula advancement may be part of the 

reason that physicians continue to recommend 
STRESSTABS more than any other stress 
formula vitamin 

Look for the candle. 
It’s only on 

Advanced Formula 
STRESSTABS. 

The STRESSTABS candle is 

your assurance of high 
quality vitamins from 

Lederle Laboratories. 

Look for it on Advanced 

Formula STRESSTABS, 
Advanced Formula 

STRESSTABS plus Iron, 
and Advanced Formula 

STRESSTABS plus Zinc 
The vitamins for people 
who burn the candle 

at both ends. 

Advanced Formula STRESSTABS: 

No other stress formula vitamin 
can hold a candle to it. 

, 
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A True Prince of the City 

Nation 

In Chicago, a cop goes undercover to crack a police dope ring 

Government corruption in Chicago is at 
once routine and legendary, such a fact of 
everyday life that each new scandal seems 
not so much to shock citizens as to reaffirm 
their cynicism. Yet in the past few weeks 
even the most jaded Chicagoans must have 
been a little dismayed. Ten West Side nar- 
cotics policemen were convicted on June 30 
of taking $250,000 in protection money 
from dope dealers. Last week, in a separate 
case, ten more policemen were arraigned 
and three others indicted for variously pos- 
sessing and selling marijuana, cocaine and 
heroin. The investigation into police drug 
peddling was sparked by an honest cop who 
refused to look the other way. In the story 
that follows, he is called James Watson. 
TIME pieced together an inside account of 
the undercover probe after an ex- 
clusive interview with Watson, 
42, and a series of conversations 
with other police investigators. 

i n James Watson’s family, sink- 
ing into the street life on Chi- 

cago’s black South Side was not 
allowed. Still, compared with his 
three brothers, who went directly 
from working-class boyhoods to 
college and upscale success, 
James was an underachiever. | 
After high school, he became an 
Army paratrooper; after his dis- 
charge, he became a butcher. But 
Watson had a calling: in 1967 he 
finally admitted it and joined the 
Chicago police force. 

He made a great cop. As a 
decoy mugging victim, under- 
cover narcotics agent and orga- 
nized-crime investigator, Wat- 
son, says a colleague, “was the guy you 
could always count on to be behind you.” 
But his front-line successes made him an 
undeserving victim of the Peter Principle. 
He was promoted to detective a few years 
ago but proved too impolitic and got on 
the wrong side of a deputy superinten- 
dent. In 1980 Watson was demoted back 
to patrolman and assigned to squad-car 
duty on the South Side. 

In his years away from the rank-and- 
file officer's life, the street ethos had be- 
come twisted. Fellow cops were not just 
smoking a little pot at home, after hours, 
but sucking on joints and snorting cocaine 
while on duty. For a year he watched, dis- 
gusted; regularly he saw drugs, including 
heroin, sold from squad-car windows. “I 
was told this was the new thing,” Watson 
Says. “It was supposed to be accepted. But 
to me it was a cancer that could destroy 
the department.” To the dopers in blue, 

| Watson was out of it, an old prig. 
Until last fall, his loyalty to fellow of- 

| ficers was stronger than his anger. Then 
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One day in September, responding to a [ 

routine call, Watson radioed for another 
patrolman to join him. The officer never 
came. He was too high, too jazzed up on 
cocaine, to do his duty. 

On Sept. 26, a Saturday, Watson called 
Sergeant Thomas Chandler, 34, a colleague 
from his days on the narcotics squad, now 
working for the department's self-policing 
Internal Affairs Division. Watson unbur- 
dened himself, telling all, naming names. It 
was agonizing for Watson. He did not get a 
kick out of seeing himself as a righteous 
avenger and declined a further role in any 
investigation. Finally he pleaded, “Just be 
fair to these guys.” 

Lieut. Richard Sandberg, 45, was put 
in charge of the probe, and with Chandler 
staked out a South Side tavern called the 

Arrested by colleagues: indicted drug dealers en route to jail 

“To me it was a cancer that could destroy the department.” 

Ebony Room, where, by Watson’s ac- 
count, the cops cut deals on Wednesday 
nights. From their unmarked brown van, 
the investigators watched police drug sale 
after police drug sale and plenty of sam- 
pling. “There they were, not 10 ft. away,” 
recalls Sandberg, still incredulous, “just 
dipping into the vial and snorting away.” 
Brazen, but not incriminating enough. 
Sandberg insisted on getting tape record- 
ings of the transactions. 

state police agent was wired with hid- 
den microphones and sent into the 

Ebony Room, but the dealers were not 
| foolish enough to sell to a stranger. Wat- 
son then went to the bar with a female un- 
dercover agent, introducing her as a 
friend who wanted to buy cocaine. Says 
Sandberg: “The absolute worst happened. 
One of the men recognized her as a nar- 
cotics cop.” After she left, Watson’s keen 
undercover instincts saved him: he had 

and had no idea she was a narc. 
For five months the investigators had 

| ferent city, living under an assumed | 

| just met the woman, he claimed, laughing, | 

failed to get a transaction on tape. Finally, 
in early March, Chandler convinced Wat- 
son that only he would be trusted enough 
to make the undercover drug buys. Wat- 
son would pretend to be a neophyte dealer 
eager to make a few extra bucks by selling 
to friends. Often the sales took place in the 
middle of the night. Watson kept working 
his regular 8-hr. patrol shift as well as his 
4-hr.-a-day outside job as a security guard. 
For him, last spring was a blur of sleepless- 
ness and sharp-edged tension. 

His first buy was on Thursday morn- 
ing, March 11, at an apartment in New 
Town, a chic singles neighborhood. He 
chatted with his host, a cop from his pre- 
cinct, and then got down to business, 
agreeing to buy % oz. of coke for $300. The 
conversation was recorded by a pair of 
miniature microphones fastened to Wat- 
son’s chest. Eavesdropping in a van out- 
side were Sandberg and Chandler. In a 
nearby car was IAD Officer Victor How- 
ard, 37, who, like Watson, Chandler and 

canten—cnicacotaisuxe all but one of the indicted deal- 
ers, is black. 

Howard vividly recalls the 
anxiety of later “overhears.” 
Says he: “Every delay, every 
long pause, and we wondered— 
had they figured it out?” In fact, 
one of the targets did figure it 
out. Suspecting after a second 
tape-recorded cocaine sale that 
he was being set up, the pusher 
threatened to kill Watson and 
his family. Instead, Chandler 
pressured the man to cooperate. 
“He flipped,” says Chandler. 
“He was looking out for his ass.” 
As it turned out, the “flipper” 
made drug buys that accounted 
for ten of the 13 indictments. In 
return he may escape jail. 

On June 11, squads of IAD 
officers and other police inspec- 
tors, 50 in all, fanned out and ar- 

rested the alleged pushers. As many as 20 
other cops are suspected of drug peddling, 
but they were not caught on tape. The in- 
vestigators wanted to move before their 
cover, or a life, was lost. 

Watson is not rejoicing. He and his 
wife and three children are now in a dif- 

name. His former buddies, he says, 
“wouldn't mind killing me.” Like Chan- 
dler and Howard, he had worked to get 
more black police hired, and the sense of 
betrayal is bitter. And his anguished deci- 
sion to trap comrades, Watson says, “is 
something I still haven’t worked out. I 
probably never will.” He is pleased to 
have shown that cover-ups are not stan- 
dard procedure in his beloved Chicago de- 
partment, especially under the reformist 
administration of Police Superintendent 
Richard Brzeczek. “I knew if 1 went to the 
right people,” Watson says, “something 
would be done.” And what of his own life? 
“I want to go back to police work,” he | 
says. “It’s my job.” —By Kurt Andersen. 

| Reported by Ken Banta/Chicago 
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COVER STORIES 

World— 

A Quest for Vengeance 
Khomeini’ 's legions invade Iraq and threaten the whole Arab world 

“Your Iranian broth- 
ers, in order to defend 
their country and push 
back the attacks on the 
enemy of Islam, have 

been forced to cross over into Iraq to save 
the oppressed Iraqi people. Rise up and 
install the Islamic government that you 
want!” So declared Iran’s Ayatullah Ru- 
hollah Khomeini last week as he 

| launched his army along the Shatt al 
Arab waterway in a huge invasion of Iraq. 

| For the first time in the 22 months since 
Iraq initially attacked Iran, heavy fight- 

| ing was taking place on Iraqi territory. 
Khomeini’s objective was not just the 
overthrow of his bitter enemy, Iraqi Presi- 
dent Saddam Hussein, but the creation of 
an Iraqi Islamic Republic modeled on 
Iran’s own. To moderate rulers through- 
out the Arab world, the threat was even 
more awesome: a rising wave of Islamic 
fundamentalism, reinforced by an Irani- 
an victory in Iraq, that could topple Arab 

governments from the Persian Gulf to the 

Mediterranean Sea. 
After 48 hours of rising artillery ex- 

changes, the Iranian high command last 
Tuesday night broadcast a coded mes- 
sage: “Ya Saheb ez-Zaman! Ya Saheb ez- 
Zaman!” (Translation: Thou absent 
Imam!) That was the order for as many as 
100,000 soldiers and militiamen to begin 
the march toward Basra, Iraq's second 
largest city and the nerve center of its oil- 
producing region, and to engage an Iraqi 
army of about the same size. “Operation 
Ramadan” had begun. The first Iranian 
goal appeared to be the capture of Basra 
and much of southern Iraq, from which 
the invaders could’ either press 
on to Baghdad, the Iraqi capital 280 
miles to the northwest, or pin down Iraqi 
divisions while a second invasion 
force was launched directly at Baghdad, 
which is only about 75 miles from the 

border. 
Within 24 hours the two armies were 

Preparing for war: a young Iranian soldier bows to kiss the hand of the Ayatullah Khomeini 

locked in what was believed to be one of 
the biggest land battles since World War 
II. In the intense fighting that followed, 
thousands were killed and scores of tanks 
were destroyed as the Iraqis fought off the 
first wave of invaders. Said an Iranian of- 
ficer of the packed battle scene: “Even if 
you shoot with your eyes closed, you are 
bound to hit someone.” It was also a time 
of fervor and of exaggerated claims. In 
Tehran, masses of Khomeini supporters 
ignored the wail of air-raid sirens and 
marched through the capital in support of 
their leader. The Iranians announced 
they had destroyed two Iraqi divisions, 
but by the end of the week their offensive 
appeared to have stalled, leading the Ira- 
qis to proclaim a “great victory.” Mean- 
while there were numerous indications 
that Khomeini’s forces were preparing | 
another major attack, which would prob- 
ably take place some time this week. 

With the outbreak of fighting on Iraqi 
territory, one of the most feared of Middle 
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| East scenarios was unfolding. The Arab 
world was already in disarray over Isra- 
el’s invasion of Lebanon seven weeks ago 
in an attempt to dislodge the Palestine 
Liberation Organization. With no end to 
the siege of West Beirut in sight (see fol- 
lowing story), another non-Arab country, 
Iran, had invaded Arab territory and 
seemed, moreover, to have a better-than- 
even chance of unseating the ruling gov- 
ernment. At immediate risk were the 
moderate, hereditary regimes of Saudi 
Arabia and the rest of the gulf. But the 
Ayatullah Khomeini’s vow was even 
more explosive: to press on to Jerusalem, 
to liberate the Holy City and overwhelm 
all enemies of Islam 

ore serious still, the pressures 

induced by the wars in the Mid- 
dle East have drawn the U.S 
and the Soviet Union into dan- 

gerously confrontational positions, for the 
struggles involve not only the warring ar- 
mies of Islam but future control over the 
Persian Gulf and the largest known petro- 
leum reserves on earth 

The worst worries of the U.S. and of 
the moderate Arab leaders presuppose an 

Iraqi defeat by the Iranian invaders. But 
the outcome of the war is not clear by any 
means. The Iraqis appeared by week’s end 
to have blunted the initial Iranian attack 
on Basra and driven the Iranians back al- 
most to the border. The Lraqis were fight- 
ing harder in defense of their country than 
they had fought during their long, mis- 
guided adventure in Iran. U.S. intelligence 
sources confirmed that Iraqi MiG-21s had 
staged an air attack on the Iranian petro- 
leum facilities at Kharg Island. Damage 
was said to be light, but the incident was 
bound to have a discouraging effect on 
tankers bound for the island. 

“Iraq wanted peace,” declared Iraq’s 
Saddam, triumphant for the moment and | 
ignoring the fact that he had sent his 
army into Iran in the first place. On Fri- 
day, two days after the initial Iranian at- 
tack had subsided. TIME Photographer 
Peter Jordan visited the battlefield and 
found it bare except for hundreds of bloat- 
ing bodies, burned-out tanks and artillery 
pieces, and a handful of Iraqi soldiers. Re- 
ported Jordan, the only Western news- 
man on the scene: “The stench from the 
bodies was so intolerable that the Iraqis 
stuffed tissues or cotton into their nostrils. 
Among the Iranian prisoners were chil- 
dren, boys of twelve and 13, who wore the 

colors of the Revolutionary Guards 
When the Iranians, who had fought their 
way to within eight miles of Basra, real- 
ized that they were surrounded on three 
sides by Iraqi forces, they reportedly 
broke ranks in panic. Some surrendered, 
later acknowledging to interrogators that 
they had been assured by their superiors 
that their victories inside Iran last spring 
would lead to further triumphs once they 
had entered Iraq.” That may yet prove to 
be true, but it did not work out that way 
last week. 

Meanwhile, Iranian officials angrily | 
denied that they had become the aggres- 

Photographs for TIME by Peter Jordan 
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s and earthmovers lie about nine miles from Basra after last week's attack Destroyed Iranian tank: 

tranian soldiers captured last week, above; a dead Iranian in the desert outside Basra 



lraqis on a tank captured during the Iranian invasion 

sors in the war. Declared Iran’s United 
Nations Ambassador Said Rajaie-Khora- 
sani to TIME Correspondent Raji Sam- 
ghabadi: “The Saddam Hussein regime 
has inflicted stupendous losses of life and 
property on us. It has done everything 
within its power to humiliate the Islamic 
Republic. Now we are expected to give 
the war criminals a chance to rebuild 
their forces and spring at our throat again. 
Sorry, no deal.” 

For weeks the revolutionary govern- 
ment in Iran had debated how far the 
country should go in “punishing” Saddam 
Hussein. Iranian moderates, led by Majlis 
Speaker Ali Hashemi Rafsanjani, sug- 
gested that the $150 billion in reparations 
demanded of Iraq by President Ali Kha- 
mene’i, a hard-liner, was negotiable. But 
the fanatics wanted nothing less than the 
destruction of [raq’s Baath Party and the 
establishment of an Islamic republic in 
Baghdad. 

ntil June 21, Khomeini deliber- 
ately remained neutral in the de- 
bate, allowing subordinates ample | 
time to state their positions. Then, 

characteristically, he made a speech fully 
supporting, and indeed surpassing, the 

ued support of Lran, now that Khomeini’s 
forces have invaded Arab Iraq, is a some- 
what more awkward position for Syria to 
be taking. Syria has also been embar- 

| rassed by recent events in Lebanon. It has 
refused to offer temporary sanctuary to 
the leadership and guerrillas of the 
P.L.O., possibly because it is holding out 
for a better deal from the Saudis and the 
other oil-rich Arabs who would finance 
such a solution to the problem of the 
trapped P.L.O. forces. Furthermore, in 
battles with the Israelis last month, Syria 
lost at least 86 MiG aircraft. One appar- 
ent reason: Syria lacks skilled fighter pi- 
lots, partly because it prefers that its new 
pilots be members of the minority Alawite 
sect, an offshoot of Shi'ite Islam to which 
President Hafez Assad belongs. 

Like Assad, Saddam Hussein is a 
member of a minority group within his 
own nation. He is a Sunni Muslim in a 
country whose population of 14 million is 
55% Shi'ite. Iran has assumed that this 
fact alone makes Saddam vulnerable to 

Sandbags placed along the Shatt al Arab to defend Basra 

F ] 
being overthrown, but that reasoning may | 
not be correct. Saddam has created a cult 
of personality around himself. Today his 
face can be seen everywhere in his capital | 
city, in a wide variety of sizes and de- 
meanors. A huge painting on Rashid 
Street, for example, shows him in uni- 
form, leading a tank assault, while in the | 
background swirls a visionary horse 
charge by the Iraqi cavalrymen who rout- 
ed a Persian invasion in the 9th century. 
Though outnumbered ten to one, the 
horsemen were victorious in an epic | 
three-day battle, and saved Iraq. 

Not unlike the Shah of Iran, Saddam 
| has been devoting enormous effort and 
expense toward turning his backward 
country into a modern state. In addition, 
he has tried to make the Shi‘ite communi- 
ty feel that it is being well taken care of. 
Italian and Korean workmen are laying 
marble in the inner courtyards of the 
principal shrines in the sacred Shi'ite cit- 
ies of Najaf and Karbala; gold leaf is be- 
ing splashed over mosques throughout the | 
country. The poorer Shi'ite communities 
that once spawned opposition to the 
Baathist regime now have new schools, 
hospitals, roads, sewers, electricity and 
water lines. Even during the months of 

¥diS——-B3HIOONYN 
| positions of the extremists. Khomeini 
even criticized some of his own aides for 
paying more attention to the Israeli inva- 
sion of Lebanon than to the Iran-Iraq 
war. “We shall get to Lebanon, and to Je- 

war, while many public works activities 
were postponed (and while the gulf states | 
were contributing at least $20 billion to 
the Iraqi war chest), the projects in the 
Shi'ite areas continued. Whether Saddam 
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rusalem, through Iraq,” said Khomeini, 
but “first we have to defeat this sinister | 
[Baath] party.” 

Khomeini’s “Iraq first” policy quickly 
gained the support of Iran’s two Arab al- 
lies, Syria and Libya, and soon Iran’s 
Revolutionary Guards command was is- 

| suing a call for volunteers. Syria’s position 
is based on its longstanding hatred of Sad- 
dam and the enmity between the Iraqi 
and Syrian branches of the Baath Party 
Syria had sided with Iran while Iraqi 
forces were on Iranian soil, but its contin- 

20 

“Hanging Judge” Khalkhali visits the wounded 

Even with eyes shut, you would hit someone 

has succeeded in gaining the loyalty of 
Iraq’s Shi‘ite community is a question that 

_ will probably be answered all too obvious- 
ly within the next few weeks. 

For the US., the crisis had been 
looming since the fall of the Shah in 1979 
U.S. strategists, their Iran policy para- 
lyzed, were reduced to speculating that 

| the Ayatullah, who is now 82 and ailing, 
would soon die or become incapacitated, 
and that his fanatical regime might then 
collapse. The US. considered seeking 
closer ties with Saddam, a longtime ally 
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of the Soviet Union who suddenly was 
sending signals that he was trying to ex- 
tricate his country from the Soviet orbit. 
But once the U.S. hostages were released 
by Iranian authorities on Jan. 20, 1981, 
the new Reagan Administration decided 
to do nothing and hope for the best in 
Iran. The war between Iran and Iraq, 
which Saddam had launched in Septem- 
ber 1980 in an effort to make Iraq the 
prominent power in the gulf, sputtered 
along inconclusively, a problem for the 
Iranians but a matter of little concern to 
the US. 

But late last year the gulf war sudden- 
ly heated up again, culminating in the | 
battle of Khorramshahr two months ago. 
There, after a few hours of combat, the 
Iranians drove the discouraged Iraqis 

In June, Saddam declared a unilateral 
cease-fire, withdrew the last of his forces 
from Iran and asked for peace. Absolutely 
not! cried the old Ayatullah. Khomeini 
responded with a set of demands that Sad- 
dam could not accept. Besides calling for 
the resignation of Saddam and the over- 
throw of the ruling Baath Party, Khomei- 
ni declared that the Iranian armed forces 

back across the western shore of the Shatt. | 

~— 

traqi President Saddam Hussein 

Better-than-even chance of being unseated 

| reached its ultimate absurdity in revolu- 

would seek to enable the people of Iraq | 
to form “a government of their own 
choice—that is, an Islamic government.” 
When Iraq's friends in the gulf suggested 
that he settle for $50 billion in repara- 
tions, which they promised to raise, Kho- 

meini turned down the offer as insuffi- 
cient. “Why should he accept $50 
billion?” an Egyptian official commented 
last week after the fighting shifted : 
to Iraqi territory. “He thinks he 
can have it all.” 

or the past year the Kho- 
meini government has 
been gaining increasing 
support from the Soviet 

Union and its allies, including 
North Korea, Cuba and East Ger- 
many. Most helpful, perhaps, has 
been Syria, an Arab neighbor 
with a long history of hostility to- 
ward Iraq. Through Syria, Iran 
received large shipments of Soviet 
weaponry, including 130-mm ar- 
tillery pieces, antiaircraft guns 
and tank engines. In the mean- 
time, Washington remained silent 
while Israel sold Iran an estimat- 
ed $120 million worth of military hard- 
ware, including spare parts and am- 
munition for Iran’s American-made 
equipment, which had been acquired dur- 
ing the rule of the Shah. Nor did the U.S. 
openly complain that the Israelis were 
sending experts to Tehran to help the Ira- 
nians use their American-made weapons. 

With apparent shortsightedness, the 
government of Israeli Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin was supporting Iran in 
order to cause trouble for Saddam, whom 
it has long regarded as its primary enemy 

in the Arab world. Thus the ancient adage 
“The enemy of my enemy is my friend,” 
which guides the convoluted politics of so 
Many nations in the Middle East, had 

unary Iran: both the Soviet Union and a 
US. ally were contributing to the Ayatul- 
lah’s war machine 

From the beginning, the Soviets have 
moved with extreme caution in Iran. 
They ordered the local Tudeh (Commu- 
nist) Party to infiltrate organizations of 
clerical power but to avoid any actions 
that could arouse official suspicion 
Meanwhile, Moscow provided Iran with 
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increasing amounts of military and eco- 
nomic aid, though always by proxy. In- 

| deed, to hedge their bets, the Soviets con- 
tinued giving token support to Iraq, with 

| which they have had a friendship treaty 
since 1960 and whose army they have 

| largely supplied. 
As an indication of how secure the 

Iranians have become about their rela- 
tions with the Soviets, Iran decided sever- 
al weeks ago to move eight divisions away 
from its border with the Soviet Union in 
order to relocate those forces along Iran’s 

| border with Iraq. It was the first time 
since the end of World War II, when the 
Soviets occupied Iran’s northern province 
of Azerbaijan, that the Iranians had left 
their 1,090-mile border with the Soviet 
Union virtually unguarded. When King 
Hussein of Jordan visited Moscow late 
last month, Soviet Foreign Minister An- 
drei Gromyko told him that when the Ira- 
nian invasion of Iraq began, Moscow 

| would be supporting Iran. It was the Sovi- 
| et Official’s unsubtle way of hinting to 
Hussein that even though Jordan was 

| Iraq’s most faithful ally, the King would 
do well to remain on the sidelines of the 
forthcoming battle 

Within the U.S. foreign policy estab- 
lishment, there is disagreement about the 
degree of Soviet involvement in Iran. So- 

viet Expert Helmut Sonnenfeldt. a senior 
fellow at the Brookings Institution, be- 
lieves the Soviets cooled on Saddam be- 
cause he wanted unconditional support | 
from Moscow for whatever he proposed to 
do against Israel or Iran, and was angry 

. when he failed to obtain it. More- 

le~ Iranian troop movement 

Jf Reported iraqi air attack 

over, Sonnenfeldt says, the Soviets 
| were tilting increasingly toward 
Iran after the fall of the Shah, be- 
cause they regarded Iran as a 
greater strategic prize. William 
Quandt, a former National Secu- 
rity Council official now at Brook- 
ings, doubts that the Soviets 
played a significant role in Iran’s 
decision to invade Iraq. Says he 
“Khomeini is a genuine revolu- 
tionary, and he would like to ex- 
port his revolution. He is also a 
man who personalizes his quar- 
rels—he ‘brought down the Shah,” 
he ‘brought down Jimmy Carter,’ 
and he wants to bring down Sad- 
dam Hussein. If he could bring 
into power an Islamic regime in 

Iraq, so much the better.” 

In early June, the Soviet Union urged 
Iran to make peace with Iraq under some 
of the terms Iran had demanded but with 
“modifications.” The Soviets even pro- 
posed that the two countries join them in 
establishing an “anti-imperialist front.” 
Had the Soviets brought about a peace 
agreement, it would have enabled them to 
retain close relations with both Iran and 
Iraq, and would have greatly bolstered 
their position in the region. Khomeini 
said no, On June 21, he made a speech in 
which he not only rebuffed Moscow’s 
peacemaking efforts but denounced the 

| whole Soviet role in the Middle East. Said 
Khomeini: “The Americans fear the Sovi- 
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~ World 
et Union might do this or that in the re- 
gion if we defeat Iraq. The Soviet Union 
can do nothing. It has proved to be capa- 
ble of nothing.” Having put the Soviets in 
their place, Khomeini continued to accept 
support from them, just as he has accept- 
ed clandestine help from the Israelis. 

Iran’s plan to attack Iraq, with Soviet 
| acquiescence, was in the formative stages 
when the Israelis launched their invasion 
of Lebanon. The Israelis gambled that 
with a quick strike at their northern 
neighbor's heartland, they could impose a 
solution of sorts on their 34-year-old con- 
flict with the Palestinian Arabs. They 
bought Defense Minister Ariel Sharon’s 

| argument that such an assault could free 
northern Israel from occasional P.L.O. at- 

| tacks, break the organization’s leadership 

and perhaps even create pressure on the 
Palestinians to make Jordan their home- 
land. If Syria attacked Israel’s invasion 
force, so much the better, because Sharon 
was prepared to carry his anti-Palestinian 
offensive all the way to the Syrian capital, 
Damascus. 

Their campaign in Lebanon has gen- 
erally produced the results the Israelis 
were seeking, but it has spilled enough 
blood to worry the Reagan Administra- 
tion and its allies. The spectacle has been 
observed by 100 million or more citizens 
of the Arab world on their TV sets: the 
siege of Beirut, the brutality of the cease- 
fire violations, the Beirut negotiations 
leading toward the Israeli goal of expel- 
ling the P.L.O. fighting force from Leba- 
non. Even Arabs with the highest stakes 

in the gulf war, the emirs of Kuwait and 
princes of Saudi Arabia, have been trau- 
matized and distracted from their more 
immediate problems by the war in Leba- 
non. They have watched the first siege of 
an Arab capital by an Israeli army, and 
they have become alarmed at the emo- 
tions aroused in their own countries 

For the Soviets, according to most 
Western analysts, the long-term goal is 
control of Middle East oil. In Afghani- 

| stan, they have built a new airfield in the 
corner of the country closest to the mouth 
of the Persian Gulf. In the Horn of Africa 
last week, Soviet-backed Ethiopia at- 
tacked its traditional enemy next door, 
Somalia, probably with the help of Cuban 
and East German advisers. If the Ethiopi- 
ans should defeat Somalia, they and their 

King Hussein of Jordan, a strong ally of Iraq, received Time 
Inc. Senior Editor Murray J. Gart and TIME Correspondent 
Dean Brelis last week in his private office on the ground floor of 
Basman Palace, overlooking Amman. Hussein, who ascended to 
the Hashemite throne in 1953, has survived a dozen attempts on 
his life to become the region’s senior leader. Generally regarded 
as a moderate, he has maintained close ties to the U.S., even 
though he rejected the 1978 Camp David accords on the grounds 
that they did not go far enough toward 

In Jordan: An Interview with King Hussein 
A. There seem to be two forces working to bring about this re- 
sult, this polarization. At this stage, Iran has been receiving 
help from Israel on the one hand. On the other hand, it has 
been receiving Soviet-made equipment from countries in the 
area [such as Syria]. We know full well that the Soviets, as is the 
case with the U.S., would not permit any country to move mili- 
tary equipment to another country except with their approval. 
We know this because we had tosign such agreements. 

solving the Palestinian problem. At 46, 
Hussein remains physically trim; what is 
left of his hair has turned gray, edged 
with pure white. Like the King’s British- 
style mustache, his English during the 
hourlong interview was crisp, neat and 

A. President Saddam Hussein is a man 
of vision and ity. Lalways have the 
feeling I am with a friend I can 

course is, but we somehow arrive at an 
amicable decision or compromise. I 
really believe Iraq is very, very impor- 

the route to Saudi Arabia, the gulf, to the 
heart of the region. 

ATUAN—SYGMA 
- Q. To what extent is the U.S. involved? 

Hussein of Jordan: standing by iraq : 

arms to Iraq, it stopped any arms manufactured anywhere un- 
Q. Should the gulf states be nervous about 
the Iran-iraq war? 

A. There is a possibility of a division between the Sunni and 
Shi‘a Muslims. I believe this would be more devastating than 
anything else in this area. This [Islamic fundamentalist] move- 
ment takes its direction from Tehran, and it is like a tidal wave. 
Eventually it will disappear. But what damage it can cause in 
this area! It could take many governments with it. It would 
really bring this area closer to what we see happening every- 
where [violent upheaval], unless the majority of Arabs stand up 
and face up to it. 

Q. Are the Soviets using the Iran-Iraq war to move into the area? 

22 

der American license and American components from reach- 
ing Iraq. We know that from personal experience because we 
looked for equipment in Western Europe and the Far East on 
Iraq’s behalf. Meanwhile, the Israelis had [an arms] pipeline to 
Iran. Maybe something could be done about this. 

Q. Could the Lebanon war have been avoided? 

A. A different Arab world could have helped avert the disaster 
in Lebanon: it could have found and imposed a solution before 
the disaster occurred. Now one does not know. Now we have 
the problem of Beirut. This is the first time an Arab capital 

SS
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| Soviet allies would gain a position of influ- 
ence over a country that is strategically lo- 
cated at the southern end of the Red Sea. 
Moscow could then, if it wished, call 
South Yemeni troops back into combat 
with Oman, which, like Somalia, is sched- 
uled to provide facilities for the U.S. Rap- 
id Deployment Force. 

gyptian President Hosni Mubarak 
has sold Iraq $500 million worth 
of arms and ammunition since the 
Iran-Iraq war began. Nonethe- 

be able to stand up to the Ayatullah’s 
army and Revolutionary Guards for long. 
Iran is four times the size of Iraq and has a 
population that is three times as large. 
The Egyptian government believes that 
the fighting may be over by September at 
the latest. And after that? Would Kho- 

less, Mubarak fears that Saddam may not | 

meini rule Iraq as the reigning ayatullah, 
as he does Iran, or through a Shi‘ite-domi- 
nated political mechanism more closely 
attuned to the Arab traditions of Iraq? 

That question matters less to Arab 
leaders than the fact that Khomeini’s 
forces are already plotting the overthrow 
of every government in the gulf. TIME has 
learned that a new corps of revolutionar- 
ies is being trained under the name of the 
Popular Front for the Liberation of the 
Gulf. The group is led by a noted ayatul- 
lah operating out of Tehran. Recruits are 
being trained in camps in South Yemen 
and Libya and in a new facility recently 
opened for a class of 600 in northwestern 
Iran. The initial graduates began to filter 
into the gulf states two years ago. Some of 
them bungled their first coup attempt last 
December, when Bahrain police arrested 
80 terrorists trained and armed by Iran 

for the purpose of overthrowing the gov- 
ernment of Sheik Isa Al-Khalifa. Other 
subversive activity in the gulf sponsored 
by Iran is known to be under way. 

One plan being discussed among 
Iraq’s Arab allies for countering subver- 
Sive activity calls for the establishment of 
an Arab rapid deployment force. The pro- 
posal would involve an Egyptian contin- 
gent of several divisions and would per- 

haps be deployed along the borders of 
Iraq in Kuwait and in the Eastern Prov- 
ince of Saudi Arabia. As a down payment, 
Egypt would insist on the restoration of 
diplomatic relations that were broken off 
by most of the gulf states following the 
conclusion of Egypt’s peace treaty with 
Israel. The Egyptians would also require 
ample supplies of U.S. equipment and 

| Strong American support, including air 
force and naval assistance if necessary. 

i 

is beleaguered, with Palestinians and Lebanese inside. 

Q. What is the outiook for Palestinians? 

A. A solution must be found for the Palestinians. I so hope that 
somehow people will not fall into the same trap as they have 
before. I hope that after this particular disaster they will 
achieve something. There is talk of a holocaust. This is a holo- 
caust! Maybe this is sufficient reason for the world and espe- 
cially for the U.S. to reassess its attitude toward the disaster of 
this conflict. I can’t see a solution to the Palestinian problem 
without the Palestinians participating. I don’t see why the Sovi- 
ets should be out of it, why Europe 
should be out of it, why people should be 
left out of any constructive effort. Very  *4 i i comes from Poland. Sharon says he is frankly, the image of the US. is really “Israel's actions, in his country and his area and I am a deaths tat aint theimagsone would | its attitudes, its srraney $9 lonien: Tide is an itaic i ly have for major power e madness I suppose. that is supposed to be neutral. The im- Complexes, its age of America is that of Israel’s bene- eas Q. Do you consider Israel itself to be the factor, Israel's supporte rer, ight ot wrong. hostility—these problem? 
opened up to the rest of the world and are the problems A. Not Israel as such. Israel's actions, sought the world’s cooperation in resolv- f . its attitudes, its complexes, its hostil- ing this problem. or the entire area, | jf. “inee ce the see ait host 

tire area, and eventually for Israel. Is- Q. Has your attitude toward the Camp Da- and eventually for rael’s existence is no longer a question. Wa dgroememe hanged? Israel. Israel's GM eres Rae Ca 
A. Israel has destroyed Camp David by 7 ‘ war? invading Lebanon. Camp David came oo iS no “ ies | at a certain period of time. We don’t ong que tion. 'y have suffered. They have sac- fault it for what it accomplished. But we era Ss rificed a lot. They have sustained fault it for what it did not accomplish. It ———— ' many losses. But they have also inflict- did not accomplish a solution i ed damage and losses on the Israeli the Palestinian problem, regarding the occupation of the side far greater than the Israelis have admitted up to now. West Bank, the Gaza, the Golan, ing the territories 
occupied in June 1967 and the rights of [the Palestinian] 
people to self-determination. We wish the two principles that 
were applied in the Falklands crisis had been applied here: 

cause of instability in this area is the Palestinian problem. 

Q. What goes through your mind when you hear General Sharon 
or Prime Minister Begin say Jordan is “the Palestinian state”? 

A. Sharon and Begin have this notion that they can impose 
a solution based not on the rights of people in their home- 
lands, but as if the whole issue is one of finding a vacant lot 
to create a new state, and this vacant lot is Jordan. This is 
part of the mad world we live in. The [Israeli-occupied] city 
of Gaza was in fact the Gaza of Hashem. Hashem was the 
head of my family and of the Prophet Muhammad's family. 

Before the Prophet was born, Hashem 
was buried in Gaza. Sharon’s family 

the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war when people lose all their rights, all their human rights, in- and the right of self-determination. This should be the basis dividually and collectively—land, homes, sons, daughters, fa- of what we must resolve now. Or have these principles thers, mothers, sisters and human dignity—the kind of reac- changed? Is the U:S. still for these principles or not? A new tion is bound to be a terrible one, and the kind of reaction ball game is needed, an international conference that will give will be of such violence that it would not be limited to this us a new beginning—with the participation of the parties con- area. It could be worldwide. And I am honestly saying that cerned, including the Palestinians—to achieve a just and last- not only Israel will be a target, but the U.S. will be a target. ing peace. Otherwise, it will be blood, disasters, human suffer- Its interests will be a target, and many others. And who will ing. Once again we are faced with the reality that the root be to blame? 
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But Mubarak must be cautious about 
committing his troops to foreign service. 

toric trip to Jerusalem in 1977, with the full 
support of his military commanders, they 
told him that in the future they would fight 
only for Egypt. They did not want to fight 
for Palestinians or for the antiroyalists in 
the civil war in Yemen. Egypt’s com- 
manders were prepared to accept peace 
with Israel, provided that they would nev- 
er again have to send Egyptian troops to 
fight outside their own country. 

Mubarak knows it could be a mistake 
for him to send troops to assist Saddam in 
Iraq. Such a move not only might antago- 
nize Egypt’s generals, but would also anger 
the Islamic fundamentalists in the coun- 

| try. It was the fundamentalists who assas- 
sinated President Sadat last October, and 
they remain a threat in spite of Mubarak’s 
crackdowns. Nonetheless Mubarak is pre- 
pared to offer Egyptian troops to defend 
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the other gulf 
states, under the terms of the 30-year-old 
Joint Arab Defense Pact, if the arrange- 
ment is approved by the states involved 
and supported militarily by the US. Con- 
sidering Mubarak’s reluctance to send 
forces anywhere outside Egypt, the cur- 
rent discussion of such a mission is an indi- 
cation of how worried he is about the 
spread of Islamic revolution. 

Even some of Khomeini’s friends are 
upset about the Iranian invasion of Iraq. 
The P.L.O., which has generally supported 

After the late Anwar Sadat made his his- | 

Wounded Iranian vets shout their support 

to their numbers. 

peared in 940, and is believed to be in 

justice. 

armed Iranians who faced down the 

awaiting the right moment to re-emerge and 
establish a purified Islamic government of 

Because of the violent deaths of Ali and his 
son Husain, Shi‘ites, unlike Sunnis, emphasize 
martyrdom and atonement. Every year the 
Shi‘ites mourn Husain’s death with public re- 
enactments of the occurrence and displays of 
self-flagellation. The same passion seems to 
have motivated hundreds of thousands of un- 

troops in the streets of Tehran in 1978 and 
1979. Khomeini, no doubt, is counting on that 
fervor to propel the Iranian legions that 
stormed across the Iraqi border last week. 

Sennen 

Shi‘ites: A Feared Minority 
WwW ith the death of the Prophet Muhammad in A.D. 632, the conflicts that led to 

the great division of Islam between Sunnis and Shi'ites began. Today the 

Sunnis account for more than 80% of the world’s 750 million Muslims, but the 

Shi‘ites, who predominate in Iran, Iraq and Bahrain and who have unstable mi- 

norities in Saudi Arabia, Lebanon and Kuwait, generate fears far out of proportion 

The Shi‘ites believe that the leadership of Islam should have remained in the 

Prophet's family. The Sunnis prefer to make such decisions by consensus. The 

Shi'ites supported Muhammad's cousin and son-in-law Ali, who became the 

fourth Caliph, or successor, before his assassination in 661. According to the Shi- 

‘ites, Ali and his descendants were Imams, di- 
vinely guided leaders and mediators between 
God and man. The last of twelve Imams disap- 

hiding, 

Shah's | 

Ali: source of the conflict 

Khomeini out of deference to Syria, is furi- 
ous with the Iranians for launching an in- 
vasion that can only divert attention from 
the Palestinians’ plight in Lebanon. Arab 
and Western diplomats feared that the Ira- 
nian attack would enable Israel to move 
briskly into West Beirut to settle the prob- 
lem of thestubborn P.L.O. Not thatsuch an 
argument would carry much weight with 

| the notion that they are committed 

the ruler of Iran, which has once more be- 
come the primary power in the gulf. If the 
Palestinians want Jerusalem as the capital 
ofastate of theirown, Khomeini wantsitas 
the goal of a holy crusade. 

Officially, Iranians quarrel with 

to the overthrow of Arab governments. 
They also deny that they have fallen 
under the influence of the Soviet Union. 
As Iran’s Ambassador to the U.N., Rajaie 
Khorasani, said last week, “We have 
proved that a nation armed with the ide- 
ology of Islam need not choose between 
the superpowers but can stand on its own 
feet.” It is true that a wave of Islamic rev- 
olutionary fervor moving across the Mid- 
dle East would not necessarily serve the 
interests of the Soviet Union any more 
than it would help the West. But since it 
would damage existing ties of all kinds, 
cultural as well as political and economic, 
it would have a greater impact on the 
Arab world’s links with the West than on 
those with the Soviet Union and its allies. 

Still to be determined is the effect of 
the gulf war on world oil prices and mar- 
kets. Taken together, Iran and Iraq have 
about half the oil reserves and export ca- 
pacity of Saudi Arabia, the world leader 
In recent months, Iran’s refusal to abide 
by production ceilings set by the Organi- 
zation of the Petroleum Exporting Coun- 
tries has helped keep world prices down 
as global output continued to exceed de- 
mand. There was no evidence last week 
that either prices or supplies had yet been | 
affected by the fighting in Iraq. 

But the petroleum industries of both 
countries, and particularly Iraq, are quite 
vulnerable. After its attack on Iran’s 
Kharg Island facilities last week, Iraq re- 
portedly warned Japan that its tankers 
should stop using the island. If Iran de- 
cides to retaliate in kind, it would proba- 
bly aim first at the Iraq-Turkey pipeline, 
the only export route now available for 
Iraqi oil, and at the scattered fields to the | 
west of Basra. A determined Iran could 
take Iraq out of the oil business for as long 
as two years. But even if warfare should 
paralyze the oil industries of Iran, Iraq 
and neighboring Kuwait, thereby remov- 
ing about 4 million bbl. per day from 
world oil markets, the loss could be over- 
come by Saudi Arabia, which could in- 
crease production from its current 6.5 mil- 
lion to 10.5 million bbl. per day. 

What seems indisputable, as the two 
Middle East wars continue, is that they 
are costing the U.S. dearly in prestige. 
Arab rulers who privately would welcome | 

American assistance at the moment fear 
that they would only inflict damage on 
their regimes by appearing to be in league 
with the U.S. The Reagan Administra- 
tion last week offered to hold joint mili- 
tary exercises with Saudi Arabia and any 
other gulf states that might feel threat- 
ened by the Iran-Iraq conflict, but so far 
there have been no takers. The most criti- 
cal problem afflicting U.S.-Arab relations 
at the moment stems from the link that 
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many Arabs believe exists between the 
US. and Israel’s operation in Lebanon. 
But the Arabs also deeply resent the fact 
that the Israelis chose to give military 
support to Khomeini’s Iran. The Israelis 
respond that the aid effort was based on 
their traditional enmity toward Iraq. 
They claim their aid was halted several 
months ago, long before the Iranian inva- 
sion of Iraq began. Other sources say that 
some Israeli aid, including the training of 
Iranian military personnel in the use of 
American arms, is continuing. 

hat the Reagan Administra- 
tion still needs most, after 18 
months in office, is a strong 
policy for the Middle East. 

Another central problem has been its un- 
willingness to say in public what it has 
been telling the Israelis in private. Ac- 
cording to most observers, the U.S. op- 
posed the Israeli invasion of Lebanon, 
though this did not have any effect on the 
Israeli government. But by failing to state 
its position forcefully, the Administration 
appeared to the Arab states to be a silent 
partner in the attack or at the very least 
an overly indulgent ally. Until the U.S. 
can distinguish openly between American | 

| policy and Israeli policy, and rein in some 
of the more expansionist tendencies of the 
Begin government, it cannot make real 

| headway in improving its relations with 
the Arab world. 

Theoretically, the Administration 
was correct to hew a neutral line between 
Iran and Iraq, but changing circum- 

US. has displayed thus far. Says Richard 
Helms, a former U.S. Ambassador to Iran 
(and onetime head of the Central Intelli- 
gence Agency): “Now is the time to come 
to the aid of our moderate Arab friends. 
We shouldn't tilt toward Iraq so much 
that we throw Iran into the arms of the 
Soviets, but we can tilt a little bit, enough 
to encourage the Saudis and some of the 
others to conclude that we are still their 
friends and would come to their rescue if 
worst comes to worst.” 

The first step for the U.S. is to deal 
forthrightly with the Palestinian question 
This, in fact, is exactly what Secretary of 
State George Shultz promised at his con- 
firmation hearing last week. The Leba- 
nese crisis had made it “painfully and to- 
tally clear,’ Shultz told the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, that the 
“legitimate needs and problems” of the 
Palestinian people must be resolved, He 
might well have added that the West's 
failure to solve the Palestinian problem 
has had a lot to do with giving Islamic 
fundamentalism its anti-Western basis 

| of action. The more ambitious Khomei- 
ni’s forces become, and the more expan- 

| sionist his goals in the name of Islam, 
| the more vilal it is that the 
US. have a Middle East policy that is | 
perceived to be consistent and fair 
by all moderate parties in the Arab 
world. — By William E. Smith. Reported by 

Murray J. Gart/Middle East and Dean Brelis/ | 
Baghdad 

stances call for a defter touch than the | 

Personal Power, Personal Hate 
T he decision to attack Iraq last week was taken personally by Ayatullah Ru- 

hollah Khomeini. Despite his advanced age (82) and frail health, the religious 
leader has relinquished none of the levers of power that he grasped upon his tri- 
umphal return to Tehran 34 years ago. Under Iran’s Islamic Republican consti- 
tution, Khomeini’s role as Velayat-e-Faqih, or religious guardian, gives him more 
power than either President Seyed Ali Khamene’i or Prime Minister Mir-Hos- 
sein Moussavi, and he uses it to shape all major strategies, domestic as well as for- 
eign. He also remains the final arbiter of all policy and personality disputes. 

Almost every day, government officials, military officers, clerics and foreign 
representatives travel to Khomeini’s modest home in Jamaran, a village north of 
Tehran. Some have been summoned to brief the Ayatullah on everything from 
logistic problems on the Iraqi front to statistics on mosque attendance. Others 
who wish to see Khomeini must submit a request through a cleric who acts as an 
appointments secretary; Khomeini receives only a small proportion of those 
seeking an audience. Sometimes he will make an appearance at the mosque adja- 
cent to his house. There he receives petitions from the faithful and obeisance 
from his followers. Khomeini uses these occasions to speak out on religious and 
political subjects. Though his precarious health has been complicated lately by 
kidney problems, which have necessitated an even stricter diet than the one he 
favors, and by difficulties in breathing, he remains psychologically firm and men- 
tally alert. 

wissovie 

The Ayatullah in his garden: aged and frail, but firm and alert 

Khomeini’s approach to decision making is to keep his counsel at first, allow- 
ing the advocates of different options to debate issues openly. But once Khomeini 
has announced his choice, all contending factions rally to his view, regardless of 
where they stood before. So it was with the invasion of Iraq. 

Personal motives played an important part in Khomeini’s decision to send 
his forces into Iraq. The Ayatullah, who was exiled to Iraq’s Holy City of An Na- 
jaf after several arrests for anti-Shah activities, has never forgiven Saddam Hus- 
sein for trying to use him as a pawn in Iraqi-Iranian relations. To placate the 
Shah during a short-lived period of rapprochement betweeen the two countries, 
Saddam Hussein placed Khomeini under virtual house arrest in 1975. Three 
years later, as the Shah came under increasing pressure from Islamic fundamen- 
talists operating with Khomeini’s backing, Saddam agreed to expel the Ayatul- 
lah. It was then that Khomeini moved to France. Today Khomeini refers to Sad- 
dam as “the epitome of atheist filth.” 

In addition, Saddam's aggressively secular, socialist regime has long been 
anathema to Khomeini’s philosophy of government, which insists on the clergy’s 
God-given right to rule. With its 55% Shi‘ite majority and Shi‘ite shrines at An 
Najaf and Karbala, Iraq should, in Khomeini’s view, be the natural home of a 
sister Islamic republic. 

Four years ago, when Khomeini was still an exile in France, he was asked 
who his enemies were. “First the Shah,” Khomeini replied, “then the American 
Satan, then Saddam Hussein and his infidel Baath Party.” Today the Shah is 
dead. The U.S. was humiliated by the 444-day capture of its embassy staff in Teh- 
ran. That leaves Saddam Hussein on the front line of Khomeini’s hatred. 
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“Time Is Running Out” 
Israel grows impatient as the P.L.O. finds no home 

scended late last week 
on the rubble-strewn 
streets of West Beirut. 
Irrepressible mer- 

chants set up makeshift stands to hawk 
| books, camping lanterns and underwear 

in front of shuttered stores. Shoppers dis- 
covered to their delight that abundant 
supplies of fresh fruit and vegetables had 
filtered through a leaky Israeli blockade 
posted along the Green Line that divides 
the capital. In the surrounding hills, 
Israeli soldiers played Ping Pong or 
strummed guitars to pass the idle hours. 
As a silver kite bobbed brightly in a stiff 
breeze, an Israeli officer sighed in amaze- 
ment: “This is a surrealistic war.” 

Yet lurking beneath the placid fagade 

Smoke darkens the sky as Israeli artillery shells strike West Beirut before last week's cease-fire 

were gathering tensions that threatened to 
bring the Israeli siege to an imminent and 
bloody climax. After weeks of intense 
haggling, negotiations to transfer some 
6,000 Palestinian guerrillas encircled in- 
side West Beirut to another Arab country 
came to a virtual standstill when Syria re- 
fused again to offer them sanctuary. 
Moreover, the Israelis charged that Pales- 
tine Liberation Organization Leader 
Yasser Arafat had no intention of leaving 
Beirut and that he was deliberately drag- 
ging his feet in order to avoid a direct Is- 
raeli attack on his stronghold. In East Bei- 
rut, the director-general of Israel's 
Foreign Ministry, David Kimche, bluntly 
warned U.S. Special Envoy Philip Habib 
that a final assault on the Palestinian posi- 
tions could become inevitable, if the dead- 
lock persists. Said Kimche: “Time is run- 
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A deceptive calm de- | ning out. They better take us seriously.” 
Alarmed by Israel’s mounting impa- 

tience, President Reagan dispatched an 
urgent letter to Saudi Arabia's King Fahd, 
noting that “we may be but a few days 
away” from an all-out Israeli attack on 
West Beirut. The Administration’s chief 
concern was to secure Israeli forbearance 
until Reagan can meet with Foreign Min- 
isters Prince Saud al Faisal of Saudi Ara- 
bia and Abdel Halim Khaddam of Syria 
in Washington this week. “The No. | 
problem is still where the P.L.O. will go,” 
says an Administration analyst. “I sup- 
pose the issue will come down to Just how 
much money the Saudis are going to pay 
whoever takes the P.L.O.” 

Reagan also sent a message to Syria’s 
President Hafez Assad, urging him to re- 

consider his refusal to accept the Palestin- 
ians. But Assad flatly turned Reagan 
down, stressing that Habib’s prime mis- 
sion should be not the evacuation of 
P.L.O. guerrillas but the withdrawal of Is- 
raeli forces from Lebanon. In any event, 
the Syrians insisted, the P.L.O. leadership 
had made no formal request for sanctuary 
in Syria. Nonetheless, Arafat admitted in 
Beirut that a proposal for Syria to take in 
Palestinian fighters was “under discus- 
sion” and that he was interested in such a 
move because “my main headquarters is 
still in Syria, and we have our camps and 
military bases there.” 

Arafat's contradictory signals seemed 
designed to hold upan Israeli assault while 
he sought some kind of political compen- 
sation for his military entrapment. P.L.O. 
leaders already cite the fact that they have 

held the Israelis off for five weeks as proof 
of a moral victory. Yet Arafat also seems 
bent on extracting an even more impor- 
tant dividend from his predicament: some 
form of dialogue with Washington. Says 
Hani al Hassan, one of Arafat's top advis- 
ers: “We are fighting to force the Ameri- 
cans to recognize the P.L.O.” Late last 
week, Arafat appealed publicly for a 
face-to-face meeting with Habib, in order, 
he said, to “save time.” 

The P.L.O.’s intense desire to embark 
on direct talks with the U.S. was reflected 
in an apparent readiness to explore the 
possibility of reciprocal recognition with 
Israel. In Paris last week, Issam Sartawi, a 
trusted Arafat adviser, asserted in a 
speech before the French Institute for In- 
ternational Relations that “the P.L.O. has 
formally acknowledged in the most un- 
equivocal manner Israel’s right to exist on 

| a reciprocal basis with the future Palestin- 
ian state.” Sartawi’s views were privately 
endorsed last week by other P.L.O. offi- 
cials in Beirut, who contended that Arafat 

NEVEU—GAMMA/ LIAISON 

was prepared to accept Israel’s right to 
live within peaceful and secure bound- 
aries if Israel, in turn, recognized the 
P.L.O. as the representative of the Pales- 
tinian people. Said a senior P.L.O. advis- 
er: “Arafat is ready to say something if the 
USS. is ready to move, but Washington has 
to be quick about it.” Officially, the U.S 
disregarded Sartawi’s statement. 

Arafat also undertook a new initiative 
in the negotiations by sending a written 
message to Habib reiterating his prior 
agreement in principle to pull out of Bei- 
rut, and spelling out conditions. The elev- 
en-point P.L.O. plan called for an initial 
Israeli withdrawal from the immediate 
Beirut area, to be followed by a multina- 
tional peace-keeping force brought in to 
supervise the evacuation of P.L.O. guerril- 
las from Beirut. Israeli officials charged 
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Palestinian fighters retaliate with rockets 

that the P.L.O. was backtracking on past 
compromises and pronounced the negoti- 
ations “back to Square 1.” Said an exas- 
perated Israeli diplomat: “After three 
weeks, there is no light at the end of the 
tunnel. We are in a complete stalemate.” 

The lack of progress affected the mood 
of the Israeli government. Early in the 
week, Prime Minister Begin said at a pri- | 
vate meeting that Israel must show “good 
sense and patience” with Habib’s painstak- | 
ing efforts to sort out snags in the four-way 
talks. Even Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, 
the architect of the invasion, endorsed the 
need for “political means” to extricate 
P.L.O. guerrillas from Beirut. But Arafat’s 
stalling tactics and the Syrian refusal to ac- 
cept the guerrillas created new fears that Is- 
rael’s political momentum was slipping, 

back to the sea, holding out against the sav- 
age Israelis,” said an Israeli official. “They 
have scored points. We know we have paid 
a price for this waiting.” 

At the same time, the Israelis were in- 
creasingly aware that military action 

en ee 

could prove even more damaging to their | 
position than a protracted wait. Begin and 
his aides are taking into account three 
main reasons for avoiding an armed as- 
sault on West Beirut: fear of heavy casual- 
ties among Israeli troops, the risk ofa high 
civilian death toll, and the possibility of 
causing serious harm to Jerusalem’s ties 
with Washington. The Reagan Adminis- 
tration believes that Israel may have vio- 
lated its arms agreements with the U.S. by 
deploying U.S.-supplied military equip- 
ment in the invasion of Lebanon. 

Despite those risks, Begin’s senti- 
ments turned more bellicose late in the 

From top: the wreckage of a car bomb; Beirut 

residents sift through rubble; sand mounds 

and tank barriers near the Green Line; an Is- 

“With the passage of time, the P.L.O. thinks | 
| it will have the image of a martyr, with its 

week. “He wanted to give Habib as much 
time as he could,” said a Begin aide. “But 
he’s absolutely determined that the result 
of this operation, having cost so much 
blood, must be the evacuation of the 
P.L.O. from Beirut.” During a military 
ceremony on Thursday, Sharon, 
adopted a more militant posture. Said he: 
“We have not returned the sword to the 
sheath and will not do so until the last of 
the terrorists has left Beirut.” 

The latest negotiations followed the 
most intensive artillery battle that Beirut 
has suffered throughout the war. Lebanese 

| authorities estimated that just before the 
latest cease-fire took effect, 20 to 30 shells 
a minute were raining down on West Bei- 
rut and its suburbs. From dawn to dusk Is- | 
raeli gunboats and hilltop artillery traded 
fire with Palestinian fighters perched on 
trucks mounted with Katyusha rocket 
launchers. The P.L.O.’s hit-and-run tac- 
tics proved more effective than in previous 
skirmishes. According to P.L.O. officials, 

launched from a truck 

| ping-up operations in the low-lying hills 

| West Beirut again displayed their resil- 
raeli soldier is evacuated 

some 25 Israeli vehicles were destroyed by 
P.L.O. rockets. The Presidential Palace 
in Baabda and the U.S. Ambassador's 
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residence in Yarze were also damaged. | 
Despite the cease-fire, the P.L.O. con- 

tinued to stage raids behind Israeli lines. 
Five Israeli soldiers were wounded in the 
hills east of Beirut when their patrol was 
ambushed at night. The aim of such 
small-scale operations, as a P.L.O. com- 
mander put it, is “to keep up a war of at- 
trition that the Israelis will not be able to 
tolerate for long.” But Israeli anti-terror 
squads were confident that they could 
wipe out the guerrilla threat with mop- 

between Tyre and Damur. According to 
Israeli intelligence officials, the area is | 
“far from being free of the terrorists, but 
the situation is improving.” 

After the shelling ended, residents of 

ience, thronging the streets to perform 

too, | 
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their shopping rounds. Occasionally, the 
supersonic scream of an Israeli jet on a 
mock bombing run caused a momentary 
flutter of panic. Most people ignored the 
threat of renewed fighting, taking advan- 
tage of the lull to stock up on supplies 
from East Beirut. 

B an enduring peace, with all foreign 
occupiers removed from Lebanon, 

seemed no closer. Syrians, Palestinians 
and Israelis now find their interests so en- 
tangled in the country’s political quagmire 
that some parties to the negotiations de- 
spair of finding a solution. The best out- 
come, says a Western diplomat, might bea 
gradual dissipation of the situation, with 
no grand settlement that would define 
winners and losers. If the P.L.O. slowly 
pulled out of Beirut with little or no fan- 
fare, he says, perhaps Israel and even Syria 
would ultimately find reasons to bring 
their troops home. 

That utopian vision glosses over a 
number of subtle problems. Even if Syria 
appears to be the most likely haven for 
P.L.O. guerrillas, Arafat remains reluc- 
tant to place all of his forces under the re- 
pressive thumb of Assad’s regime. For its 
part, the Syrian government, already trou- 
bled by internal dissent, scarcely wants to 
court the risks of playing host to thousands 
of Palestinian guerrillas. Moreover, the 
Syrians, who still have at least 35,000 of 
their own troops in Lebanon, may simply 
refuse to leave because of strategic con- 
siderations: they insist upon control of the 
Bekaa Valley in order to thwart any direct 
threat to Damascus. For the time being, it 
seemed less likely that a solution could be 
found that would involve taking President 
Reagan up on his offer to send a peace- 
keeping force of Marines to Lebanon. 

The Israelis also find themselves in a 
difficult dilemma. Their attempt to deal a 
military blow to the P.L.O. may not bring a 
political solution to the aspirations of 
4 million Palestinians any closer. If Israel 
annihilates the battle-hardened veterans 
of the P.L.O. by storming Beirut, it will in- 
cur the wrath of Washington but fail to ex- 
tinguish the spirit of Palestinian national- 
ism. Yet if the Israelis withdraw from 
Beirut and grant the P.L.O. a face-saving 
retreat, they will forfeit the psychological 
benefits of the crushing victory that their 
government wanted as the main justifica- 
tion for the invasion. 

Some analysts had hoped that the 
Israeli invasion would open up new op- 
portunities to purge Lebanon of foreign 
intruders and permit a central govern- 
ment to exercise full authority. Last week, 
however, a telling incident showed that 
such hopes still seem very optimistic. 
Only 24 hours after Lebanon’s govern- 
ment issued its first unified statement on 
the crisis, calling for the withdrawal of all 
foreign forces, two Cabinet ministers 
openly disavowed the declaration. The 
real losers, once again, appear to be the 
Lebanese. .—By William Drozdiak. Reported 
by William Stewart and Roberto Suro/Beirut 

FALKLAND ISLANDS 
s 

Winding Down 
Britain returns the last P.O.W.s 

N o bands played, and no crowds 
cheered, as 593 Argentine soldiers re- 

turned home under tight security last 
week aboard the British ferryboat Sr. Ed- 
mund. The diesel-powered vessel dis- 
charged its human cargo, the last of some 
11,000 prisoners taken by Britain in the 
Falkland Islands war, on a windswept 
dock in out-of-the-way Puerto Madryn, 
650 miles south of Buenos Aires. One of 
the first down the gangplank was General 
Mario Benjamin Menéndez, army com- 
mander in the Falklands, who saddened 
many of his countrymen when he surren- 
dered to Britain’s Major General John 
Jeremy Moore. Military authorities re- 
fused to allow the returning soldiers to be 
interviewed or photographed, but Menén- 
dez did offer a few words to a local jour- 
nalist who approached him while he was 
drinking coffee in a Puerto Madryn hotel. 
“The war was very important for the 
country, because we can use it as experi- 
ence,” he said. “We may have lost a mili- 
tary battle over the Malvinas, but we must 
be prepared to fight another one—the 
diplomatic one.” 

The Conservative government of Brit- 
ish Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher 
had vowed to retain custody of the final 
batch of P.O.W.s until Buenos Aires for- 
mally admitted defeat in the 74-day war. 
Argentina refused, insisting instead that 
Britain had restored colonial rule over the 
Falklands. But in a message sent to 
Whitehall through the Swiss embassy in 
Buenos Aires, and relayed to London 
through the Swiss Foreign Ministry in 
Bern, Argentine Foreign Minister Juan 
Ramon Aguirre Lanari admitted that 
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Graves of British soldiers in the Falklands 

Plans for a permanent garrison. 

| gentina. The Royal Navy plans to contin- 

| pect to complete expansion of the runway 

World 

there was a “de facto cessation of hostil- 
ities.’ The Thatcher government, faced 
with having to move the prisoners 8,000 
miles to proper facilities in Britain, decid- 
ed that Lanari’s statement was concession 
enough, especially when it was coupled 
with private assurances given to third 
parties that Argentina was done with 
fighting. Said a Thatcher aide: “One has 
to face up to the fact that a dictatorship, 
after that kind of defeat, finds itself in cer- 
tain difficulties.” 

In Washington, President Ronald 
Reagan took another step toward restor- 
ing normal relations with Argentina. He 
announced an end to economic sanctions 
imposed on that country by the U.S. on 
April 30. The sanctions had blocked U.S. 
Government loans and credit guarantees 
for exports to Argentina, but had little im- 
pact on the Argentine economy. Said 
Reagan: “It is important now for all par- 
ties involved in the recent conflict to put 
the past behind us and to work for friend- 
ship and cooperation.” 

Still, Reagan did not seek an end toa 
US. arms embargo imposed by Congress 
in 1978 in response to Argentina’s poor 
human rights record. The Administration 
had been considering a resumption 
of arms shipments to Argentina before 
its soldiers occupied the Falklands on 
April 2. Now, though, Washington be- 
lieves that an early resumption of mili- 
tary aid to the enemy of a major US. ally 
like Britain would be unseemly. U.S. offi- 
cials also fear that weapons shipments to 
Argentina could destabilize the southern 
portion of Latin America, where Argenti- 
na is embroiled in a longstanding territo- 
rial dispute with Chile, another country 
under a U.S. arms embargo. Argentina 
hopes the U.S. will pressure Britain to ne- 
gotiate the question of Falklands sover- 
eignty. But the US. is standing pat, un- 
willing to ask Margaret Thatcher to make 
a politically difficult concession. 

Unlike the U.S., which has a great 
stake in maintaining neighborly relations 
with Latin American nations, Britain is 
keeping economic sanctions against Ar- 

ue denying Argentine ships and aircraft 
access to a 200-mile zone around the 
Falklands. The exclusionary zone may be 
maintained at least until the end of Au- 
gust, when British military engineers ex- 

at Port Stanley for use by a squadron of 
Phantom jet fighters and Nimrod recon- 
naissance planes. Britain intends to estab- 
lish a permanent garrison of some 2,500 
troops in the Falklands, as well as a naval 
force that will include two submarines 
and three frigates. As a Thatcher aide put 
it, “We shall be keeping our guard up for 
some considerable time to come.” Pe 
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A potent political symbol: crowds gather to light cand les, pray and intone hymns by the floral cross in Warsaw's Victory Square 

~ s 

POLAND 

The Standoff in Victory Square 
Neither the military regime nor Solidarity can find a wa 'y out 

As Poles quietly marked the beginning 
of the eighth month of military rule last 
week, there were signs in Warsaw that 
some easing of martial law might be on the 

General Wojciech Jaruzelski planned, 

the 2,300 prisoners still held, according to 
| official count, in detention camps. At 

week's end the Communist Party hierarchy 
was reshuffled in the first major shake- 
up since martial law was declared on 
Dec. 13. The main victim was hard-line 
Politburo Member Stefan Olszowski, who 
lost his key position as the Central Com- 
mittee secretary in charge of propaganda 
and ideology. But, as TIME Correspondent 
Gregory H. Wierzynski observed after a 
three-week visit to Poland, the military 
government remains very much in charge. 
Wierzynski’s impressions: 

E very evening, rain or shine, a crowd 

forms around a huge cross of flowers 
lying in the center of Warsaw's Victory 
Square. This floral tribute to Polish Pri- 
mate Stefan Cardinal Wyszynski, who 
died last year, has become the most po- 
tent political symbol in Poland today. 
Three times the government has swept it 
away, and three times it has been rebuilt 
by the crowds who come to pray and in- 
tone hymns. The cross is tended by a 
group of women who patiently replace 
wilted flowers every day under the watch- 
ful eyes of militiamen. Late each night 
the police move in, picking up candles, 
garlands and any symbols of opposition 
to the regime. 

On the surface, the “war,” as Poles re- 
fer to military rule, is hardly noticeable 
The tanks are gone from the streets, the 
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way. Rumors spread that the government of 

among other steps, to release all but 600 of 

soldiers are back in their barracks, and 
television newscasters have hung up their 
ill-fitting military uniforms. Indeed, the 
most vivid reminder that Poles live in a 
state where the authorities can—and oc- 
casionally do—frisk, detain and arrest on 
sight is what cannot be seen any more: the 
once ubiquitous Solidarity pins on coat la- 
pels and the political slogans that seemed 
to be scrawled on every available wall 
But if the shock and fear of the first dark 
days of martial law have now passed, the 
country seems sunk in joyless apathy, 
Though darkness comes late to Poland’s 
northern summer days, the streets of ma- 

jor cities are empty by early evening. Cra- 
cow’s ancient market square, normally 
crowded with youths, folk singers and 
tourists, seems as lifeless as a clock bereft 
of hands 

By far the most alienated segment of 
Polish society is the young. Whether 
headed for factories or universities, they 
see no prospect for great personal free- 
dom or even for better economic condi- 
tions. Says a University of Warsaw pro- 
fessor: “The state of war has created a 
generation of opposition.” Despite gov- 
ernment efforts to tighten ideological con- 
trols and reinstitute mandatory classes in 
Marxism-Leninism, Polish youths are 
adopting styles of rebellion from their 
Western peers. 

With a self-satisfied sigh of relief, the 
government proclaims every day in the 
press that “normalization” has come. The 
government claims that it has arrested 
seven people in Warsaw who were in- 
volved with Radio Solidarity and shut 
down the clandestine station, but under- 
ground transmitters continue to taunt the 

some estimates, 1,700 underground publi- 
cations appear regularly. More than 100 
illegal books have been published in War- 
saw alone 

Morale among the Solidarity detain- 
ees who are still held in some 20 camps is 
said to be high. In some detention centers, 
guards on patrol at the perimeter of the 
camps even signal their support for pris- 
oners within by flashing the V-for-victory 
sign. The authorities have shifted Solidar- 
ity Chief Lech Walesa from the villa out- 
side Warsaw where he had been held un- 
der house arrest to a remote town in the 
southeast, an indication that the govern- 
ment may have given up efforts to negoti- 
ate an accommodation with the indepen- 
dent trade union movement. 

According to a secret government 
poll, fully 859% of the public still back Sol- 
idarity. But the union’s scattered leader- 
ship appears uncertain about how to mo- 
bilize this support. In an article smuggled 
out of prison, Union Adviser Jacek 
Kuron has called for a general strike to 
force the government to carry on genuine 
negotiations with Solidarity. But Zbig- 
niew Bujak, the former chief of the 
union’s Warsaw branch, feels that Soli- 
darity should operate nonviolently as an 
underground society 

N? one knows precisely who runs the 
country. The 2l-member Military 

Council for National Salvation is largely a 
figurehead group. Instead, General Jaru- 
zelski relies on a small kitchen cabinet of 
advisers. The government is rent by fac- 
tionalism. Supporters of Deputy Premier 
Mieczyslaw Rakowski, who is thought to 
be a liberal, and those of Party Hard- 
Liner Tadeusz Grabski take potshots at 
each other in the official press, 

Shunted aside by the military take- 
over, the Communist Party has not recoy- 
ered. Army officers hardly conceal their 
contempt for the party, which they con- 

authorities with short FM broadcasts. By | sider a source of corruption and misman- 
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Dr. Porsche 
invites you to test drive 

the newest Porsche. 
My family, beginning with my father, has been designing and building 

cars for over 80 years. 
At first, we worked for other c ompanies. “But always,” my father 

said, “there were too many compromises.’ 
So we formed Porsche—to build Porsches. To 

our family’s own standards. Without « -ompromise. 
Our very first Porsche was the 356. 
Now there is a new Porsche: the 944. 

The 944 has a new 2.5-liter, 4-cylinder, 
aluminum-silicon alloy Porsche 
engine—designed at Weissach, 
and built at Zuffenhausen. 

It achieves maximum torque 
of 137.1 ft-lbs as early as 3000 
rpm, and produces 143 hp at 
5500 rpm. 

On the track, the 944 accel- 
erates from 0 to 50 mph in 5.9 
seconds. And it reaches the 

“4-mile mark from a standing 
start in only 16.2 seconds at 
a speed of 84 mph. Its max- 
imum speed: 130 mph. 

[he 944 also has the 

Porsche transaxle de ane 
Porsche aerodynamics, and 

Porsche handling. 

To my family, the 944 is more 
than a new car. It is a new and true 

Porsche. 

At Porsche, excellence is expected. 
> 

a 

Dr. F. Porsche 
Stuttgart 

The new 944 Porsche. 
$18A450. New 1983, 944 suggested retail price. PO.E. Transportation, local taxes, dealer delivery harges additiona 
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agement. At the provincial level, many 
generals have taken over top party posts, 
and every factory, service agency or gov- 
ernment office has its military commissar. 
Because tens of thousands of rank-and- 
file members turned in their cards after 
the crackdown, party cells have ceased to 
function in many places. 

The key to breaking Poland's impasse 
may be in the economy. The huge price 
increases of up to 400% on many essential 
goods, which went into effect last Febru- 
ary, have brought a semblance of order to 
an economy that had been distorted by 
subsidies, hoarding and black-market 
speculation. But the price hikes have 
helped to raise the cost of living 108% 
over the past year. All-night queues in 
front of butcher shops have largely disap- 
peared, because many people cannot af- 
ford to buy meat at the new prices. Virtu- 
ally all necessities are rationed: one bar of 
soap, a half-liter of vodka and 3 Ibs. of 
sugar per person per month. This fall, pre- 
schoolers will be allotted one pencil, one 
eraser and one paintbrush for the entire 

year. 
Overall industrial production in the 

first five months of this year has dropped 
8.7% below last year’s level. The decline 
is due in part to worker apathy and to 
Western economic sanctions. Since only 
8% of Western imports can be replaced 
through purchases from other Commu- 
nist-bloc countries, numerous factories 
stand idle for want of raw materials and 
spare parts. The only industrial growth 
has been in mining, where the govern- 
ment has gone back to a four-shift sys- 
tem, abolished free Saturdays and bought 
off the miners with wages up to four times 
the national average. 

Perhaps the most debated question in 
Poland today is whether Pope John Paul I 
will visit Poland’s holiest shrine at Czesto- 
chowa next month. Jaruzelski has told 
Western visitors privately that a visit this 
year is unlikely, and party ideologists have 
pointed out that the Pope's 1979 visit was a 
major factor in the subsequent growth of 
Solidarity. Still, as Cracow Theologjan 
Jozef Tischner, a close friend of the Pon- 
tiff, observed, “Objectively, I don’t think 
he will be able to come. But knowing John 
Paul II as I do, I believe he will come. Ev- 
erything he tries seems to work out for 
him.” The church has grown stronger 
since the declaration of martial law, draw- 
ing back thousands of worshipers. Priests 
report an upsurge in middle-aged bap- 
tisms, and it is not uncommon nowadays 
to find a couple in their 40s, surrounded by 
their children, taking their marriage vows 
in church for the first time. 

On Victory Square, the cross survives 
asa living symbol of endurance. The flow- 
ers wilt and they are replaced. When too 
many people assemble, the militia comes 
roaring in with paddy wagons to disperse 
the crowds. But as soon as the blue trucks 
have returned to their stations, the people 

HONDURAS 

The Ham in the Sandwich 
Honduras takes steps to protect its borders 

ecause Honduras is bordered on the 
south by revolutionary Nicaragua 

and on the west by strife-torn El Salvador, 
Hondurans like to call their country “the 
ham in the sandwich.” Leftists at both 
ends of the sandwich last week accused 
the ham of interference in their affairs, 
warning that a new policy of Honduran 
militancy could touch off a region-wide 

conflagration. 
In El Salvador, leaders of the Fara- 

bundo Marti National Liberation Front 
(F.M.L.N. in its Spanish abbreviation), an 
umbrella organization that includes El 
Salvador’s five guerrilla groups, angrily 
charged that Honduras had infiltrated its 
troops into El Salvador “so that they 
could clash with F.M.L.N. forces.” In Ma- 

A Reagan embrace for Suazo Cordova 

Seeking more aid to fight guerrillas. 

nagua, the capital of Nicaragua, officials 
claimed that armed anti-Sandinista exiles 
had crossed into the country from Hondu- 
ras. Minister of National Defense Hum- 
berto Ortega Saavedra said that 60 anti- 
Sandinista fighters and 40 Nicaraguan 
soldiers died last week in armed clashes. 
Honduras in turn charged that Nicara- 
guan troops had violated its border. 
Honduran President Roberto Suazo 
Cérdova, a popular country doctor who 
came to power last January after Hondu- 
ras’ first presidential election in ten years, 
allowed, however, that some Honduran 
troops might have crossed the border 
while repelling the Nicaraguan army. 

The fussing at Honduras follows a de- 
cision by President Suazo Cordova and 
his military chief, Brigadier General Gus- 
tavo Alvarez Martinez, to take a hard line 
against the F.M.L.N. The guerrillas had 
been shipping weapons across Honduras 
and using the country as a safe haven. 
Alvarez and Suazo Cérdova have con- 

| mount coordinated antiguerrilla opera- 

| through the National Assembly. A coun- 

napings in Honduras, crimes that have 
helped finance the group’s El Salvador 
insurrection. 

Convinced that the F.M.L.N. poses a 
long-term threat to Honduras, Alvarez 
has put aside his country’s traditional ri- 
valries with El Salvador’s government to 

tions in a pocket of territory on the north- 
ern border of El Salvador’s Morazan de- 
partment that both countries have 
claimed as their own. Earlier this month, 
guerrillas escaped the kickoff campaign, a 
Honduran-Salvadoran effort to trap guer- 
rilla bands in their border stronghold. 
Honduran soldiers nonetheless destroyed 
barracks capable of housing 400 guerrillas 
and came upon a cache of bullets for G3 
rifles, U.N. medical supplies and six cows 
that had been stolen from local ranchers. 

The F.M.L.N. reacted swiftly. Within 
days, men dressed as power-plant wark- 
ers entered two generating substations in 
Tegucigalpa, the Honduran capital, and 
left behind satchels of TNT. They explod- 
ed minutes later, plunging the city into 
darkness. 

he USS. has provided military training 
for Honduran officers and sent about 

50 military advisers to Honduras to teach 
local troops counterinsurgency tech- 
niques, but has otherwise kept a low pro- 
file. Faced with depressed prices for ex- 
ports like meat and metals, the ailing 
Honduran economy is hard pressed to fi- 
nance helicopters and other military 
equipment required to push the antiguer- 
rilla campaign. President Suazo Cordova 
journeyed to Washington last week to 
seek an increase in the level of U.S. mili- 
tary assistance (currently $10.6 million) 
and economic aid ($48 million), President 
Reagan told Suazo Cérdova that he hoped 
to give Honduras $17 million in supple- 
mentary military aid this year. After em- 
bracing Suazo Cordova warmly, Reagan 
declared that “the people of Honduras 
should be able to rely on their friends for 
help. And they can count on us.” 

One obvious danger in Honduras’ new 
antiguerrilla campaign is that Suazo 
Cérdova and Alvarez will seek to suppress 
subversion too zealously while trampling 
on the citizenry. Some Hondurans are al- 
ready alarmed at Decree 33, an antiterror- 
ist law that Suazo Cordova has pushed 

tervailing danger is that antiguerrilla ef- 
forts by the 14,000-member Honduran 
armed forces will prove ineffective, lead- 
ing to an increase in guerrilla activities 
within the country. “Honduras is poor,” 
notes one prominent diplomat in Teguci- 
galpa. “If [its leaders] want to play this 

J 
gather around the cross and sing and pray cluded that the F.M.L.N. is behind | game, they'd better be damn sure they can 

again. gw | 35 bank robberies and several major kid- | win.” a 
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Only 6 mg 
yet rich enough to be called deluxe. 

Regular and Menthol. 

O)eonmem area celery 

§ mg ‘tar,’ 0.6 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, by FIC method 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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Zinc is a Mineral | 
“More Precious Than Gold” 

For An Active Man's Good Health 
The scale holds an ounce of 
gold, the fingers hold an ounce 
of Zinc. Which is more valuable? 

For an active man, Zinc is 
“more precious than gold” for 
good health. It’s an essential 
mineral for the formation of 
red blood cells. . . for repair of 
body tissue. . . and for normal 
growth ofskin and bones. 

To be sure your body is get- 
ting all the Zinc you should 
have, take Z-BEC"/a vitamin 
formula that’s rich in Zinc. 
Z-BEC is also fortified with 6 

B-Complex vitamins and vita- 
min C—water-soluble vitamins 

your body can’t store... plus 
vitamin E. 

If you may not be getting 
enough Zinc or vitamins in the 

food you eat, get Z-BEC. It’s rich 
in Zinc—‘more precious than 
gold” for an active man. Ask for 
Z-BEC at your favorite pharmacy 
or drug counter. 

AHOBINS 
Consumer Products Division 

Z-BEC* IS RICH IN ZINC 

Zinc is an essential mineral for active 
men. It plays an important role in the 
healing of wounds and burns. This 
Zinc requirement may increase even 

more if you indulge yourself in alco- 
holic drinks. 

Even certain eating habits, such as 
special diets—particularly high fiber 
diets—may strip your body of Zinc. 
Z-BEC helps replenish your system 
with the Zinc it should have. 

RICH IN WATER-SOLUBLE 
VITAMINS, TOO 

The B-Complex and C vitamins you 
take today probably won't do any- 
thing for you tomorrow. Because 
they’re water-soluble ...and are 
eliminated daily. These essential 
vitamins must be replaced every 
day. The Z-BEC formula provides 
your body with 6 B-Complex vita- 
mins and enough vitamin C to meet 
or exceed your normal needs. 

Richmond, Virginia 23230 
Copyright 1982 

REINFORCED WITH 
VITAMIN E 

Evidence that vitamin E is a signifi 
cant factor in helping to sustain good 
health keeps mounting. Vitamin E is 
important in helping to maintain the 
strength of red blood cells. And it 
helps release energy from the car 
bohydrates and fats in the food you 
eat. The vitamin E content of Z-BEC 
surpasses the U. S. recommended 
daily allowance. 

‘BEC 
ZINC and 
Vitamin E 
600 mg 
Vitamin C a 
B-Complex 
Vitamins 
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BRITAIN 

God Save the Queen, Fast 

They re changing guard at 
Buckingham Palace— 

Christopher Robin went 
down with Alice. 

We looked for the King, but 
he never came. 

“Well, God take care of 
him, all the same,” 

Says Alice. 
—A.A. Milne 

od take care of this monarch as 
well, especially since her pro- 

tectors last week seemed astonish- 
ingly inept at doing so. In an inci- 
dent that London's Daily Express 
scathingly called “the most gross 
and scandalous lapse of security in 
her 30-year reign,” Queen Eliza- 
beth II was abruptly awakened by an in- 
truder early one morning and forced to 
spend an eerie ten minutes conversing 

| with him. The visitor had evaded guards- 
men, bobbies, servants, surveillance cam- 
eras and electronic devices to reach the 
royal bedroom, one flight up from the pal- 
ace grounds. 

Britons were for once uniformly out- 
raged. Thundered the Times indignantly: 
“So much for the guards at Buckingham 
Palace. The ceremony of changing the 
Guard will never seem quite the same 
again ... All that array of scarlet tunics, 
burnished brass and polished leather, and 
still an intruder could stroll into the pal- 
ace and up to the Queen’s bedroom with- 
out being detected.” 

Police arrested Michael Fagan, 31. 
He had apparently scaled a 10-ft. wall 
topped by spikes and barbed wire, shin- 
nied up a drainpipe, and climbed through 
a window to roam the vast palace corri- 
dors. Fagan must have given Her Majesty 
quite a start. Reportedly, he wore jeans 
and a dirty T shirt, and dripped blood on 
the royal bedclothes from a lacerated 
hand. He cradled a broken ashtray as he 
sat on her bed. But he made no threaten- 
ing moves against the 56-year-old mon- 
arch, preferring instead to chat about the 
coincidence that each of them has four 
children. Fagan’s mother Ivy told the 

Queen. I can imagine him just wanting to 
simply talk and say hello and discuss his 

problems.” 
The Queen displayed regal presence 

under pressure that would have impressed 
even her great-great-grandmother Vic- 
toria, the stoic object of seven assassina- 
tion attempts over 42 years. As Elizabeth 

phone the palace police switchboard 
twice, in a calm voice, to summon help. 
No one came immediately because the ur- 
gency of her situation was not realized. 
An attendant who might have helped her 

Daily Mail, “He thinks so much of the | 

talked with Fagan, she managed to tele- | 

A palace intruder gives new urgency toan old refrain 

Behind bars: Intruder Fagan on his way from court 

was out walking the royal Corgis. She was 
finally saved when a maid entered the 
bedroom, took a stunned glance at the vis- 
itor and blurted, “Bloody hell, ma’am! 
What’s he doing in there?” 

——— according to the intruder’s 
lawyer, Fagan had been inside the pal- 

ace once before, although he never made 
it to the twelve-room royal apartment. He 
was arraigned last week in London’s Bow 
Street court on a single charge from his 
earlier visit: stealing half a bottle of wine. 
There was speculation that authorities 
had hoped to hush up Fagan’s ultimate in- 
cursion, but the incident was revealed 
three days later when a tipster alerted the 
Daily Express. The intrusion led to a 
bruising question period in the House 
of Commons. Home Secretary William 
Whitelaw, lamely blaming the incident 
on technical and human error, was bad- 
gered by opposition members when he 

| curity is “still not satisfactory, and more 

| police officers were transferred away 

stressed earlier security improvements at 
Buckingham Palace and declared that se- 

needs to be done.” At week's end three 

_from palace duty, and one of them 
2 was subsequently suspended. 

The hyperbolic British press 
vent wild over the incident. The 

SB: Sun, whose more than 4 million 
? daily circulation is the largest in the 
*country, is said to have paid Fa- 
gan’s wife, Christine for the rights 
to her story and proceeded to tanta- 
lize readers with tacky comments: 
the Queen was wearing a shortie 
nightgown at the time; she had the 
figure of a 16-year-old; her wig, so 
Fagan purportedly told Christine, 
was sitting in her room. Other 
papers made much of the fact 
that Elizabeth and Prince Philip 
obviously have separate bedrooms. 
Pondered the Daily Mirror too 
ponderously: “Separate beds. How 

important is it to cuddle up together?” 
Metropolitan Police Assistant Com- 

missioner John Dellow last week faced 
the delicate task of determining where se- 
curity had failed and where improve- 
ments could be made. Dellow’s dilemma: 
the royal family dislikes security precau- 
tions so much and is so well regarded that 
measures for its safekeeping have become 
too lax. Ronald Reagan, by contrast, is so 
well guarded that his protection became a 
major irritant between U.S. and British 
security officials last month when the 
President stayed at Windsor Castle. Still, 
the Queen may need more security than 
she thinks. Only 13 months before her un- 
scheduled bedside audience, a bystander 
fired six blank pistol shots in her direction 
as she was riding down London’s Mall to 
the Trooping of the Color. As Alice might 
have put it, God—and tighter security— 
save the Queen. —By Spencer Davidson. 

Reported by Arthur White/London 
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Economy & Business — 

Scandal at the Pope’s Bank 
| Outside experts are called in to investigate some shady | ly financial dealings 

bilion-dollar Italian bank fraud 
has reached into the heart of one | 
ofthe world’s most respected insti- 

tutions, the Vatican. So far, two people 
involved in the affair have died, $1.4 bil- 
lion is unaccounted for, and the financial 
stability of several European banks is in 
danger. 

At the very center of the scandal is 
Archbishop Paul C. Marcinkus, the 
American-born president of the Insti- 
tute for Religious Works, the so-called 

The Vatican financial partners: Archbishop Paul Marcinkus and Roberto Calvi, the late president of Banco Ambrosiano 

| Vatican Bank. Investigators now know 
that Marc:nkus played a part, perhaps 
unwittingly, in a huge loan scheme that 
could bring down the Milan-based Banco 
Ambrosiano, Italy’s eleventh largest 
bank 

Last week the Vatican took the un- 
precedented step of appointing three in- 
ternational financial experts to examine 
the dealings between the Vatican Bank 
and the Benco Ambrosiano. They were 
Joseph Brennan, 71, chairman of the ex- 

| ecutive committee of New York City’s 
Emigrant Savings Bank; Phillippe de 
Weck, former president of the Union 
Bank of Switzerland; and Carlo Cerutti, 
vice president of the Italian national tele- 
communications holding company. The 
appointment of the committee is the Vati- 
can equivalent of naming a special prose- 
cutor in the case, and it marked the first 
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time that the Roman Catholic Church 
had ever opened up the books of the Holy 
See’s bank to outsiders 

The scandal began to unfold in May, 
when a special audit at the Banco Ambro- 
siano uncovered $1.4 billion in question- 
able loans that had been made to paper 
corporations based in Panama. The com- 
panies, it appears, were controlled by Ro- 
berto Calvi, the bank’s president 

Calvi was known in Rome as “God's 
banker” because of his close ties to the 

Vatican Bank. But in financial circles, his 
reputation was a little less heavenly. A 
year ago, he was sentenced to four years in 

prison and fined $11.7 million for export- 
ing $26.4 million to Switzerland in viola- 
tion of Italian currency laws; he appealed 
the conviction. Moreover, his name had 

been connected with the P2 Lodge, a 
clandestine Masonic group that was sus- 

pected of plotting to undermine the Ital- 
ian government. 

Just after the Banco Ambrosiano au- 
dit was completed last month, Calvi fled 
to England. Several days later, his body 
was found suspended by a rope from 
Blackfriars Bridge over the Thames Riv- 
er. In the pockets of his expensive gray 

| Suit was $20,000 in foreign currencies 
Italians quickly noted the symbolism of 
the location: members of the P2 Lodge 
dress in black and call one another friar 

Although British authorities believe 
Calvi’s death was a suicide, there is still 

lingering suspicion that he was murdered 
Said a leading Vienna banker: “Too many 
people were relieved to have him out of 
the way. Anyway, you would have to | 
credit the totally unathletic banker with 
acrobatic talents to believe that he hanged 
himself the way he was found.” 

Just one day before Calvi’s body was 
discovered, his personal sec retary jumped 

to her death from a fourth-floor window 

| in the bank’s headquarters in Milan. She 
left behind a note that said Calvi should 
be “twice cursed for the damage he caused 
to the bank and all its employees.” 

As investigators unraveled Calvi’s 
tangled financial affairs, they kept run- 
ning across the name of Archbishop Mar- 
cinkus. The Vatican Bank has long 
owned 1.58% of the Banco Ambrosiano, 
but now there is suspicion that it actually 
holds much more. In addition, Marcinkus 
until very recently had sat on the board 
of the bank’s Nassau-based subsidiary, 
Banco Ambrosiano Overseas Ltd., which 
helped arrange the questionable overseas 
loans 

The most damaging of the disclosures 
were documents that directly implicated 

Marcinkus in the loan scheme. The arch- 
bishop had signed “letters of patronage” 
for the dozen Panamanian ghost compa- 
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nies that received the loan money from 
the Banco Ambrosiano. The letters stated 
that the companies were controlled by the 
Vatican Bank and were apparently in- 
tended to serve as references or guaran- 
tees for the lender. Investigators are not 
sure at this point where the $1.4 billion 
went or what it was used for. It is believed 
that some of the money, perhaps as much 
as 10%, was used to buy stock in Banco 
Ambrosiano. 

At the same time that the letters were 
signed, Calvi secretly absolved the Vati- 
can Bank from any responsibility in the 
transaction. The effect was to render the 
letters legally worthless. This has bewil- 
dered police investigators. 

Marcinkus has not yet publicly ex- 
plained how the transaction was arranged 
or even why he was involved in the first 
place. In his only statement on the affair 
to date, the archbishop said simply, “I 
have never done anything that can be 
considered fraud.” 

Two weeks ago, three officials ap- 
pointed by the Bank of Italy to take over 
Banco Ambrosiano’s affairs after Calvi’s 
death visited Marcinkus at his Vatican 
Bank headquarters. The archbishop told 
them that he had only done what Calvi 
had requested. He then showed the offi- 
cials out the door, saying that he was not 
required to answer questions by Italian 
authorities, who have no jurisdiction over 
= bank because it is located in Vatican 

ity. 
The archbishop-banker had previous- 

ly enjoyed an unusually successful career 
in the Catholic Church. Born in Cicero, 
Ill., he attended a Chicago seminary and 
was a parish priest before going to Rome 
in 1950 to study canon law. Once there, he 
started working his way up the Vatican 
hierarchy by serving as a diplomat. His 
administrative skill, as well as his com- 
manding height (6 ft. 3 in.) helped him 
land a job as bodyguard and advance man 
for Pope Paul VI. 

E ven though he had no background 
in finance, he was appointed secre- 
tary of the Vatican Bank in 1968 

and became its president three years later. 
Said he at the time: “I have no banking 
experience, but I think I was chosen be- 
cause of the organizational ability I 
showed when it was needed during the 
Pope’s travels.” Last October, Marcinkus 
was named to an additional job as chief 
administrator of Vatican City. He has 
been considered a sure bet to be elevated 
to Cardinal later this year. 

Even before the Banco Ambrosiano 
affair, though, Marcinkus had been 
touched by financial scandal. In 1973 
Italian-American Financier Michele Sin- 
dona sold two companies to Calvi for what 
was considered the greatly inflated price of 
$100 million. According to Giorgio Am- 
brosoli, the court-appointed liquidator of 
the Sindona empire at the time, Sindona 
paid a $5.6 million commission as part of 
the deal to “an American bishop and a 
| ave con banker.” Official Italian sources 
have confirmed that Ambrosoli was refer- 
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| ring to Marcinkus and Calvi. It is still not 
clear why the two allegedly received this 
money. 

The investigation of the Sindona pay- 
offs has been stymied by Ambrosoli’s 
murder. In 1979, only hours after talking 
to US. authorities about the commission 
deal, he was shot to death by three men in 
the street outside his home. One year ago, 
Sindona was charged with instigating 
Ambrosoli’s murder, and an Italian 
American named William J. Arico, 46, 
was said to be one of the men who actually 
carried out the killing. Last month the FBI 
arrested Arico, who is reputed to be a 
hired Mafia gunman, in Philadelphia. Ita- 
ly has asked for his extradition. 

Effects of the Italian bank scandal 
have quickly rippled through the Western 
financial community. Last week the as- 
sets of Banco Ambrosiano’s Luxembourg 
subsidiary were frozen after two British 
banks called loans totaling $125 million. 
That, in turn, has put in jeopardy up to 
$400 million in loans held by some 250 
banks, including Bank of America and 

someone to buy the Ambrosiano stock. 

by Barry Kalb/Rome 

God and Mammon 
ee an concaet oe 

no better kept secrets than those concerning the 
workings of the Holy See’s bank, the Instituto per le 
Opere di Religione (Institute for Religious Works). In a 
church that is nearly 2,000 years old, the Vatican bank 
is a relative newcomer. Its main holdings go back to 
1929, when the Italian government under Benito Mus- 
solini paid $83 million to the Holy See as compensation 
for the loss of papal territory seized from the church in 
1870 by the Italian republic. Much of that money was 
eventually invested in real estate and Italian companies 
like Societa Generale Immobiliare, the giant interna- 
tional construction firm that later built Washington’s |’ 
Watergate apartment and hotel complex. ~ - 

As the Vatican's assets began to grow, Francis Spell- Founder Pope Pius Xit 
man, an American bishop then living in Rome, urged 
Eugenio Pacelli, the Vatican Secretary of State and later Pope Pius XII, to set up 
a modern stock portfolio to manage the funds better. After Pacelli became Pope, 
he decided to set up a bank. The IOR, established in 1942, served to shield some 
Vatican money from war-torn Europe. : 

The bank now operates much like a normal financial institution. It takes in 
deposits and invests its portfolio. Until last week’s appointment of three outsid- 

ers, only the Pope and two top bank officers knew the details of its operations. 
Even a special council of 15 Cardinals appointed last year to find ways to make 
up the Vatican’s operating deficit was given only scant information about the 

bank. 
Secrecy breeds suspicion, and the Vatican's investments have caused serious 

questions over the years. In the mid-1960s, the IOR was discovered to have invest- 
ed in rather dubious concerns for a church. Examples: an Italian firearms factory 
and a Canadian pharmaceutical company that manufactured contraceptives. 
These disclosures prompted Pope Paul VI in 1969 to make the first major change 
in the Vatican’s investment policy. He liquidated its controlling interest in many 
Ttalian firms and shifted several million dollars in proceeds into the IOR. 

To seek advice on ways to invest this new cash, the IOR called on its lay fi- 
nanciers, like Michele Sindona, who urged the Pope’s bank to invest in many of 
his deals. When Sindona’s empire collapsed in 1974 with the failure of New 
York’s Franklin National Bank, the Vatican lost an estimated $70 million. Sin- 
dona is serving a 25-year prison sentence in the U.S. 

Last year Pope John Paul II said that he wanted to make the Vatican’s finan- 
cial affairs “clear and in the light of the sun.” But for now, they remain shrouded 

in clouds. 

me / 

Manufacturers Hanover. The Gotthard 
Bank, a small Swiss bank, was immedi- 
ately endangered because 45% of its 
shares are held by the Luxembourg sub- 
sidiary of Banco Ambrosiano. Officials of 
the Gotthard Bank are now looking for 

Whatever the outcome of the current 
investigation, international financiers 
hope the scandal will prompt the Vatican 
to reform and open up the operations of 
its bank. Italian Treasury Minister Benia- 
mino Andreatta has long urged the Vati- 
can to conduct its financial affairs in pub- 
lic. Says he: “As a Catholic, I am against 
this strange, secret, uncontrolled, scandal- 
filled administration.” Andreatta and 
many Italian moneymen do not think 
that the Vatican should even be in the 
banking business. Says he: “It is silly for 
the clergy to manage directly a financial 
institution.” The peculiar relationship 
between the Vatican and international 
high finance may not survive the current 
scandal. —By Alexander L. Taylor lil. Reported 
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The President's policy troika testifying to Congress: CEA Chairman Weidenbaum, Treasury Secretary Regan, OMB Director Stockman * 

nderson, Rashish, Hormats, Ture, 
Roberts, Jordan. One after another, 

Ronald Reagan’s economic advisers have 
been emptying out their desks and leav- 
ing. Some have left for personal reasons, 
and others over substantive disputes. But 
the overall effect has been to underscore 
an impression of disarray within the Ad- 
ministration’s top economic ranks. 

With the economy still slumping and 
interest rates sky high, holes have begun 
appearing at the State Department, the 
Treasury and the President’s Council of 
Economic Advisers. Meanwhile, policy- 
making has become a desperate waiting 
game, with virtually all options for actions 
ruled out by the principles of Reaganom- 
ics, leaving the top advisers little choice 
but to hope that a brisk recovery will 
somehow occur. Says Jerry Jordan, a 
member of the Council of Economic Ad- 
visers, who resigned early this month, cit- 
ing family reasons: “You have got to re- 
member that the President himself has set 
economic policy, and he is so incredibly 
consistent that it really does not matter 
who the subalterns or lieutenants are.” 

Jordan’s resignation is only the latest 
in a string of departures that have been 
going on since early last winter. First to 
depart was Myer Rashish, Under Secre- 
tary of State for Economic Affairs. Long 
an irritant to right-wing conservatives be- 
cause of his liberal views on international 
trade matters, Rashish resigned following 
a series of personality clashes with Secre- 
tary of State Alexander Haig 

Last month Robert Hormats, State’s 
Assistant Secretary for Economic and 
Business Affairs, also resigned. First ap- 
pointed to the staff of Henry Kissinger’s 
National Security Council in 1969, Hor- 
mats had served in economic posts during 
the past four Administrations. Among his 
other complaints, he objected to Reagan’s 
efforts to block or at least delay the Soviet 

Reagan’s Vanishing Advisers 
Just when he needs help, they are beginning to depart 

Union’s planned construction of a natural 
gas pipeline to Western Europe, and an- 
nounced his resignation 

Also out the door was Martin Ander- 
son, the President’s top policy devel- 
opment adviser. A strong advocate of sup- 

the policy on which Reagan campaigned 
for the presidency, Anderson left after be- 
ing effectively locked out of the inner circle 
of the White House decision-making pro- 
cess. He is now doing research at the Hoo- 
ver Institution at Stanford University. 

i gs most controversial resignations 
have been two top Treasury Depart- 

ment supply-siders, Paul Craig Roberts, 
Assistant Treasury Secretary for Eco- 
nomic Policy, who left in February, and 
Norman Ture, Under Secretary of the 
Treasury for Tax and Economic Affairs, 

| who departed in June. Neither has dis- 
guised his dismay at the drift in Adminis- 
tration economic policy. Said Ture of the 
compromise plan to boost taxes $98 bil- 
lion over the next three years: “The pack- 
age is damned unfortunate. It is going to 
be self-defeating.” Roberts summed up 
his gloomy view of Administration policy- 
making: “There is no policy any more. 
The policymakers bend whichever way 
the wind is blowing that day.” 

Finding replacements has not been 
easy. After nearly six months of search- 
ing, the Administration this week was 
to name Manuel Johnson, a Treasury of- 
ficial, to succeed Roberts. Explained 
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan of 
the delay: “I would make my decision, 
and then the White House would ask if 
it could have some input. They would 
then come up with a qualified candidate, 
and everything would stop for three 
weeks while he approached his university 
dean about a leave and talked to his wife 
about moving to Washington. Then he’d 

Stockman, 
ply-side economics who helped formulate 

: wn | 
say no, and we'd be back to Square |.” 

The President’s three top economic 
advisers remain in the jobs they have held 
since the beginning of the Administra- 
tion: David Stockman as Director of the 
Office of Management and Budget, Re- 
gan as Treasury Secretary, and Murray 
Weidenbaum as Chairman of the Council 
of Economic Advisers. But their relative 
influence in the White House has shifted 

once the most prominent 
member of the troika, has relinquished his 
role as point man on economic policy to 
Treasury Secretary Regan 

Regan has become a kind of cheer- 
leader for Reaganomics, Says the former 
chairman of Merrill Lynch & Co.: “I have 
made a career on Wall Street out of being 
bullish. If you do not offer people a ray of 
hope, if you don’t offer them the promise 
that things will get better, then you have 
got nochance of success.” 

Regan’s optimism seems more muted 
now than earlier this year, when he 
confidently proclaimed that the economy 
would “come roaring back in the late 
spring.” Said he last week: “Things are 
going to get better if we stick with this 
program. In the late 1980s or early 1990s, 
there will be a brighter tomorrow.” 

The least influential, and visible, of 
the group is CEA Chairman Weidenbaum, 
a former economics professor at Wash- 
ington University in St. Louis. Says one 
top Washington policymaker bluntly 
“He’s a compromiser; he gives up too easi- 
ly.” Reports a leading official at the Trea- 
sury: “We like him because he generally | 
takes our side against the tax-raising 
crowd at the Office of Management and 
Budget. But you never win or lose just be- 
cause Murray is on your side.” 

Most of the really bitter infighting has 
gone on within the steadily thinning 
ranks of the President's second tier of ad- 

| visers, where policy is not so much made 
as carried out. Beryl Sprinkel, Under Sec- 
retary of the Treasury for Monetary Af- 
fairs, is one key player who seems to 
alienate as many people as he impresses 
A feisty speaker who sometimes verges on 
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pugnaciousness, Sprinkel has repeatedly 
attacked Federal Reserve Board Chair- 
man Paul Volcker for failing to manage 
the money supply more smoothly. Sprin- 
kel has also angered Europeans by declar- 
ing that the U.S. would not intervene to 
steady the value of the dollar on interna- 
tional money markets. 

Another controversial second-tier ad- 
viser is Stockman’s chief economist, Law- 
rence Kudlow. Until last year, Kudlow 
was chief economist for the Wall Street 
investment firm Bear Stearns & Co. In a 
city of towering political egos, Kudlow’s 
stands visible to all. Recently he told col- 

| leagues of being “besieged with offers of 
help and money” to run for the U.S. Sen- 
ate from New York. Last week he hinted 
broadly that he had turned down an offer 
to replace Jordan on the Council of Eco- 
nomic Advisers, saying that his current 
position is more powerful. Says a top 
Treasury official of Kudlow: “The gall of 
the man is beyond belief. Last fall he 
pushed behind the scenes for higher taxes 
as hard as he could. Then when he lost, he 
tried to take credit with Congress for 
blocking approval.” 

No matter how bloody the back-room 
scrapping, there seems very little prospect 
of a radical shift in policy between now 
and congressional elections in November. 
Says Weidenbaum: “Whatever will hap- 
pen to the economy by then is already in 
the system. Anything we do now would 
have its effect after the election.” Ob- 
serves Assistant Secretary of the Treasury 
W. Dennis Thomas: “Historically, fresh 
ideas on the eve of an election are usually 
the cause of long-term problems. Carter 
had three different economic policies in a 
single year, 1980, and the only person who 
benefited was Ronald Reagan.” 

T here are signs, though, that once con- 
gressional elections are over, the Pres- 

ident may move more forcefully than ever 
to cut spending. Administration budget 
cutters are already eyeing a big potential 
slice out of Social Security benefits, as well 
as sharp new reductions in other transfer 
programs such as food stamps, Medicare 
and Medicaid. There is even White House 
talk of defense spending cuts if necessary. 
The goal is to hold the fiscal 1984 deficit 
to no more than $50 billion, vs. current 

| Administration projections of at least 
$150 billion. Says one top White House 
policymaker: “Reagan is the only politi- 
cian who has a chance to cut entitlements 
and get spending back on the same track 
with revenues. The public is overwhelm- 
ingly behind more budget cuts, but it is go- 
ing to be bloody.” 

Public confidence is essential for any 
economic policy, especially for the Presi- 
dent’s tough budget-cutting program. Yet, 
for now, the many abrupt departures and 
the often loud public bickering are under- 
mining that kind of confidence and giving 
the impression of an Administration at 
war with itself. —By Christopher Byron. 

Economy & Business 

Rub-a-Dub-Dub 
A tub-and-toilet dynasty 

W ith the homebuilding industry in a 
long-running slump, profits in the 

plumbing fixtures business have been 
swirling swiftly down the drain. For com- 
panies that make tubs, toilets, sinks and 
showers, it would seem a time to retrench. 

Not so for the privately held Kohler 
Co. of Kohler, Wis., creator of the Infinity 
Bath, the Super Spa and other exotica for 
people who want their bathrooms to be 
fun as well as functional. Says Chairman 
Herbert Kohler Jr., 43, heir to the centu- 
ry-old plumbing dynasty: “In times of re- 
cession, we don’t pull back.” Even though 
Kohler has had to lay off 300 of its 6,000 
workers because of slow sales of some 
products, the company is going ahead 
with its most ambitious capital spending 

Company Chairman Herbert Kohler Jr. with his Infinity Bath, a kidney-shaped tub for two 

| 1873, when Herbert's grandfather John 

facilities enough to overtake American 
Standard as the largest manufacturer of 
luxury plumbing fixtures in the U.S. 

Aggressive expansion has been the 
hallmark of the Kohler Co. ever since 

Michael Kohler and a partner opened a 
foundry to make farm implements in a 
small town north of Milwaukee. In the 
early 1880s, Kohler had the idea of coat- 
ing cast-iron horse troughs with enamel 
and offering them to farmers as bathtubs. 

Soon the company was importing top 
craftsmen from Europe to design elegant 
plumbing fixtures. In 1929 several Kohler 
products, including a black enamel lava- 
tory with a marble courter top, were dis- 
played at New York City’s Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. In the mid-1960s, the 
company brought bold colors to the bath- 
room with tubs and toilets in deep shades 
of red, blue and avocado. Nonetheless, 
when Herbert Kohler became chairman 
in 1972, he decided that plumbing had not 
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“| felt we could change the bathroom to something stimulating, possibly even social.” 

program ever. This year Kohler will in- 
vest $50 million, more than 10% of its ex- 
pected sales of $400 million. The plans in- 
clude a big expansion of its factories in 
Brownwood, Texas. 

Unlike most American executives, 
who are often criticized for trying to boost 
short-run profits at the expense of long- 
range investment, Herbert Kohler can af- 
ford to disregard the short-term bottom 
line. His family and relatives own or con- 
trol 90% of the Kohler stock. While the 
typical U.S. company reinvests 60% of its 
earnings, Chairman Kohler claims to put 
90% of his profits back into the firm. 

Kohler views a recession as a grand 
opportunity to increase his share of the 
kitchen and bathroom business. Because 
of the slump, he points out, some building 
materials cost less than they did in 1980, 
and thus the construction of new factories 
is comparatively inexpensive. During the 

reached its potential. Says he: “I felt we 
could innovate with shapes and colors to 
change the whole function of the bath- 
room and make it something stimulating, 
possibly even social.” 

The company has since introduced 
the Infinity Bath, a kidney-shaped tub for 
two (price: $2,000), and the Super Spa, a 
giant whirlpool ($4,000) that can come 
with a built-in table for those who, for ex- 
ample, want to play poker as they soak. 
Kohler’s masterpiece is the $12,500 Envi- 
ronment, a pleasure chamber that pam- 
pers bathers with “tropic rain, jungle 
steam, chinook winds and Baja sun,” all 
accompanied by soothing stereo music. 

Though plumbing fixtures are rarely 
mentioned in the same breath with com- 
puters or robots, Kohler is convinced that 
the bathroom business has considerable 
growth potential. He expects to see the 
day when whirlpools are virtually stan- 
dard in middle-class homes. = 
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recession in 1973-75, Kohler expanded its 
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Still Stuck over a Barrel 

Te nightmare is both grim and grimly 
plausible, A ruinous new energy crisis 

once again doubles or triples oil prices. 
Economies are battered, and govern- 

ments around the world topple. In the 
US., business goes into a slump that 
can be compared only with the Great 
Depression 

That chilling prospect is one of the 
possibilities foreseen in Global Insecurity: 
A Strategy for Energy & Economic Renewal 
(Houghton Mifflin; 427 pages; 
$15.95), a sometimes frightening, 
but still generally hopeful, survey 
of the energy outlook published 
last week. The book, which is edit- 
ed by Political Scientist Daniel 
Yergin of Harvard University and 
Martin Hillenbrand, director of 
the Atlantic Institute for Interna- 
tional Affairs in Paris, was pre- 
pared during the past four years by 
a group of mostly academic con- 
tributors from the U.S., Western 
Europe and Japan. They included: 
Teruyasu Murakami, a senior con- 
sultant at the Nomura Research 
Institute in Japan; Ian Smart, a 
private British energy consultant; 
and Althea Duersten, a senior 
economist at the World Bank. 

Yergin, co-author of the 1979 
| bestseller Energy Future and con- 
tributor of two of the twelve es- 
says in this volume, warns that a 
devastating energy crisis could 

| erupt at any time. He writes: 
“That, in a nub, is the problem for 
the United States and the entire 
industrial world, and is why we 
have undertaken this study.” Yer- 

| gin fears that the current small 
glut in oil supplies will lull indus- 
trialized countries into the type of 
complacency that leads U.S. auto 

buyers to want to rush back to big cars as 
soon as gas prices seem to abate. 

Globai Insecurity insists that oil 
shocks are likely to occur as long as con- 
suming nations remain addicted to petro- 
leum from the explosive Middle East, 
which has some 60% of the non-Commu- 
nist world’s known oil reserves and which 
ships 65% of the crude involved in inter- 
national trade. Any type of conflict in the 

| area could disrupt the flow of oil and 
| plunge the world into a crisis 

Middle East upheavals, of course, re- 
main a constant threat, as evidenced by 
Iran's invasion of Iraq last week. Arab 
ministers last month considered using 
their so-called oil weapon to pressure the 
US. and Israel over the fighting in Leba- 
non, although they ultimately took no ac- 

| tion. Turmoil ranging from the fall of a 
key government like that of Saudi Arabia 
to the expansion of Soviet influence in 
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A new warning that the global energy crisis is far from finished 

| the region could also shut off supplies 
Some analysts were nervously won- 

dering whether Iran’s invasion of Iraq 
would reduce oil shipments, thus drying 
up the remains of the petroglut and push- 
ing prices higher. Most experts, though, 
felt that the war is unlikely to trigger an 
immediate crisis because the global eco- 
nomic slump continues to hold down en- 

| ergy use. But the energy situation will 
again become dangerous once world 

Author Daniel Yergin describing the perils of oil addiction 

A new petroshock could create another Depression. 

economies start growing. Writes Yergin: 
“The more likely flash point occurs when 
accidents interact with a market in which 
demand is rising—as was discovered in 
1973 and 1979. Thus, the world enters the 
danger zone when economic activity and 
energy demands are on the upswing.” 

The authors warn that the Organiza- 
tion of the Petroleum Exporting Countries 
remains powerful despite the excess oil 
supplies that depressed prices earlier in 
the year and the group’s inability to set 
production quotas in Vienna two weeks 
ago. If the oil producers could find the po- 

litical will to curtail output sharply, say the 
authors, a barrel of crude oil that now costs 
$34 could reach $72 by the year 2000 

Any new full-blown crisis would be far 
worse than the 1973 and 1979 oil shocks, 
the book says, because it would come on 
top of the damage done by those setbacks 
The study estimates that the previous jolts 

| a three-pronged effort: finding new 
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have cost the U.S. and its major trading 
partners a total of $1.2 trillion in lost eco- 
nomic growth between 1974 and 1981. In 
addition, the increased prices have dou- 
bled unemployment rates and nearly tri- 
pled the pace of inflation. The shares of 
their gross national products that Western 
economies spend on energy have also tri- 
pled. Writes Yergin: “Thus, an oil price 
rise of any given magnitude will now have 
a greater effect on the consuming nations 
than the first or second shock did.” 

The authors say that the solution to 
this dangerous predicament is to wean 
energy users away from Middle Eastern 
oil. To achieve this, Global Insecurity urges 

reserves, developing alternative | 
sources like solar power and syn- | 
thetic fuels, and conserving energy 
by using it more efficiently. 

The authors acknowledge that 
Western economies have made 
strides in these areas, yet they in- | 
sist that much more must be done. 
The study applauds the U.S. stra- 
tegic oil stockpile, for example, but 
wishes that it were being filled 
faster. Said Yergin last week: “We 
are in a race between crisis and ad- 
justment. There has unquestion- 
ably been a lot of adjustment of 
which we can be proud, but the po- 
tential crisis is still there.” 

Japan offers the most success- 
ful model for coping with short- 
ages and high prices. That coun- 
try, which imports 85% of its 
energy, has maintained relatively 
strong economic growth while 
cutting back energy consumption. 
In the US., competing interests | 
continue to stymie the develop- 
ment of a coherent energy policy, 

whereas in Japan, business, labor 
and government leaders worked 
out a unified strategy. Japanese 
firms, for example, invested far 
more heavily than their Ameri- 
can counterparts in making fac- 
tories more efficient and shifted 

out of energy-intensive industries like 
petrochemicals. 

The authors are also encouraged by 
the development of fuel-efficient cars 
and housing in some countries, and oth- 
er signs that the energy problem is be- 
ing taken seriously. France has cut its 
dependence on Middle Eastern oil by 
pressing ahead with a massive program 
for developing nuclear power. As a re- | 
sult of such efforts, the growth of oil 
consumption has slowed markedly in 
the industrial world. The authors are 
hopeful that countries will continue cut- 
ting back. “This is an optimistic work,” 
they write, “for our conclusion is that a 
reasonable adjustment, while not foreor- 
dained by any means, is certainly possi- | 
ble.” In the race between crisis and a 
solution to global energy problems, Yer- 
gin and the other authors are betting on 
adjustment —By John Greenwald 
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Car Wars 
Battling over interest subsidies 

N ew York City subway riders have long 
complained about the worn, graffiti- 

plastered cars that frequently break down 
and often lack air conditioning or even 
overhead lights. So it was good news earli- 
er this year when the city decided to buy 
825 gleaming new cars and retire many of 
the worst clunkers in the system. 

Some unforeseen consequences of that 
decision, however, now threaten to ignite 
an international brawl. Trouble reached a 
climax last week when Treasury Secre- 
tary Donald Regan refused to grant cheap 
federal financing to aid the ailing Budd 
Co. of Troy, Mich., in a bid to build the 
cars. 

In May, Budd lost the $660 million 
subway contract to Canada’s Bombardier 
Inc. The Canadian government had given 
help to its firm by providing the financing 

Funny Money 
Last month in New York City, a 16- 

year-old bank robber was dashing down 
the street clutching a bag of stolen cash 
when it suddenly exploded, spewing tear 
gas and splattering the young bandit with 
red dye. Within minutes the bleary-eyed 
and brightly marked teen-ager was ap- 
prehended. His stickup had been foiled by 
a tiny package that one bank manager 
calls “the state of the art in bank security 
systems.” 

The anticrime packet consists of an 
electronic detonator, a tear-gas canister 
and dye, all packed together so tightly 
that they fit inside the carved-out center 
of a stack of bills. Bank tellers keep the 
funny money in their cash drawers and 
slip it into a robber’s bag along with the 
other loot. An electronic beam at the 
bank doors trips the detonator as the 
money is carried outside, and the hidden 
package explodes within 20 sec. 

Most of the devices, which are used 
mainly by big-city banks and suburban 
ones that are frequently held up, are made 
by the’U.S. Currency Protection Corp. of 
Arizona and IRI Americas in Pennsylva- 
nia. The firms, though, are facing a rival 
system made by Scented Money Deter- 
rent Co. of Auanta. That device releases 
the odor of rotten eggs, leaving a pungent 
trail for police to follow. 

How Sweetitis 
The folks at Hershey Foods Corp. are 

feeling very happy these days. Reese’s 
Pieces, a steady but unspectacular-selling 
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that permitted it to offer New York an in- 
terest rate of just 9.7% on the deal. Budd 
tried to invoke a law that requires the U.S. 
Government to subsidize a loan when in- 
expensive credit gives foreign bidders the 
edge. 

The Administration, though, did not 
agree. Said Regan in Washington: “Bom- 
bardier would have been awarded the 
contract even if Budd were able to offer 
matching financing.” Regan said that the 
Bombardier bid was superior on all seven 
points that New York’s Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority had consid- 
ered. Those included the design and avail- 
ability of the new cars, and their compati- 
bility with other equipment. 

Budd quickly challenged the argu- 
ment that subsidized credit was not im- 
portant. Said President James McNeal Jr. 
in Michigan: “That’s a lot of crap. Fi- 
nancing was obviously a factor.” 

Budd has hired a battalion of attor- 
neys who will continue battling the deci- 
sion. The firm has labeled the Bombar- 

Dividends 

brand of candy, has blossomed into an un- 
expected summer hit. Sales of the peanut 
butter-flavored candy shot up 65% in 
June after the release of E.7:: The Extra- 
Terrestrial, which is filling movie theaters 
at a record clip. In the film, E.T., an en- 
dearing space creature, is lured out of hid- 
ing by a boy who scatters pieces of the 
candy in his path. 

This movie tie-in all but fell into the 
lap of Hershey, which sold some $35 mil- 
lion worth of Reese’s Pieces last year. 
E.T.’s producers offered to use the Her- 
shey product only after Mars, Inc., maker 
of M & Ms, turned it down. Hershey Vice 
President Jack Dowd then flew to Holly- 
wood to see still photos from the film and 
make sure that the candy was not going to 
be in a monster film. 

Reese’s Pieces look very much like 
M & Ms, and the brand name is not men- 
tioned in the film. But keen-eyed children 
quickly spotted the orange Reese’s Pieces 
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dier financing “predatory and noncom- 
petitive” in complaints filed with the 
Commerce Department and the Interna- 
tional Trade Commission. The struggle is 
also being waged in Congress, where 
Michigan Senator Donald Riegle Jr. and 
Congressman James Blanchard have in- 
troduced bills to aid U.S. firms that com- 
pete with foreign bidders. Says Blan- 
chard: “This decision makes it apparent 
that we cannot rely on the discretion of 
the Administration to see that U.S. indus- 
tries are able to compete on an equal foot- 
ing with foreign firms.” 

Budd, an American subsidiary of 
Thyssen AG, a huge West German steel- 
making firm, has lost five other rail-car 
contracts in the past two years to Canadi- 
an, Japanese and Italian competitors. 
Budd has done business with the MTA for 
two decades, and is to deliver 316 subway 
cars in 1984. The company said that as a 
result of losing the latest contract it will 
lay off up to 40 engineers and cancel plans 
to hire 550 workers in New York. a 

wrapper, and the rush to the candy 
counter was on. Hershey is now giving 
away an E.T. sticker with every bag of 
Reese’s Pieces bought in 800 of the 1,100 
theaters showing the movie. Five bags 
earn a free T shirt. Really sweet-toothed 
fans can redeem the labels from five half- 
pound sacks for a poster of favorite scenes 
from the film. That would be enough 
Reese’s Pieces to entice a spaceshipload of 
E.Ts. 

Now Hear This 
Tailored suits, private clubs, personal 

computers. What is left for the successful, 
and busy, business executive? How about 
customized news? Now, instead of having 
to sit through yet another quiche recipe 
before hearing the latest business news, 
executives can program their radios to 
zero in on only those items that they want 
to hear. 

The service, called DowAlert, trans- 
mits spot business news, market reports, 
scheduled news summaries and other fea- 
tures via satellite to major FM stations 
around the country. The reports are re- 
layed by a coded signal to a specially de- 
signed home or office radio. Subscribers 
can program their units to play news 
items about a specific company, industry 
or subject. The radio automatically crack- 
les to life when information about a se- 
lected item is transmitted, and then falls 
silent. Most bulletins last 60 sec. or less. 
DowAlert, which is initially being mar- 
keted in Boston and Philadelphia, will 
cost $50 a month, after a $150 installa- 
tion fee. 
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Autopsy on a CBS “Exposé” 

irtually from the moment it was 

mentary The Uncounted Enemy: A Viet 
Nam Deception came under attack. The 
prime-time program, which featured a 
memorable heated interview between CBS 
News Correspondent Mike Wallace and 
retired U.S. Army Genera! William West- 
moreland, had as a central thesis the 
charge that in 1967 Westmoreland led a 
top-level military conspiracy to sustain 
public support for the war in Viet Nam by 
giving the White House gross underesti- 
mates of the size of enemy 
forces. Three days after the 
show was aired, General 
Westmoreland angrily de- 
nied the allegations. Other 
disavowals followed, in- 
cluding claims by senior ad- 
visers to President Lyndon 
Johnson that they had been 
well aware of debate among 
military and intelligence of- 
ficers about the strength of 
the enemy. In May, 7V 
Guide (circ. 17.7 million) 
published its own exposé, ti- 
tled “Anatomy of a Smear: 

MOSIV/YRMYS-—eEne 

broadcast on Jan. 23, the CBS docu- | 

Westmoreland, top; below, from left, Wallace, Sauter, Crile: Who were the 

The network is ambivalent in defense of a Viet Nam report 

ror. Sauter said, “CBS News stands by this 
broadcast.” But he then conceded that the 
news division had committed five substan- 
tial violations of CBS’s journalistic ground 
rules, plus other lapses and debatable 
“judgment calls,” some on evidence that 
was pivotal to the documentary’s conten- 
tions. Indeed, he labeled the very use of the 
word conspiracy “inappropriate.” Sauter, 
moreover, was moved to reassert strict, 
traditional standards and make major 
changes in news division practices, includ- 
ing installation of what amounts to an om- 

budsman. Perhaps as im- 
portant, Sauter pledged “the 
full involvement and col- 
laboration of the principal 
correspondent” of each doc- 
umentary from the begin- 
ning of its reporting. Over- 
scheduled on-air stars like 

ap 

after most decisions have 
been made. Wallace, CBS 
conceded, did little report- 
ing for the Viet Nam docu- 
mentary and contributed 
only a few interviews. 

TV Guide's probers, 

/ 
actual conspirators? 

A heated interview, almost instantaneous criticism, and now a major public review. 

How CBs ‘Got’ General Westmoreland,” 
which questioned CBS’s evidence for 
claiming a conspiracy and challenged the 
network’s reportorial procedures and the 
integrity of its editing. 

CBS reacted to the 7V Guide reportina 
manner all but unprecedented in its histo- 
ry. News Division President Van Gordon 
Sauter launched an internal investigation 
to re-examine every step in the assembly 

of the documentary. To that task he as- 
signed Burton Benjamin, a senior execu- 
tive producer. After receiving Benjamin’s 
report, Sauter last week wrote and re- 
leased an eight-page memorandum, re- 
markable enough for being made public 
and unique for its candid admissions of er- 

Don Kowet and Sally Bedell (who has 
since joined the New York Times), were 

| not fully satisfied. But, said Kowet, “I 
have to give CBS credit. It has made an 
enormous contribution to TV journalism 
by admitting mistakes and setting up an 
ombudsman.” 

The 90-min. documentary, which 
took 15 months and about $275,000 to 
prepare, was primarily the work of two 
people: Producer-Director-Writer George 
Crile, who also conducted several on- 
camera interviews, and Consultant Sam 
Adams, a former CIA analyst who was 
paid $25,000 to research and help shape 
the piece, yet who also appeared on air as 

| a principal witness for the conspiracy the- 
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| ory. Crile and Adams had teamed to pub- 

Wallace often join a project | 

lish a story in Harper's magazine in 1975 
along similar lines. Their CBS documenta- 
ry, as Sauter’s memorandum in effect con- 
ceded, let every “judgment call” go 
against Westmoreland. Whether by acci- 
dent or design, admitted Sauter, “in two 
cases, journalistic oversight resulted in 
material relating to one set of events being 
connected to another [unrelated] set of 
events.” Moreover, in violation of net- 
work guidelines, the show’s creators were 
guilty of “combining answers from sever- 
al questions on the same subject into one 
answer.” 

Ss uch distortions, unsettling enough 
in the abstract, in practical terms 

undermined Crile and Adams’ often sub- 
stantial case. In one instance of sleight of 
hand, Westmoreland was shown appar- 
ently acknowledging awareness of a 
meeting at the Pentagon in Washington 
at which military officers allegedly pared 
down enemy troop estimates to stay be- 
low a ceiling of 300,000. But Westmore- 
land’s remarks were directed to an entire- 
ly different meeting that took place in 
Saigon. For his part, the general has 
claimed that he was sandbagged by Wal- 
lace and Crile, that he was not informed 
in detail about what he would be asked 
until he arrived in New York City for an 
interview, and that, unprepared, he was 
confronted by Wallace, the beneficiary of 
months of staff research, about events 
dating back some 15 years. When West- 
moreland later sent documents and what 
he considered a “correction” to his recol- 
lections about the rate of guerrilla infil- 
tration, CBS made what Sauter called “a | 
judgmental decision” to ignore the added 
data. CBS did not go back to Westmore- 
land as part of its internal investigation 
Says Westmoreland of the Sauter report: 
“Just a whitewash. If it hadn’t been for 
TV Guide, this whole mess would have 
remained under the rug.” 

Sauter's report treads gingerly when 

it comes to assessing blame; indeed, none 
of the staffers who worked on the docu- 
mentary are cited by name. Says Sauter: 
“Ours is a collaborative medium. The de- 
ficiencies of this broadcast fall on the or- 
ganization.” Asked the fate of Producer 
Crile, he says only: “George Crile re- 
mains at CBS. He is working on another 
documentary now.” Crile insists: “There 
is nothing in this broadcast I am ashamed 
of.” Wallace agrees: “Those of us who 
know this show stand by it without reser- 
vations.”” However, CBS executives plainly 
do not. They plan a future broadcast on 
the alleged Viet Nam “deception.” Ex- 
plained Sauter in announcing his moves 
“The greatest asset of CBS News is its 
credibility. Protecting that credibility is 
the most important thing we do.” Last 
week the CBS eye seemed to blink in | 
embarrassment —By William A. Henry il. | 
Reported by Bruce van Voorst/New York 
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THE SEARCH FOR ALEXANDER 

TICKETS AVAILABLE 
at the New Orleans 
Museum of Art and 

at TICKETMASTER 
by phone (504) 587-3072 

NEW ORLEANS 
MUSEUM of ART 
June 27 through 
September 19, 1982 

“SEARCH is a superb tribute to an ancient (4th and 3rd century B.C.) culture that is one of the 

richest sources of Western Civilization.” San Francisco EXAMINER 
SMG, 
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“The metalwork, jewelry, and sculpture in gold, silver, and bronze are splendid.... But, the high- 

light of the show are sixteen objects unearthed from what is believed to be the tomb of Alexander's 

father, Philip the Second. Inside, a solid gold burial casket with exquisite ornamentation, and a 

large gold wreath of oak leaf and acorns overwhelming in its richness and detail. They only hint at 

the greatness that was Alexander.” WBZ-TV, Boston 
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““The Search for Alexander,’ a major loan exhibition of Greek art and artifacts..., is proving to be a 

very popular exhibit.” Chicago TRIBUNE 
eke, 
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“ the show is rich in art and artifacts, gold, silver, marble, iron, bronze and clay from the fourth 

century B.C., when Alexander ruled Macedonia and made himself master of Greece, lord of Egypt, 

sovereign of the great Persian empire, and began the conquest of India.” 
SMITHSONIAN, Washington, DC 
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“Spell-binding artifacts from the tomb are included along with other Hellenistic objects in what 

many scholars consider the most spectacular exhibition of Greek art ever to visit the United States.” 
theARTgallery Magazine, New York 
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The Exhibition has been made possible by the National Bank of Greece and TIME Incorporated, 

and with the cooperation of the Greek Ministry of Culture and Sciences. 
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We don't mean to alarm you. 
But before you buy any clock radio, 

youd better read this. 
Panasonic Accu-Set AM/FM clock radios 
la Wem(cr-l0]¢-oMe) talc] mel lelel a e-lelleMar-\/slant 
even woken up to. Starting with Accu-Set 
Electronic Time-Setting—a whole new way 
to set the time and alarm with a mere twist 
of a dial. You can set the exact time in next 
to no time. Backwards as easily as forwards. 
Without fumbling. Without frustration. 

Sure-Alarm 
Only Panasonic has this battery backup 
system* that helps make sure that your 
alarm will sound when it's supposed to, if 
there's a power failure—even if the power 
is still off when the alarm is set to go off. 

Dual-Alarm 
If there are two of you depending on the 
clock radio, you'll both appreciate the Dual- 
Alarm Wake-Up System from Panasonic. 
Set the alarms once to go off at two different 
times. It's that simple. 

Two-year warranty* 
And only Panasonic clock radios come with a 
two-year warranty, the longest you'll find. You 
see, Panasonic believes that your clock radio 
is the last thing you should lose sleep over. 

9-volt battery not included. * *Suggested retail price 
2-year limited warranty on parts and labor with carry-in service 
See warranty card for details 

Panasonic introduces Accu-Set: 

# 10:20 

RC-6215: All the Accu-Set features for only $45"* 

RC-6310: All the Accu-Set features 
in an upright design. 

RC-6510: All the Accu-Set features 
plus weekly programmable alarm. 

RC-6610: All the Accu-Set features plus stereo. 

Panasonic. 
just slightly ahead of our time. 
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Some of the many brands that the hopeful are hoarding 

Block Those Starch Blockers 
Dieters face an FDA ban on the latest get-thin-quick pills 

Cr. the problem. You have half a 
bottle of pills that the Food and Drug 

Administration has just banned because 
of inadequate knowledge of side ef- 
fects. What do you do? Last week the 
answer from many American dieters 
hooked on the latest get-thin-quick 
scheme was to rush out and buy lots more 
bottles of starch blockers before they van- 
ish from health and drugstore shelves. 

Since last spring, the pills have been 
aggressively marketed as a “natural” 
product that prevents digestion of starchy 
substances, thereby allowing users to shed 
pounds even as they chow down on pasta, 
bread and pizza. Early this month, how- 
ever, the FDA ordered more than 200 
manufacturers and distributors to stop 
selling the pills, pending further research. 
The action was prompted by a rash of re- 
ports that users have experienced vomit- 
ing and diarrhea so severe that hospital- 
ization was necessary in at least five cases. 
“God, did I get sick,” remembers one Chi- 
cago woman in her 30s who was doubled 
over by agonizing intestinal pain that felt 
like an attack of appendicitis. 

Such difficulties are not surprising. 
“These pills are made from kidney-bean 
extract,” explains Dr. Victor Herbert, 
chief of the hematology and nutrition lab- 
oratory at the Bronx Veterans Hospital in 
New York. “There is a chemical in beans | 
that reduces the speed of starch digestion 
If you don’t digest the starch, then it goes 
down into your colon, where bacteria fer- 

| ment and make gas out of it. That gas can 
| give you nausea, vomiting, abdominal 
cramps and diarrhea, as well as making 

you socially unacceptable.” 
The pills’ poppers, however, are more 

concerned about the social unacceptabil- 
ity of being overweight. They have 
bought millions of dollars’ worth of the 

new product at up to $10.95 for a bottle of 
30, and many come back for more be- 
cause they do lose weight. Melva Wil- 
liams, president of Melva Natural Prod- 
ucts, a health-food wholesaler in Worth, 
Ill., says she has lost 10 Ibs. with the help 
of starch blockers, without getting sick 
and without reducing her caloric intake 
“It started working with me almost im- 
mediately,” she claims. “Each tablet in- 
hibits the digestion of 150 grams of 
starch, which equals 600 calories. I'm 
very satisfied with meals, and I don’t feel 

hungry in between.” 
Sixteen of the manufacturing and dis- 

tributing companies that rushed to get in 
on the bean bonanza have sued to get the 
FDA ban overturned. One of the first ques- 
tions the courts will have to answer is 
whether the pills are in fact a drug or 
merely a food not subject to the tougher 
drug restrictions. Meanwhile, “if any of 

| the plaintiffs continue to market,” said 
an FDA spokesman, “they will be sub- 
ject to regulatory action.” Possible penal- 
ties include seizure of inventories, fines 

and imprisonment. 
As for dieters who hoard and carry 

on, they face no penalties other than those 
their colons may mete out to them. While 
no suspicion of permanent damage has 
been raised, there is little likelihood of 
permanent weight loss either: eating hab- 
its are not changed and indeed may get 
worse for those who figure the starch 
blocker will handle that extra slice of piz- 
za. Beila Simon Kunis, a dietitian in Chi- 

| cago, opposes the pills, but concedes that 
occasionally, “I will say “O.K., try it , 
Some people are very sensitive to it, and 
some are not. We're all looking for the 
easy way out, but damn it, there is no easy 
way. This is a gimmick, and it will go the 
way of all gimmicks.” a | must now begin s 

Capsules 
NEXT, AN UNFATTENING FAT? | 

In diet-conscious America, when one fad 
falls, the next amazing shrinking cure is 
always on its way. Andat Procter & Gam- 
ble right now they are talking about a new 
substance that can create a creamy-rich 
milkshake or a buttery spread that is not 
the least bit fattening. It is a zero-calorie 
dead ringer for dietary fat called sucrose 
polyester (SPE), and last week researchers | 
at the University of Cincinnati Medical 
Center reported SPE’s first successful test. 
The compound contains eight fatty acids 
instead of the three that make up ordinary 
fats. As a result, digestive enzymes cannot 
break it down, and it passes unaltered out 
of the body. In the Cincinnati study, ten 
chronically obese patients were fed a diet 
much like their usual one for 20 days and, 
for another 20-day period, the same diet 
with SPE replacing about 540 daily calories 
of fat. Subjects were unable to detect any 
difference in the taste of the food, and did 
not attempt to compensate for lost calories 
by snacking more. They lost an average of 
8 Ibs. during their time on the SPE diet, 
and, as a bonus, their serum cholesterol 
levels dropped 10%. How soon will SPE be 
on your grocer’s shelf? Not for a long time, 
if ever. Though no serious side effects were 
reported, SPE is “potent stuff,” says Dr 
Charles Glueck, who headed the study 
The compound has been classified by the 
FDA asa drug. When it becomes available, 
several years from now, it will be sold by 

prescription only. 

THE MICE THEY REARED 
A pedigree is of more importance in the 
world of lab animals than it is in any royal 
family. When medical researchers try to 
unravel the secrets of the cell, essential to 
understanding cancer, they must be abso- 
lutely certain of the genetic “purity” of 
their test subjects. Thus the biological 
community was rocked last week by the 
news that a strain of albino lab mice used 
by cancer investigators everywhere was 
genetically contaminated. The tainted 
mice were discovered by University of 
Wisconsin Biologist Brenda Kahan and 
her colleagues while they were growing a 
primitive type of tumor called a teratocar- 
cinoma. A puzzling enzyme uncharacter- 
istic of the breed kept showing up in the 
host animals, a common strain known as 
BALB/c. Careful genetic tests soon con- 
firmed suspicions: the mice were not the 
purebreds promised by their supplier, 
the Massachusetts-based Charles River 
Breeding Laboratories, Inc. Since the 
company is the world’s largest producer of 
lab animals, similar mongrels are presum- 
ably frolicking in the cages of many other 
research centers. And the long, tedious 
work of determining where they are and 

what experiments they compromised 
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‘Mr. Smith Takes a Black Parish 

J ust months ago, he was comfortably es- 
tablished as a theology professor at one 

of his country’s leading universities. Now, 
after a substantial salary cut, he has be- 
come the pastor of a black-slum church. 
where worshipers sit on rude benches 
rather than in polished pews. Many clergy 
have made such sacrifices to spread the 
Gospel. But in the tense racial politics of 
South Africa, the decision of the Rev. 
Nico J. Smith, 53, is a dramatic moral 
challenge to the longstanding church sup- 
port for apartheid. 

South Africa’s racial policies have 
| been denounced by black and mixed-race | 
| clergy and by many English-speaking 
white Christians. But that has had little 
impact cn the dominant Afrikaners. 
Their three Dutch Reformed churches, 
especially the large Nederduitse Gerefor- 
meerde Kerk (or N.G. Church), have con- 
ferred a consistent moral endorsement on 
racism. “The church was the bastion of 
white supremacy, especially after the 
Boer War and the Depression,” says 
Smith 

As a young clergyman, Smith was 
loyally pro-government. “I truly believed 
we had found the solution,” he recalls 

| “We were going to separate the people.” 
Smith became successively a pastor in the 
N.G. Church, a missionary to black re- 
gions, the church’s missions director and 

then a professor at Stellenbosch, the 
Harvard of the Afrikaners. He was also 
invited to join the Broederbond, the pow- 

= 

actress (Coal Miner's Daughter), and Jack 

Fisk, 36, Spacek’s husband, who directed 
her in Raggedy Man; their first child. a 

girl; in Los Angeles. Name Schuyler 
Elizabeth 

SENTENCED. Sun Myung Moon, 62, founder 
of the Unification Church; to 18 months 
in prison for tax evasion; in U.S. District 
Court in New York City. Moon was also 
fined the maximum $25,000 and is free on 
a $250,000 bond pending an appeal 

| DIED. Jackie Jensen, 55, strapping Boston 
Red Sox outfielder whose solid hitting 
and sure fielding won him the 1958 Amer- 
ican League’s Most Valuable Player 
award, but whose agonized fear of flying 
led him to cut short his career; of a heart 
attack; in Charlottesville, Va 

DIED. Kenneth More, 67, veteran British 
Stage and screen actor whose character- 
izations ranged from the rollicking buf- 

BORN. To Sissy Spacek, 32, Oscar-winning 

White Afrikaner clergy confront South Africa's apartheid 

The new pastor with Mamelodi congregation 

A dramatic decision and a moral challenge. 

erful secret society of Afrikaner elite 
Then, ten years ago, he began to see 
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the segregationist system as “an illusion” | 
and quit the Broederbond. Last Decem- 
ber, Smith gave public vent to his changed 
views with the publication of Storm- 
Kompas, a booklet in which 24 prominent 
Afrikaner clergy and writers attacked 
apartheid on religious and moral grounds 
Smith was the volume’s principal editor 
Within the ironclad code of Afrikaner so- | 

Milestones _ 
foon of such films as Doctor in the House 
(1954) to the chin-up R.A.F pilot of 
Reach for the Sky (1956); of Parkinson's 

disease; in London. “I seem fated to be ei- 
ther the stiff-upper-lip war hero or the 
hearty, beer-drinking idiot,” More once 
complained. The remark was overly self- 

| deprecating, as his wonderfully whimsica! 
performance in Genevieve (1953) testified 

DIED. Courtiandt S. Gross, 77, president, 

then chairman of Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp. from 1956 to 1967, who turned the 
Struggling company into a leviathan: of 
gunshot wounds during a break-in by in- 
truders who also shot his wife and a live- 
in housekeeper; at their mansion in Vil- 
lanova, Pa. Originally a salesman, Gross 
entered Lockheed in 1932 when his older 

brother Robert and partners bought con- 
| trol of a company then in receivership 
Under Gross, Lockheed diversified, 
building satellites. Poseidon missiles and 
ships in addition to supersonic airplanes 
During one astounding four-year burst in 
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Religion ~ 
ciety, the book’s viewpoint was shocking. 
The publication was only a warmup. Last 
month Smith was prominent among the 
123 N.G. Church clergy who issued a 
fierce, indeed historic, protest against the 
regime's policies of racial separation and 
discrimination, terming them immoral, 
indefensible and unbiblical. 

Such church protests have occurred 
before. Twenty years ago, the last major 
Afrikaner rift was led by the Rev. C.F 
Beyers Naude, a founder of the multira- 
cial Christian Institute. The government 
eventually crushed the institute and has 

| severely restricted the activities of Naude. 
67, under a political banning order that 
ends this October 

Whatever the long-range prospects 
| for dissent, Smith knew as soon as he went 
public that his own political apostasy 
would probably lead to his removal from 
Stellenbosch. Pondering what to do, “I 
prayed to God to show me a way,” he 
says. “The very next day I received the 
call in a telegram. As I read it, I burst into 
tears.” A 1,000-member church in Mame- 
lodi, a black township outside Pretoria. 
was inviting him to become a_ pastor. 
Smith immediately said yes 

“I feel I am starting my life over 
again. I have a wonderful opportunity to 
get to know the black people, their hopes 
and their fears,” he says. “According to 
Christian principles, the present policy is 
not justified. There must be change.” Per- 
haps it will come in the future. For now, 
however, Smith and his wife have moved 
into a modest house in a whites-only sec- 
tion Just beyond Mamelodi township. He 

would like to live among his parishioners, 
but his new church is located in an area 
restricted to blacks 

the early 1960s, he nearly doubled Lock- 
heed’s profits. A courtly Boston-born 
Harvard man who enjoyed such ameni- 
lies as English-tailored suits and custom- 
made shoes, he could also answer half se- 
riously, when asked what he did for a liv- 
ing, “I am an aircraft mechanic.” 

DIED. Maria Jeritza, 94, soprano golden girl 
of opera’s golden age; in Orange, NJ 
Combining a radiant voice with flamboy- 
ant acting, the Austrian-born singer be- 
gan her ascent to stardom in 1912, when 
the Emperor Franz Josef invited her to 
join the Vienna Royal Opera. At the Met- 
ropolitan Opera, where she sang from 
1921 to 1932, the director reported that 
the largest ovation he had ever heard fol- 
lowed her “Vissi d arte,” the great second- 
act aria in Tosca; she sang it prostrate on 
the floor. A tempestuous diva onstage and 
off, Jeritza gathered three husbands, 
prompted whispers of affairs with com- 
posers and feuded audaciously with tenors 
and other sopranos, 
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Blue Funk 
Police brass in a brouhaha 

Pac Murphy is the very model of 
the modern major police official. And 

that may be the trouble. As the former po- 
lice boss in New York, Detroit, Washing- 
ton and Syracuse, N.Y., and now as presi- 
dent of the small but influential Police 
Foundation, he has become a symbol of 
many of the changes in police forces dur- 
ing recent decades. Some departments 
have adopted such reforms as the hiring 
and promotion of blacks and women and 
the use of social science techniques. On 
the other side, more traditional chiefs, | 

particularly in small towns, have pre- 
ferred to stay with tried and true ways 

that they believe work just fine, thank 
you. In the past few years the two factions 
have been quietly wrestling for control of 
the nation’s largest organization of police 
executives, the 13,500-member Interna- 
tional Association of Chiefs of Police 

Last week the feud came 
out in the open, and it was 

not an uplifting sight. 
A majority of the 

LA.C.P. members come 
from the many small-town 
forces, but the full-time 
staff that runs the organi- 
zation on a daily basis has 
tended to reflect the more 
liberal views of members 
like Murphy. Adding to 
the resentment against 

Murphy has been the fact that he regularly 
breaks the eleventh 
“Thou shalt not criticize another police- 
man.” In May, Murphy was informed that 
an ad hoc committee would be considering 
sanctions against him fora variety of “de- 
rogatory statements,” including “The po- 
lice world—I generalize—is a racist world. 
We're reflective of society itself,” and 
“The LA.C.P. is today dedicated to prevent- 
ing most of the reforms that are essential to 
the improvement of police service.” Con- 
demning the committee's “attempt to sup- 
press conflicting viewpoints,” Murphy an- 
grily asked that the hearing be open 
When the committee said no, he stayed 
away from the hearing, released the sorry 
details to the press and appeared on the 
Today show to argue his case. 

Unsettled by this unfavorable atten- 
tion, the LA.C.P.’s executive committee 
voted only to censure, not expel him. 
In the end, Murphy took the incident as 
further proof of one of his earlier volleys at 
the L.A.C.P.: “By your action, you summon 

| up the image of police chiefs as members of 
an inferior vocation in public service, fear- 
ful of dissent and debate and caught in a 
web of conformity. In this, you don’t hurt 
Pat Murphy, but you bring ridicule to the 
calling of police management.” zB 

commandment: | 
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Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops! 

America’s favorite conductor brings you 
one of America’s greatest record values! 
GREAT MOMENTS OF MUSIC! From Becthoven to Bernstein, 21 extraordinary 

albums bring you a complete who's who of the world’s most admired 
composers. Splendid, RCA-quality recordings feature some of 

the greatest music ever written: Strauss waltzes, Dvotik 
symphonies, Tchaikovsky's 18/2 and love duets from 

Puccini's La Bobeme. 

All 21 albums for 

only $39.% 
Order by mail or phone. If ordering by mail, 

send $13.32 now and the complete collection 
will be yours. (Please make checks payable to 
TIME-LIFE RECORDS.) You will then be billed 
in two equal monthly installments, Specify VISA 
or MasterCard if ordering by phone. You will 

then be billed for the full amount. 
*All orders subject to approval *No charge 

for shipping or handling *Return the collection 

within two wecks for a full refund if you are 

not completely satisfied. 
Order now and get a 24-page biography 
of Arthur Fiedler at no extra cost! 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1-800-621-8200 
(In Illinois only, 1-800-972-8302) 

Or write: TIME-LIFE RECORDS 
Time & Life Bldg., t. PMC-10 

Chicago, IL 11. 
1052 Terese Rooms We Tine & 

POLKAS 
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Something gorgeous this way comes: Mrs. Brisby's brood takes a ride on Jeremy the Crow 

Bright Rats, Bright Lights 
THE SECRET OF NIMH Directed by Don Bluth 

Screenplay by Don Bluth, John Pomeroy 

he Mr. Magoo cartoons were as simple 

and nearsighted as their subject. The 

Flintstones might just as well have been on 

radio. Ralph Bakshi seemingly made The 

Lord of the Rings with tracing paper and a 

Xerox machine. Now even the Disney or- 

ganization is preoccupied with wooing the 
nation’s video-game addicts over to its 

computer movie TRON. So it may be up to 

Don Bluth to carry the torch of classical 
animation. Bluth would have it no other 
way. Like a conservative bishop fighting 
hischurch for abandoning the Latin Mass, 
Bluth left the Disney cartoon studio in 
1979 believing that management was not 
living up to the animation ideals estab- 
lished some 40 years earlier by Uncle 
Walt. Soon 16 other Disney animators had 
joined him in his garage to affirm their 
faith in clarity of story line, subtlety of col- 
or and density of graphic detail. Now the 

Bluth Brigade has emerged with its first 
feature-length cartoon. It is something 
gorgeous to look at 

The sky is magnificently magenta; it 
glowers over the forest with flashing 
threats of lightning. You could count the 
night stars, the fireflies, the dewdrops, the 
hairs on a lady mouse’s arm. The wisest 

oldest owl peers omnisciently from his sep- 

ulcher of cobwebs. A clumsy crow trips 

over his own feet and executes a dazzling 
arabesque. Genius-IQ rats, escapees from 

deadly experiments at the National Insti- 

tute of Mental Health (NIMH), live in an 
underground palace as glimmering and 

precise as the Wizard’s wonderful Oz. Our 

heroine, the lady mouse Mrs. Brisby, en- 
lists the rats’ aid to save her family from 

imminent death: she falls down a hole and 
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Gary Goldman and Will Finn 

The 
Bluth artists boast that more than 600 col 
ors were used in the 1.5 million drawings 

that compose this 82-min. adventure. The 
eye of a Douanier Rousseau might discern 

each hue; others can simply open their 

into a world of effulgent psychedelia 

eyes, and their mouths, in 

pleasure 

At times the graphic line comes close 
to obliterating the story line (from Robert 
C. O'Brien’s Newbery Award-winning 
novel). Poor Mrs. Brisby and her rodent 
brood! If they do not pale in contrast to the 
sophisticated visuals, they are slipping out 
of the spotlight to make room for a chorus 
of scene stealers on both sides of the cam- 
era. Sullivan, a feline too mean for the Offi- 
cial I Hate Cats Book, is given the voice of 
gravel-garbling Aldo Ray. Someone final- 
ly found an apt role for ancient John Car- 
radine: the basso voice of the Great Ow], 

fierce solon of the forest. Jeremy the Crow 
isa splendidly funny creation, all good will 

and ill wind, and Dom DeLuise speaks the 
part so perfectly that he deserves to be- 

come the first cartoon “voice” to be nomi- 
nated for an acting Oscar 

There are a few /ongueurs, and mo- 
ments when the plot trips, like Jeremy, over 

its own complications. Even here there are 
vagrant delights: a funny, scary chase 
scene, hints of death and resurrection, and 
enough sci-fi elements to keep teen-agers 

happy. But The Secret of N/M#H is more 
importantas Don Bluth’s declaration of de- 

pendence on a form of popular art that can 

infuse every corner of the imagination with 

its rainbow light. If Uncle Walt were to 
gaze on his renegade nephews. even he 
might approve By Richard Corliss 

appreciative 

Chicken Feed 
THE BEST LITTLE WHOREHOUSE 

IN TEXAS 

Directed by Colin Higgins 

Screenplay by Larry L. King, 
Peter Masterson and Colin Higgins 

n Broadway it used to be known as 

Oi. 10:40 number. It is the song that 
comes about halfway through the second 
act, and it is designed to remind an audi- 

ence deep into digestion and plot develop- 
ment that there is a musical going on 

around here. In the otherwise hopeless 
movie version of The Best Little Whore- 
house in Texas, the 10:40 is called Side- 

step, and it falls to that rotund and expert 
character actor Charles Durning. He 
plays a Governor of Texas known for his 

ability to float away from difficult issues 

in a cloud of obfuscating verbiage. For 
Durning this obviously represents the op- 

portunity of a hard-working lifetime. and 

the high-strutting job he does. the 
pleased-with-himself energy he brings to 

his caper through the rotunda of the state 
Capitol. is utterly infectious 

And utterly unexpected. By the time 

this lift comes along, one feels numbed and 

battered by the movie's relentless vulgari- 

ty. Whorehouse began as a Playboy article 

by Larry L. King about the life and death 

of a not-too-bawdy house known as the 

Chicken Ranch. The process of mytholo- 

gizing the basic material started with a 
Broadway musical. By now the misguided 
newsman whose crusade shut down the 

historical Chicken Ranch has evolved into 

an unbelievably flamboyant TV reporter 

Madam Dolly Parton in her Whorehouse 

Plaintive songs and brassy banalities 
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(Dom DeLuise again, less lucky than he is 
in The Secret of NIMH ). His part is so bad- 
ly written that he never develops either 

menace or humor. The rest of the movie 

r 

| 
| 

talks dirty in a witless way, yet always | 
looks cute and sanitized. In its round- 
heeled way it wants to please everyone. 

Burt Reynolds plays the beleaguered 
sheriff who has tolerated the Chicken 
Ranch, in part because he loves Mona, 
the madam (Dolly Parton). One has never 
seen him so glumly tentative in a role. 
Parton plays Mona as if Mae West had 
been cryonically preserved but someone 
didn’t quite finish the job of unfreezing 
her while restoring her to life. What is 
mostly missing is a sense of comic author- 
ity. Parton has interpolated a couple of 
her plaintive country songs, which do not 
fit the brassy Broadway banalities of Car- 
ol Hall’s basic score. On the other hand, 
as is generally the case when shows are re- 
staged in a realistic movie context, the 
original numbers do not work either. 
They come out of nowhere and blow, 
rootless as tumbleweeds, across the Texas 
landscape. The writing is aimless when it 
is not offensive, and the picture appears to 
have been agglomerated rather than di- 
rected. Durning’s achievement in the 
midst of all this incompetence is not 
just a high point; it is something like a 
miracle. —By Richard Schickel 

Animal Hospital 
YOUNG DOCTORS IN LOVE 

Directed by Garry Marshall 
Screenplay by Michael Elias 
and Rich Eustis 

he IV bottles hold goldfish and pickles. 
The EKG machine beeps out themes 

from Rocky, Jaws, Close Encounters and 
Pac-Man. The chief pathologist tells his 
students: “There are more than 20 bodily 
fluids, and I am proud to say I have tasted 
every one of them.” A poodle and a boxer, 
both wearing yarmulkes, sit mournfully 
by the graveside of one Spot Moskowitz. 
Steven Ford, once a President's son, now a 
soap-opera regular, gets bopped on the 
head with a food tray. “Attention,” a me- 
tallic voice announces over the hospital 
speaker system, “E.T., phone home.” 

Dumb marches on. The insidious 
movement to anesthetize the American 
moviegoer’s mind, which began with Ani- 
mal House, picked up converts with the 
Cheech and Chong farces and came close 

now triumph with Young Doctors in Love. 
The picture is just gross and artless (and 
canny) enough in its flat, untextured sit- 
com way to attract millions of eleven- 
year-olds who have left their brains in 
their classrooms. Its humor is based on 
brand-name recognition: if you’re aware 
of the particular movie, video game or 
soap being burlesqued, you will respond. 
Audiences, even young ones, should show 
some self-control and boycott Young Doc- 
tors. That way, we may at least be spared a 
sequel. —RC. 
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While everyone else 
ran for cover, CNN ran 

for a camera. 
The stillness of the Beirut morning was shat- 
tered by attacking Israeli jets. Bombs blasted 
buildings into rubble. Sirens screamed. And 
panic spread like wildfire. 

It was the kind of terrifying ex- 
perience mere words could never 
describe. But CNN videotape 
could. Thanks to our correspon- 
dent Derwin Johnson, who kept 
his camera rolling throughout the attack. So 
Cable News Network viewers could see, and 
almost feel, what it was like to be there. 

With the all-out hustle CNN is becoming 

famous for, we were on the air with Johnson’s 
breakthrough coverage before any other TV 
networks. And CNN viewers were again first 
to see the unfolding of a major world crisis. 

See for yourself why millions of 
is Americans who want their news 

as it happens, the way it happens, 
know they can always find it on 
CNN, America’s most important 

network. Turn to CNN CINN 
on your system. Or 
contact your cable 

CABLE NEWS NETWORK 
A Service of Turner Broadcasting 

operator to get it. 

Copyright ©1982, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc 



Rossi after Italy’s World Cup win 

Italy 3, West Germany 1. It 
was the single most significant 
soccer score in 44 years for the 
Italians, whose team had just 
won its first World Cup since 
1938. But the victory was sure- 
ly sweetest of all for the club’s 
champion striker, Paolo Rossi, 
25. He had returned to the 
sport just two months earlier, 
after a two-year suspension 
when he was implicated in a 

goals, Rossi displayed an al- 
| most mystical artistry with foot 
and ball that belied earlier 
fears. “I'd been morally de- 
pressed for so long,” he said. 
“Yet everyone expected mir- 
acles from me.” And got them. 

er woman in a mauve Lycra 
ski suit falls in love with young 
medical student with a full 
head of hair on the slopes near 
Lake Tahoe. In Forbidden 
Love, a CBS-TV movie to be 
aired next season, Yvette Mi- 
mieux, 39, fits the role of the 
older woman with nearly the 
same aplomb that she fits the 
Suzy Chapstick getup. “It’s an 
outfit that I thought would ap- 
peal to a student of anatomy,” 
says Mimieux. Or for that mat- 
ter, a student of architecture, a 
student of air-conditioner re- 
pair, a student of... 

only weeks away, three Demo- 
cratic members of Congress 
from Connecticut got a jump 
on the opposition last week, 
with an old schoolyard activi- 

| ty, double dutch. (You know, 
when the two ropes are going 
in opposite directions.) Con- 
gressman William Ratchford, 48, 
tried his hand, er, feet, while 
colleagues Samuel Gejdenson, 
34, and Barbara Kennelly, 46. 
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betting scandal. Scoring six | 
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waited their turns. “I could 
practice for the next 40 years 
and not be able to double 
jump,” says Ratchford, who 
had difficulty with but one 
rope. It’s safer inside the halls 
of Congress where the risks of 

erably less. 

He got a lot of upward 
stares when he toured the 
sights of China, but Kareem 

Ratchford skipping less tricky matters of state 

getting tripped up are consid- | 

in Washington 

Abdul-Jabbar, 35 and 7 ft. 2 in., 
was even more the center of at- 
traction on the basketball 
court. To the members of the 
Chinese national basketball 
team, Jabbar and the other vis- 
iting U.S. pros must have 
looked like a Western version 
of the Great Wall. “They are 
the world’s best,” says Chinese 
Center Han Pengshan, 20, some- 
thing of a tourist attraction 
himself at 7 ft. 3 in. “They have 
springs on their feet.” 

Mimieux stretching self and ski suit for her role in Forbidden Love 
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Jabbar: ahigh time inPeking 

Just 4% years after a little 
matter of embezzlement cost 
him the top job at Columbia 
Pictures, David Begelman, 60, 
is out of a job again, fired 
as chairman of United Artists. 
Of the 24 films he initiated, 
eleven have been released. 
Only one, Poltergeist, isa major 
hit (box office grosses of $48 
million to date). Meanwhile, 
there is the imminent publica- 
tion of Indecent Exposure, a 
meticulous recourting of the 
embezzlement scandal. But 
Author David McCiintick, a for- 
mer Wall Street Journal re- 
porter, does not think his book 
had much to do with Begel- 
man’s latest dowrfall. “There 
is only one law of the Holly- 
wood jungle,” says McClintick, 
“and it is box office. Begelman 
made a string of flop motion 
pictures.” And that is that, un- 
til, as many expect, some new 
company produces The Return 
of Begelman I1. 

—By E. Graydon Carter 
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Aworld of meaning in a gesture and a glance: left, Star Onnagata Tamasaburo with Ebizo in Narukami; right, Kanzaburo 

Japan’s Wondrous Road Show 
The Grand Kabuki brings tales of triumph and tragedy 

f is an art as old as Shakespeare's. With- 

in its emotional universe are found hero- 

ic legends and pathetic domestic tragedies, 

as well as broad comic treatments of such 

eternal human vagaries as drunkenness 

and adultery. Immediately accessible on 

the level of mime, it is nevertheless highly 
sophisticated, yielding its ultimate se 

crets—and thus pleasures—to those who 

have taken the time to study it. Its 

name once connoted “outlandish” or 
centric,” yet it literally 

means song-dance-skill. It 
is Kabuki 

Kabuki is probably 
best viewed in its context 
as part of the Japanese so- 
cia! tradition from which 

it derives. But this month 

Americans are seeing sev- 
eral of the most famous 
Kabuki plays without 
venturing overseas, as To- 
kyo’s Grand Kabuki tours 

New York City, Knox- 
ville (at the World’s Fair) 

and Washington, D.C 
The 77-member company o: 

‘ec- 

is offering a look at one of Tomijuro as Benkei in Kanjincho 
the world’s most impor- 

tant dramatic institutions at its very 

besi—a' rich, culturally resonant blend of 
acting, sets, costumes, music and dancing 
tha! ts likely to remind gaijin of grand op- 

era melodrama, situation comedy and 

Richard I// all at once 

As with any other highly developed art 
form nourished by centuries of perfor- 
mance tradition, nuance is everything in 

Kabuki. The simplest dramatic idea may 
be drawn out to great length to express an 

48 

emotion or state of mind. Take the open- 
ing of the touching Sumidagawa. Hanjo 
(Utaemon), a mother searching for her 
kidnaped child, appears first at the back of 

the hanamichi, the runway used for impor- 
tant entrances and exits that extends from 

the stage well out into the audience. Her 

torturous progress in slow, halting steps 

shows her distraught emotional state and 
firmly establishes the tragic mood 

Utaemon, of course, isa man, as are all 
the members of the troupe 

Kabuki originated at the 

beginning of the 17th cen- 
tury, when a legendary 

Shrine maiden named 
Okuni took her temple 
dances on the road for 
profit. When prostitutes 
began imitating Okuni, us- 
ing their dancing to entice 
customers, a shogunate 
concerned about public 
morality banned women 

from the stage in 1629 
As the art evolved 

with men known as onna- 
gata performing the fe- 

male roles, Kabuki be- 
came more explicitly the- 

atrical, drawing on the earlier dramat- 
ic conventions of serious Noh theater, 
comic Kyogen plays, and stories from the 

Bunraku puppet theater. Parts were 
passed down the generations as leading 

theatrical families established them- 
selves. Today, when a Kabuki actor 

reaches a sufficient level of artistry, he is 
rewarded with the name of a distin- 

guished ancestor. Leading Kabuki artists 

like Tamasaburo, 32, a brilliant onnagata 
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in Migawari-zazen 

may achieve the popularity of rock stars 
One of the most effective works in the 

tour repertory is Narukami (The Thun- 
der God), first presented in 1684. A stir- 
ring tale somewhat resembling the bibli- 
cal stories of Judith and Delilah, it 
recounts the bravery of Princess Kumo- 
no-Taema (Tamasaburo), who journeys 

to the mountain redoubt of Priest Naru- 
kami (Ebizo) to seduce him and free the 
god of rainfall, whom Narukami has im- 
prisoned. Tamasaburo, a picture of ideal- 
ized femininity, and the virile, matinee- 

idol handsome Ebizo both display the 
mastery of gesture and vocal control that 
Grand Kabuki requires. Also noteworthy 
is Tomijuro, who plays the brave retainer 
in Kanjincho 

E ven better is Kumagai Jinya (Kuma- 

gai’s Camp), a work of epic sweep. Set 
during the wars of the 12th century, it re- 
lates the terrible dilemma of General Ku- 
magai, who must kill his own son to spare 

the life of an enemy whose mother had 

helped him long ago. Playing the general, 

Kanzaburo is a figure of universal, tragic 
stature who is shattered by his act. An ac- 

complished, versatile actor, Kanzaburo 
also displays a sly comedic sense as the er- 

rant husband in Migawari-zazen 

Enjoyable as Kabuki is, it has ele- 

ments that Westerners may find dif- 
ficult. The musical accompaniment- 
voices, flutes, drums and three-stringed 
plucked instruments called shamisens—is 

of real but recondite beauty. Performances 

are long, running close to four hours. And 
there is the language barrier as well 

But such problems are small consider- 

ing the art form’s exquisite grace, its 
awesome dramatic power and delicate 

beauty. In Kabuki, there is a world of 

meaning in the sweep of a fan, the cast 
of an eye or the crook of a finger. What 
is outlandish about a song-dance-skill 
like that? By Michael Walsh 
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Hear Broadway’s 
greatest stars... 

FREE! IRWIN SHAW'S 
newest paperback f bestseller! 

Over 

3 months 

on the 

New York Times 

bestseller The author 

of Rich Man, 

Poor Man and 

Beggarman, Thief 

has written 

“the most accomplished, 
humanly enthralling tale 
Shaw has told in years” — 
Cosmopolitan. 

“A breakthrough—surely 
his best novel” — 
Book-of-the-Month Club News. 

I's a production extravaganza that would have 
made George M. Cohan proud. At long last, many 
of Broadway's greatest hits have been brought 
together by Twe-Lire RECORDS as part of the most 
comprehensive, star-studded musical theater 
collection ever compiled...the AMERICAN MUSICALS 
series. Here are classic renditions of great Ameri- 
can shows...featuring outstanding performances 
by Barbra Streisand, Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews 
on records of outstanding clarity. To introduce 
you to this highly acclaimed series, we'll send you 
a specially produced demonstration record high- 
lighting selections from some of your all-time 
favorite musicals including such songs as “Some 
Enchanted Evening”..."Camelot”..."Everything's 
Coming Up Roses” sung by such great stars as 
Ezio Pinza, Richard Burton, Ethel Merman. Plus a 
sparkling and nostalgic conversation with the 
inimitable Mary Martin who sings “fm Gonna 
Wash That Man Right Outa My Hair.” Call now— 
toll-free—for your FREE demonstration record 
and take a front-row 
seat for the best of CALL FOR FREE 
Broadway! DEMONSTRATION 

j) RECORD 
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A lot of travelers 
would be lost without us. 

Best Western 
not only gives you more 

places to stay, we 
help you find them, too. 

Around the world, 
Best Western has more 
hotels, motor inns and 
resorts than anyone. 
Over 2,800 in‘all. In over 
1,900 different cities. 

And because we're 
the world’s largest lodging 
chain, we can be a whole lot more 
convenient for you than anyone else. 

Take our Travel Guide, for instance. 
It's loaded with detailed roadmaps and 

helpful information about every Best 
Western along the way. 

Best of all, our Road Atlas and Travel 
Guide is free at any Best Western. 

We check out every Best Western 
before eek in. 

‘Twice a year, 
we put every 
Best Western 
through a 
grueling 
quality control 
inspection. 

It's the 
toughest in 
the lodging in- 
dustry —with 
a thousand- 

point checklist that leaves no bed unturned. 
Sure, we're tougher on ourselves than 

most places. 

A Best Western 
inspector is one of the world’s 

toughest travelers 

Andorra, Aruba, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Francs 
Luxembourg, Mexico, New Zealand, Puerto Rico, Sweden 

With our Travel Guide 
you always know what to 
expect down the road 

But what's good enough 
for most places has never 
been good enough for 
Best Western. 

Maybe that's why, 
around the world, we're rec- 
ognized as one of the best 
values on the road today. 

We've got 
the right place to stay. 

At the right price. 

Whether you're traveling on vacation or 
an expense account, chances are you'll find 
a Best Western where you need it most. 

At the price you want to pay. 
Because even though every Best Western 

has its own 
personality 
and charm, 
every one of 
our hotels, 

motor inns 
and resorts 
has the very 
same goal. 

We all try 
to give you the 

best possible place 
to stay at the best possible price. 

On your next trip, go Best Western. You 
can rest assured you've found the right 
place, at the right price. 

Make reservations 
at any Best Western. 

Or call your travel 
agent or our toll-free 
number: 1-800-528-1215. 

Rest Assured. 

Rest assured 
There's a Best Western for 

every travel budget 

WORLDWIDE 
LODGING 

Great Britain, Guadeloupe, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein 
Switzerland, United States, Virgin Islands, West Germany 



Theater 

Slambang Scott | 
PRESENT LAUGHTER 

by Noél Coward 

N o&1 Coward was the master of the 
clipped, ice-cool putdown; George C. 

Scott is the master of the bristling, white- 
hot punchup. His voice is an explosion in 
a gravel pit, and he moves across the stage 
like a bulldozer in a china shop. Knowing 
that it would be folly to imitate Coward's 
brittle delivery and soigné manner, Scott | 
has turned an airily sophisticated comedy 
into a rollicking, slambang farce 

Garry Essendine (Scott) is a middle- 
aging matinee idol whose warmest admir- 
er is never more than a mirror away. Ev- 
ery big wheel has spokes, and Garry’s 
entourage is loyal. His ex-wife (Elizabeth | 
Hubbard) is a kind of high-fashion Candi- | 
da, and his primly efficient Girl Friday 
(Dana Ivey) is a slave driver’s jewel. His 
manager (Richard Woods) and producer 
(Edward Conery) round out the protective 
cordon 

No one can shield Garry from sexual 

autograph hunters. A would-be ingenue 
(Kate Burton) pinions him and won't take 
goodbye for an answer. After a night of 
love, the manager's wife and the produc- 

er’s mistress (Christine Lahti) hears the 
tintinnabulation of wedding bells 

One other housebreaker merits note 

As a calf-eyed aspiring playwright with a 
manic giggle and an iron handshake, Na- 

than Lane is the kind of disciple who could 
drive a deity to drink. Doubling as director 
of Present Laughter, Scott favors a whirl- 

wind pace and high-decibel delivery 
Casting himself against type is a bonus 

This is a Patton pistol-whipped by endless 
frustration. There is high glee in watching 
George C. Scott do a fast burn of impotent, 
unutterable rage. —By TE. Kalem 

vad _ 
George C. Scott in Present Laughter 

Easy prey for sexual autograph hunters. 
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North Star 
has the Advantage 
over IBM and Annie. 
Before you buy a desktop computer, compare these 
important North Star features with both the IBM PC 
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Better business graphics. 
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Low-cost expandability and service. 

The North Star Advantage provides cost-effective 
expandability to meet your growing needs: from 8 bit 
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San Leandro, California 94577 
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Leonardo da Vinci's Last Supper, as reproduced at this summer's Pageant of the Masters: tableaux down from Parnassus? 

Living 

In Laguna Beach, a Living Louvre 
Look quick! That Botticelli Venus is Aunt Marge! 

celebrated artists’ colony before 
soaring real estate prices displaced 

the easel set, Southern California’s Laguna 

Beach is better known these days for a 
kind of living Louvre. Each July and Au- 
gust, as the crowning glory of its 50-year- 
old Festival of the Arts, the town mounts a 
Pageant of the Masters: a display of 
tableaux vivants reproducing famous 
artworks with human figures in a 12-ft. by 
30-ft. picture frame onstage. The show \ 
runs slightly more than two hours at an ' 
outdoor theater called the Irvine Bowl 

For some of the 17,000 Lagunatics, as 
the locals call themselves with a fair de- 

gree of accuracy, this trompe l'oeil in re- 
verse IS a year-round obsession 

With the help of 20 full-time 
backstage professionals, 500 vol- 
unteers put on the nightly exhibi- 

tions, which lure 300,000 viewers 
and will gross $1.8 million this 
year. The festival distributes 

$100,000 in art scholarships to La- 
guna High School graduates 

The locals act as if their tab- 
leaux came down from Mount 
Parnassus. Some 4,500 dues-pay- 

ing ($5 a year) members of the fes- 
tival organization have the right to 
buy 16 tickets at up to $20 each 
“The pageant is a chance for us to 
be part of something creative,” ex- 
plains Clem Troy Sr., a Laguna- 
based engineer, who, with his wife 
and three children, has taken part 

in four of them. “I'm no artist my- 
self, but the pageant is part of this 
country’s culture.” 

The artistic director, Glen 
Eytchison, 27, is an intense veter- 

an of Southern California reper- 

4 
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tory theater, whose appointment four 
years ago stirred premonitions that he 

would emphasize avant-garde art, even 
(Pollock forbid!) abstract expressionists 

Not to worry. “You have to understand 

the people of Laguna,” Eytchison allows 
“IT am concerned with retaining their tra- 

dition. Of course, the show has to be big- 
ger and better every year, but you can 

only stretch so far.” This year’s edition 
stretches to 24 tableaux, each of which is 

shown for about 90 seconds. They range 
from classics like Degas’ Dancers Practic- 
ing at the Bar and Seurat’s Bathing to can- 

vases by American painters Winslow 

Homer (Crab Fishing off Yarmouth) and 
John Sloan (Picnic Grounds). There are 

also reproductions of a medieval tapestry, 

History of Venus, and several sculptures 
notably St. George and the Dragon by 
Fritz Preiss and Fulda’s 11th century an- 

tependium for Basel Cathedral. An audi- 

ence favorite is Norman Rock- 

zwell, who has four Saturday 
Evening Post covers this year. As 

always, the pageant winds up with 

Da Vinci’s Last Supper 
To remind glassy-eyed view- 

ers that the scenes are not simply 

enlarged reproductions of origi- 
nals, Director Eytchison shows the 

cast actually taking their places in 
the Homer painting while screens 
of a roiling sea and a tempestuous 
sky are lowered into place. It is the 
hit of the show. A mildly didactic 
narration is supplied by eight-year 
Veteran Thurl Ravenscroft, who 
provides off-pageant the voice 
for television’s Tony the Tiger 

(“Grreeaatt!”’). There is a suitably 

reverent score by Richard Henn, a 

prolific composer who has scored 
five feature films. 

Actor gets made up for role in 

St. George and the Dragon by Fritz 

Preiss: alittle trompe l'oeil inreverse 
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The show has had its share of artistic 
problems. Sea breezes used to ruffle the 
models’ clothes until someone devised a 
stiffener to make them lie flat. Unclothing 
was even more of a challenge in a more 
circumscribed age. When a director broke 
the modesty barrier by offering to pay | 
nude models $10 a night, critics objected | 

to this violation of volunteerist esprit de 
corps. Nowadays women and men of all 
ages are only too willing to bare all for La- 
guna, Indeed, a 1969 nude volunteer 
named Cathe Mennen is enshrined as a 
heroine of the pageant. While she posed 
in a statuary group of Pygmalion and Gal- 
atea, a pigeon mistook her for the real 
thing and attempted a landing. Slipping 
on her gooey body makeup, the bird dug 

| in its claws and drew blood. Mennen re- 
| mained as immobile as her bronze origi- 

L 

nal, earning a standing ovation. 
Though it is now the centerpiece of 

the Festival of Arts, the pageant started 
almost as an afterthought. The festival it- 
self was launched in 1932 to publicize the 
work of Depression-hit Laguna artists. A 
year later, Painter John Hinchman hit on 
the idea of staging tableaux vivants, simi- 
lar to the scenes mounted on Sundays in 
some Victorian parlors. The “stage” was a 
roped-off section of a street. As Salome 
holding the severed head of John the Bap- 

| tist, Margo Goddard, now 71, became the 
| pageant’s first nude in 1936 but swore she 
would never pose again after the organiz- 
ers forgot to build her a dressing room. “I 
had to hide behind a neighbor's garage,” 
she recalls. “The stagehands kept running 
over to peek.” 

As the show has grown slicker, Direc- 
tor Eytchison points out, “we’ve done Ma- 
tisse and Picasso. Still, after you've tried it, 
you have to ask yourself what the point of 

| the whole pageant is. After all, our pur- 
pose is to provide an enjoyable evening of 
theater.” While many works of art meet 
Laguna’s requirements in terms of style 
and content, they prove technically im- 
possible to reproduce. For example, 
Eytchison has found that Toulouse-Lau- 
trec’s paintings have too much distance 
between figures in foreground and back- 
ground for realistic reproduction: “In or- | 
der to do a cancan scene and have real 
women recreating the dancers, the ab- 
sinthe drinker in the foreground would 
have to be eight feet tall.” The posers, who 
are picked from more than 1,000 appli- 
cants at open casting calls, are chosen not 
only on the basis of looks but because they 
are the right height to fit a specific tableau 

Lighting is the vital element in main- 
taining the illusion. Full-time Technical 
Director Carl Callaway, who has spent 38 
of his 48 years working on the pageant, 
has mastered the art of creating an im- 
pression of flatness, the opposite of most 
canvas artists’ aim. A brawny, cigar- 
chomping character who doubles as car- 
penter, electrician, painter and engineer, 
Callaway faces the major problem of 
lighting a show that is held after dark in a 
variety of weather conditions. 

Lagunatics’ year-after-year involve- 
ment in the festival is only partially expli- 

GERRETSEN— MEGA 

cable by the town’s lack of night life. The 
volunteers, from the mostly middle-aged 
women who do the men’s makeup (their 
yellow T shirts read: WE KNOW WHERE 
TO PUT IT) to the lowliest errand boys, are 
plainly basking in the glory of Laguna’s 
premiere event. Says Judy Stanton, 46, 
who for 13 years has rushed 50 miles from 

| her nursing job in Downey to take part in 
the pageant: “I never get sick of it. There 

oe 

| doing something 

Putting final touches on Basel Cathedral's antependium: a year-round obsession for Lagunatics 

are new pictures every year. You see old 
friends and meet new people.” Volunteer 
Jackie Ludlum, 46, agrees: “It’s the 
ultimate in community involvement. You 
always hear how people today lack a real 
sense of commitment. Well, here we 
are all in it together, committed to | 

that is really first | 
class.” —Sy Michael Demarest. Reported by 

| Alessandra Stanley/Laguna Beach 
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Sport - 

Savoring the Extra Innings After 40 
For Pete Rose and Carl Yastrzemski, itis a very good year 

aseball is a boy’s game. “If you ever 
B:: the little boy in you,” shudder 

the fat men and the bald men in the 
knickers and the beanies, “well . . .” Well, 
it’s over, that’s all. You can lose a step, 
even two. You can lose the hop on your 
fastball, though you may have to learn a 
knuckler. But if you ever grow up, you 
can’t be a Lost Boy any more. Sorry, those 
are the rules of never-never land. 

If Pete Rose ever grows up, we will all 
grow old, and if Carl Yastrzemski ever 
grows old, well well, it’s over, that’s all 
The summer has been improved by the 
improvement of Yastrzemski, a Yaz of 
yore again and almost 43. At 41, Rose is 
Just Rose, which Gertrude Stein somehow 
knew before The Sporting News. In the 
recordbook, they stand first and second 

among active players in games played, at- 
bats, hits, singles, doubles, extra base hits, 
total bases and runs scored. Their teams, 
the Boston Red Sox and Philadelphia 
Phillies, stand thicker than pine tar in 
taut pennant races as baseball resumes af- 
ter last week’s All-Star break. Though 
neither starred, Yastrzemski for the 
American League and Rose for the Na- 
tional were naturally in Montreal to con- 
fer, consult and otherwise hobnob with 
their fellow wizards. Since their base 
paths do not very often cross, it was a 
handy time to size them up and make a 
memory. In another country, in a Nation- 
al League city, the cheers were loudest 
and warmest for Yastrzemski. Every 
game, every play, is becoming precious. 

How utterly different and amazingly 
alike can two men be? Though both are 
5 ft. 11 in., Yaz is a lithe, athletic 181 Ibs., 
Rose a rippling, bulging 203. Their ways 
have been their own. The bigger man 
chops singles, the smaller one crashes 
home runs. While Yaz had to replace Ted 
Williams in Boston at 21, an impossible 
thing to do, Rose had to make it in his 
home town of Cincinnati, which ball- 
players are almost never able to do. Both 

were nurtured and nudged by worshiped 
fathers who competed in organized sports 
into their 40s. In Bridgehampton, N.Y., 
between the potato-farming Yastrzemskis 
and the Skoniecznys on the maternal side, 
there were enough men and boys to field a 
Polish-American town baseball team that 
was something to sneeze at. Carl Sr. was 
the shortstop, Carl Jr. the second base- 
man. At 15, young Yaz experienced the 
unusual delight of joining his father in hit- 
ting back-to-back home runs. Now his 

own son Mike, 20, is a senior at Florida 
State and a major league prospect 

In Cincinnati, the first Pete Rose was 

54 

as legendary as the second. Rose reflects: 
“When I was young, people would stop 
me on the street to tell me I could never be 
what my father was.” The elder Rose was | 
a banker and a semiprofessional football 
player at 42, very tough and single-mind- 
ed. In order to persuade Pete’s Little 
League manager to let the boy switch-hit, 
the father promised not to take Pete away 

\ 

A Pair of living baseball cards, too old for bubble gum, swap rookie memories 

But I told him no, it wouldn't be fair to his | 
teammates. I guess I’m my father in the 
next generation. The only way I’m differ- 
ent—and I’m not proud of it—is that | 
never saw my father drink, smoke or ar- 
gue with my mother. Well, my boy never 

saw me drink or smoke.” In 1980 Rose’s 
16-year marriage ended in divorce. This 
season, Yastrzemski’s 22-year marriage 

If Rose ever grows up, we will all grow old; if Yaz ever, grows old, it is over 

on the family’s summer vacations. “I nev- 
er set foot out of Cincinnati,” Rose says 
uncomplainingly, “until I went off to the 
minor leagues.” Rather than allow sum- 
mer school to intrude on a baseball sea- 
son, Pete’s father made him repeat the 
tenth grade. “My dad and I lived sports 
together. We were playing basketball to- 
gether in 1970 the night before he had a 
heart attack and died.” 

Now there is a third Pete Rose, a car- 
rot-topped little line-drive hitter. “I've 
never seen a twelve-year-old who can hit 
like Petey,” says his father. “He called me 
from Cincinnati the other day to say he 
had been missing me and that his team 
had some easy games coming up. Couldn't 
he come to Philadelphia for a few days? 

has been teetering publicly. Sometimes 
the harder it is for a ballplayer away from 
the game, the easier it is for him on the 
field. “Watch him go now,” Second Base- 
man Joe Morgan whispered to someone at 
the 1978 peak of Rose’s gaudy domestic 
drama in Cincinnati. Pete proceeded to 
get a hit in 44 straight games 

He hit safely in 21 consecutive games 

this year, and when the ministreak ended, 
his two tumbling defensive plays in a 1-0 
victory made even that night a time to re- 
Joice. The flannel fabric of Rose’s simple 
life only seems to have been painted by 
the numbers. “People ask me a question 

about a stat,” the 16-time All-Star says, a 
little hurt, “and they always get mad 
when I know the answer. I don’t play for 
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records. But how hard is it to re- 
member you had 170 hits your 
first year and 139 your second, 
which is only 309 your first two 
years, when you have had ten 200- 
hit years and are averaging 198 

hits a season for 20 years? Base- 
ball is a team game, but nine men 
who reach their individual goals 
make a nice team.” His first goal 
of 1982 was simple and typical 
From the moment he heard the 
Phillies would be helping the 
Minnesota Twins christen their 
new ballpark this spring, Pete 
wanted the first baseball hit safely 

in the Hubert H. Humphrey Met- 
rodome. It is rolling around in his 
dresser drawer now. “I might as 
well get them all,” says Rose of 
the souvenir balls that have 
marked his trail like Hansel’s 
breadcrumbs. “Soon I'll have 
made more outs than anybody, 
and I want that baseball too.” 

eanwhile Yaz, a 17-time 
All-Star, does not seem to 
be able to recall any of his Notbig, 

numbers or hold on to many of his 

home runs, of course. No other American 
Leaguer ever achieved that parlay. Only 
Henry Aaron, Willie Mays and Stan Mu- 
sial of the National League, and Carl 
Yastrzemski. Yaz has kept just those two 
baseballs in 22 years. Yastrzemski’s habit 
is to relay his trophies, like an ordinary 
cutoff man, to Presidents of the U.S. “I’ve 
presented one to every President since 
Kennedy,” he says. “What should I do 
with awards and trophies? Touch them?” 
His attitude about such things is described 
best by his run for a fourth batting title 
when he and Alex Johnson of the Califor- 
nia Angels battled to the end in 1970. | 
Yastrzemski finished his season in 
front with .3286, but the Angels 
had one game left to play. The 
next day several friends were at 
Yastrzemski’s house when word 
came that Johnson had pulled 
ahead with a hit to .3289. Vanish- 
ing fora moment, Yaz reappeared 
with champagne. “Here’s to next | 

year,” he said. 
At New York’s Shea Stadium 

a few nights ago, the Phillies were 
taking infield practice and chat- 
tering brightly. From a 4-and-12 
start (“It wasn’t fun playing,” Pete 
whispers, a little ashamed), the 
Phillies had found their way back 
to first place under new Manager 
Pat Corrales. In the drill, Pete 
played first base. Looking around, 
he had to laugh. Corrales and 
Coach Deron Johnson, who was 
wielding the fungo bat, are his old 
Cincinnati teammates; another 
coach, Dave Bristol, managed 
him there and in the minors; Mets 
Pitcher Pat Zachry, kibitzing near 
by, was a painfully lanky teen-age 

pitcher Rose remembers in one of 
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az learned how to pull home runs 

trophies, except for the 3,000 hits and 400 | 
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those hand-me-down Reds uniforms that 
signify the minorest minor league. So, all 
around there is evidence that Pete is old. 
“But age is meaningless with me,” he says. 
By some trick of time, he has skipped his 
true generation. His lined, leathery face is 
as supple as if treated daily with neat’s- 
foot oil. As he goes into his crouch, grin- 
ning hideously, his gapped teeth look as if 
they were hammered into his head by a 
drunken cobbler. And his remarkable 
body, you might say, is more rounded all 
over than he is. “If you slid into bases 
head first for 20 years,” he says to all of 
that, “you'd be ugly too.” 

It is not just Rose’s appearance that 

Rose chokes up on the bat and cracks line drives 
=Yaz proudly, almost fiercely. “I 
é haven't had the greatest ability in 
«the world. I’m not a big, strong 

=seems old style but his manner 
= Rose with 3,793 hits is not merely 
chasing the snarling ghost of Ty 
Cobb (4,191 hits), he is Cobb. De- 

lightfully coarse and direct, Pete 
* was asked by a New York Times- 
>man if he knew much about Cobb 
“I know everything about him but 

the size of his hat” was the quote 
that made the paper, though that 
was not what he said exactly 
Rose does know almost every- 
thing about Cobb—and about 
Babe Ruth. “First of all, Ruth al- 
ways wore the same white robe 

with a red ‘B.R. on it... I'll tell 
you another thing, he was no lush, 
like you hear, only beer, bathtubs 

full of beer...” 
Maybe it should seem sad that 

a man has no frame of reference 
other than baseball, or that any- 
one could be so single faceted as to 
return home from playing a dou- 
bleheader only to sit up in the car 

Mall night listening to the one radio 
> that gets the West Coast games.” 

But rather than sad, Rose’s obses- 
sion has always made some peo- 
ple mad. The thing is, Rose won't 

even walk when he gets a walk. At an 
All-Star Game several years ago, Aaron 
was berating Joe Morgan over what an 
infernal hot dog Rose was, and Morgan 
was shaking with laughter. “You sound 
like me before I played with him every 
day,” Morgan said. “He plays the game 
that way because it’s the only way he 
knows how to play it, probably the only 
way he can play it. He gives everything he 
has”—the laughter had left Morgan com- 
pletely now—“and it makes you ashamed 
if you give less.” 

Because Yastrzemski moves with the 
practiced grace of a natural athlete, only 
teammates have known how much he has 

given during his entire career. “It 
_did not come easy to me,” says 

, 

guy. But I’ve paid the price.” His 
hysical regimen in preparing for 
his season was begun in October, 

= when the taste of last year’s .246 
Sbatting average was still bitter 
Yet even last year he continued to 
drive in runs, particularly when 
they really counted. Always one | 
for the great occasion, Yaz. And 
you still could not throw a fastball 
by him. 

In contrast to Rose, who goes 
on playing every day in a league 
that goes on playing nine-man 
baseball, Yaz has for some time 
now had to read wistful references 
to how he used to play ball. Rose 
has not missed a game in four sea- 
sons in a Phillies uniform and has 
sat out all of nine games since 
1970. Rose’s age has been a steady 

*As any baseball fanatic knows, the best 
reception late at night is available only in 

an automobile 
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compliment, Yastrzemski’s a 
creeping accusation. A Boston 
medical writer, after due research 
and consultations with eminent 
physicians, put Yaz down this 
year for .230, if he was lucky. He is 
hitting .298, playing no position 

Yaz abandoned seven Gold 
Gloves fielding awards out in left- 
field when he began moving over 
to first base seven or eight years 
ago, and now he is almost exclu- 
sively a designated hitter (a tenth 

man who only hits, an American 

League aberration). He is pla- 
tooned with Rose’s old comrade, 
40-year-old Tony Perez, who 
takes the lefthanded pitchers, 
while Yaz gets the righthanders 
“Pete is a hitting machine; Yaz is 

a hard-working hitter,” says Pe- 

rez, who collected his own 2,500th @ 
hit the other day. Yastrzemski’s «=m 
career batting average (.286) is the 
lowest of the 15 men who have 

made 3,000 hits. He had to grind 
harder and longer 

can League ballparks from time to 

time—they seem to be coming from 
under the stands—are soggy balls of adhe- 
Sive tape being served up by clubhouse 
boys and batted flat against the tile walls 
by a semidiscarded old ballplayer work- 
ing to keep his eye, even as the defensive 
halves of the innings go on without him 
“Making a great play in the field always 
meant as much to me asa hit. I miss that,” 
says Yaz, taking a deliberate drag from an 
omnipresent cigarette (he claims he never 
inhales). “I miss The Wall at Fenway [the 
37-ft.-high leftfield monster]. I could play 
it in my sleep, and I do. Of course, they re- 
surfaced it five or six years ago and ruined 
it. The rivets: they used to be fun. Decoy- 
ing the runners into stopping at first base, 
when I knew that the ball was a double. I 

T he faint whaps detectable in Ameri- 

loved pretending it was a home run and 
then catching it for an out.” Players know 
Yastrzemski as a joker and prankster but 
more noticeable than humor is intensity 
It burns in his eyes 

Everyone sees how hard Rose has 
worked. He shows you the yellow buildup 
of calluses on his palms, and muses 
“When a player reaches 35 or 36 and says, 
‘Hey, I better start taking care of myself,’ 
it’s too late.” Besides Yaz, Rose and Perez, 
the only other over-40s enjoying extra in- 
nings are Pittsburgh’s Pop, Willie Star- 
gell, 41, and Pitchers Jim Kaat, 43, of St 
Louis, Woodie Fryman, 42, of Montreal, 
Phil Niekro, 43, of Atlanta, and Gaylord 
Perry, 43, of Seattle. In the off-season, 
tennis fortifies Rose. Yaz, because of his 
chronically creaky back, is unable to run 
for exercise, so he pedals a bicycle in the 
winter and swings a leaded bat daily, re- 
lentlessly. Both say the physical part is the 

Doubling last month, Rose passed Aaron and set sights on Cobb 

When he has made the most outs, he wants that baseball too. 

| average and eleven home 

| change of mood over the past two seasons 

measy part. Rose’s ex-teammate | 
= Johnny Bench, though only 34, 
has been complaining this season 

about his “mind wandering at 
“the plate.” According to Rose, 

“That's not age, that’s being in 
last place. I don’t know if I could 
play now for a team that wasn’t in 
contention.” Yastrzemski says, 
“Tt’s easy for your mind to wan- 
der, to come back to the dugout 

from the plate and think, “Why 
did I swing at that pitch?’ More 
than the physical part, the mental 

part kept me working out in the 
off-season. I wanted to stay with it 
mentally so that if it turned out I 

, couldn’t hit any more, at least I 
would know that I had given ev- 
erything I had.” 

Before Yaz became venerable, 
back when he was vulnerable, ev- 
erything he had was not always 
enough. “When you have been 
told at 20 that you will replace 
Ted Williams, nothing after that 

is pressure,” he says jauntily, but his bony- 

nosed profile is drawn tight. Rose has 
been booed everywhere, except at home 

It is worse at home. “They booed me,” 
Yaz says softly of the Boston fans, “but 
they didn’t really mean it.” 

As much as Yastrzemski’s sparkling 
runs have 

meant to the Red Sox this year, the team’s 

2 

must be attributed in the largest part to 
the Major, the tough tobacco-y Manager 
Ralph Houk. About the time that Merce- 
naries Fred Lynn, Carlton Fisk and Rick 
Burleson shipped out, Houk shipped on 
“When everyone was saying we'd finish 
last a year ago,” says Yaz, “Houk was say- 
ing, ‘Let’s show them.’ ” Boston lost the 
second half of the strike-torn season by 
1% games. “In Yaz," says Houk, sitting 
cross-legged by himself in the dugout, “I 
see the same thing Al Kaline had in De- 

Memorable Years from Players 40 or Older 

) PITCHERS © © 00 0)0|™= — 

Player Age’ Year Club Won Lost ERA | Player Age’ Year Club Avg. HR RBI 

Cy Young 40 1907 Boston-AL 2218 ¢ Ty Cobb 40 1927 Philadelphia-AL .357 5S 93 
41 1908 Boston-AL > GES SRR 41 1928 Philadelphia-AL .323 1 40 
421909 ClevelandAL 19 15 ¢ Eddie Collins 40 1927 Philadelphia-AL .338 1 15 

Eddie Plank 40 1915 St.Louis-FL" 21 11 2.01 | SamRice 40 1930 Washington-AL .349 1 73 
41 1916 St.Louis-AL 16 15 2.33 41 1931 Washington-AL .310 0 42 

GroverAlexander 40 1927 St.Louis-NL 21 10 2.52 42 1932 Washington-AL .323 1 34 | 
41 1928 St.Louis-NL 16 9 3.36 | Luke Appling 40 1947 Chicago-AL 306 8 49 

Jack Quinn 441928 Philadelphia-AL 18 7 2.90 41 1948 Chicago-AL 314 O 47 | 
Rip Sewell 41 1948 Pittsburgh-NL 13 3 3.47 42 1949 Chicago-AL 301 5 58 | 
Warren Spahn 401961 Milwaukee-NL 21 13 3.02 | Ted Williams 40 1958 Boston-AL .328 26 85 | 

41 1962 Milwaukee-NL 18 14 3.04 42 1960 Boston-AL 316 29 72 
42 1963 Milwaukee-NL 23 7 2.60 | StanMusial 41 1962 St.Louis-NL 330 19 82 

Hoyt Wilhelm 41 1964 Chicago-AL 12 9 1.99 | Lou Brock 40 1979 St.Louis-NL 304 5 38 

@Age at close of season © Earned Run Average not officially compded 1B Federal League Source: Ehas Sports Bureau 
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troit: an unbelievable love of the 
game. Yaz is an amazing man. 
Not fast, but he knows how to run 
the bases. Not big, but he learned 
how to pull the ball and hit home 
runs. Adjusting, always adjusting. 
When I told him Dave Stapleton 
was going to be my first baseman 
this year, and he and Tony would 
DH, he already had started to ad- 
just before the conversation was 
over. What amazes me is his fast 
hands yet, his quick reactions 
still.” 

Adjusting, always adjusting. 
Walt Hriniak, a scholarly coach 
with a pink face, is only 39 and has 
been with the Red Sox just six 
years, but the inscription on the 
back of his wristwatch says, “To 
Walt: Thanks. I wouldn't have 
made 3,000-400 without you.” By 
his own calculations, Yaz has 
made “9 million adjustments and 
changes” in his batting stance over the 
years in order to continue to be able to get 
around on the fastball (should anyone ever 
chance to throw him one). At the plate in 
recent seasons, he has been listing forward 
and holding on by his toenails. Hriniak 
talked him into a flatter swing this year. 
“Yaz is always looking for ways to get bet- 
ter,” Hriniak says. “He has gotten the 
maximum ability out of himself. That’s a 
true talent—not too many have it.” 

JJ money is a way of keeping score. To 
Rose, it is just another stat. He is com- 

petitive in all things. “How come I'm not 
in the lineup?” he asks at Manhattan’s 
Stage Delicatessen, looking up from a 
menu in despair that no sandwich is 
named for him. “Reggie Jackson . . . Tom 
Seaver. . .Susan Anton. What kind of year 
has Susan Anton had?” It has never been 
the money. “I led the league in hits in 
1965,” Rose says, “and made $12,500.” 
When Rose became a free agent after the 
1978 season and accepted $810,000 from 
the Phillies, he says, “Ted Turner in At- 
lanta offered me $1 million a year for four 
years plus $100,000 a year from the day I 
retired to the day I died. Figure 30 years: 
that’s $7 million. But the Braves weren't 
contenders then.”” Now he gets $1.5 mil- 
lion a year for, as he says, “doing nothing 
different than I did as a kid, only in a 
slightly better uniform with a few more 
people watching.” He smiles and says, 
“Remember when I used to say I wanted 
to be the first $100,000 singles hitter? Well, 
there wasn’t really a dollar figure on it. I 
just wanted to prove all that hustle and de- 
termination were worthwhile. Really, I 

| just wanted to be respected.” 
Yastrzemski, too, says, “I never cared 

about being a superstar. I just wanted re- 
spect.” He has also made a splendid liv- 
ing. His salary this year is said to be 
$500,000. Over the years, he could have 
made more. “The Red Sox have been a 
family-type thing to me, especially when 

n baseball, as they say of most games, 

“Once you have replaced Ted Williams, nothing is pressure.” 

fs League had enough good players, 
mjust not enough Pete Roses, hun- 
, kered down cheering on the dug- 
Sout steps even after they were out 
= of the game. 
S “When I'm out of the game?” 
Rose mulled over the thought 
“You know I never will be. What- 
ever I am, whatever I become, 
wherever I've been, wherever I go, 
it’s because of baseball. Coach, 

be something in the game.” And 
when he looks back, what will be 
his main satisfactions? “That I 
was durable, that I was consistent. 
Oh, and when someone's chasing 
my records and they ask me to 
come to the ballpark, Ill be 
there.” But the time is not near. 
“You know,” Rose says, a little 
sad, “I’m starting to get letters 

Mr. Yawkey was alive.” With a touch of 
vinegar, people used to joke that the first 
rule for managing the Red Sox was to get 
along with Yastrzemski, Owner Tom 
Yawkey’s prized possession. “He was the 
most fantastic and kindest individual I've 
ever known,” Yaz says. “As much as Mr. 
Yawkey wanted to win, he also cared 
about you personally. He knew the game 
and loved it. No owners will ever be like 
that again. He was all baseball.” 

He must have been, because Rose, the 
memory collector, made sure to add a 
meeting with Yawkey to his list of bright 
recollections from the 1975 World Series, 
when the Reds beat the Red Sox in seven 
memorable games. You see, 
Rose is a sentimentalist. 
“More than any other, that 
series lifted baseball, showed 
people how great it could be,” 
says Rose. And Yaz nods: 
“Without a doubt, it moved 
people.” If 1975 is the point 
where Rose and Yaz inter- 
sect, they also come together 
at All-Star games, a mortify- 
ing subject to American Lea- 
guers after 19 losses in the 
past 20 games. Though the 
National League has always 
been more progressive in 
matters of race, it seems 
too simple an explanation to 
say that the Nationals cornered all the 
Willies—Mays, McCovey and Stargell— 
not to mention most of the Robertos—Cle- 
mente and his brother Latins. There may 
be a factor that does not involve talent 

Yankee Mickey Mantle tells of leav- 
ing home in Dallas for the 1967 All-Star 
Game in Anaheim, Calif., barely arriving 
in time to run for the batter’s box and 
strike out. He jokes that he was back in 
Dallas to watch the end of the game on 
television, to see Perez win it for the Na- 
tional League with a home run in the 15th 
inning. Mantle starts the story mirthfully 
but finishes it regretfully. The American 

Yaz: bound to hit 

from people now saying, ‘Quit 
making a big deal of your age.’ But 

scout, manager, broadcaster. I'll | 

that’s the one thing you can’t change: the | 
day you were born.” 

the hard way—yYastrzemski earned a 
business-administration degree at Merri- 
mack College in North Andover, Mass. 
He has a long-term contract with Kahn’s 
meat company and delivers presentations 
on various meat products to buyers who 
have shelf space. When Yaz is on the 
shelf, how will he take it? “The only time 
I’ve ever reflected about it was this year at 
the first Oldtimers Game ever at Fenway 
Park. I think twelve of the oldtimers were 
younger than I was. You don’t have time 

During seven off-seasons—as usual, | 

to reflect, there’s so much work to do, so | 
much mental preparation. 

taal 

still be with the Red Sox 
some way, maybe helping out 
in the Instructional League. 
But I won’t go out on the road 
with a baseball team again. 
The fun is playing.” 

In his case, the end is now 
perceivable; it is real. “I’ve put 
so much into the game year- 
round for so many years,” he 
says slowly. “Even when 
you're eating. There's a con- 
versation going on ... you 
don’t even hear them talking 
... you’re thinking of hitting. 
You pay a price. At home too. 

| No,noregrets. lalways wanted to bea ball- 
player. I know I've gotten everything out of 
me that I had. So the day I retire, it’s going 
to be a good feeling.” In a way, a relief. 

Baseball is a boy’s game. Yastrzem- 
ski’s temples are frosty; Rose dyes his 
hair. There will be another season for 
both of them now. But what was that pret- 
ty phrase of Ted Williams’? “After 35, 
you're on a pass.” If this is one of the last 
seasons for either of the Boys of Indian 
Summer, it is one of the best for both. 
And so what if Yaz struck out in the All- 
Star Game, and so what if it was on a 
fastball? 

When the time comes, I'll | 

—By Tom Callahan | 
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Music 
Consultations with the Doctor 
Funk explained, second line defined, boogie-woogie exalted 

[= to Dr. John Plays Mac Reben- 
m= nack and you hear one of the best al- 

bums of the year, solo piano at its funkiest 
and most soulful. Take in one of the Doc- 
tor’s appearances on his summer concert 
tour and you get a brilliant initiation into 
one of the most enduring American musi- 
cal traditions: rhythm and blues, New 
Orleans-style. Mac Rebennack—known 
since 1963 for his professional appear- 
ances as Dr. John—has been a first-class 
musician, a cabin-class superstar and a 
keyboard boogie man, keeping the tradi- 
tion of his native city alive and treating it 
proud. He is also a garrulous archivist of 
local musical lore and a dexterous 
spinner of tales. In his sunny town 
house in Manhattan’s Chelsea 
district, the Doctor, 40, is the man 
to consult on matters of great mu- 

sical history and moment 

On Sound. “New Orleans music is 
Afro-Caribbean, Afro-Cuban and 
Mardi Gras Indian. Combine that 
with natural street rhythms like 
Bo Diddley or the hambone little 
spasm bands that play boxes and 

garbage-can covers in the streets 
and you have a piece of the thing. 
Add parade drums to that and you 
have a little more. The Mardi 
Gras Indians incorporated all this 
rhythmically. On Mardi Gras day 

the Indians would wear cos- 
| tumes—a lot of feathers—and 
come out in the morning to greet 
the sunrise and all move toward 
the center of the city. As they 
went, they'd challenge one anoth- 
er to see whose dancers were the 

best dressed and whose music was 
best. Then they'd all converge in 
this one area. That's the peak.” 

On Style. “A lot of the music I play is mu- 
sic the Mardi Gras Indians do. The guys 

that did this thing—Professor Longhair, 
Smiley Lewis, Guitar Slim—died off 
There was nobody to keep it alive except 
the few guys who worked with them. Me, 
James Booker, Huey Piano Smith, Fats 

Domino, Allen Toussaint. I guess I would 
call my own style barrelhouse with blues 
and jazz mixtures. Rock 'n’ roll too. 

“I like music that’s rhythmic and 
funky. Today that word’s misused com- 
pletely. Originally, funky meant ‘stinky 
Like, ‘Your mother is goin’ to spank your 

funky butt if you don’t clean up your act 
Now funk means something that is sharp 

and looks nice or smells good. Funk to me 
means more what it was originally. We 
have what we call this second line. More 

bass drums involved in the rhythm. I'l 
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Carrying on an old tradition: Dr. John 

| play the low bass notes with my left hand 
| to give the illusion of a bass drum, and I'll 
kind of pound the piano to get the feeling 

| that the drums are there. As the rhythms 
become tense they become more nervous. 
As they relax themselves they become 
more laid back, and that’s where the real- 
ly funky side comes in.” 

On Youth. “My mother had twelve sisters 
or so and my father had four or five broth- 
ers, and almost all of them played music. 
My aunts and uncles would always come 
by and we'd just sit down and jam. At four 
or five I could play a boogie on the piano. 

at the keyboard in Manhattan 

of New Orleans for more than a hundred 
years. When I took heroin and stuff off 
and on through the ’50s and into the late 
‘60s, it wasn’t something I did to feel 
something on a higher level. It helps play- 
ers to put a wall between themselves and 
an audience where people are hitting each 
other on the head with bottles. 

“There was some clubs you could play 
twelve hours straight with no break. That 
was called working a jitney job. One guy at 
a time would go to the bathroom and 
somebody would cover for him. There was 
a lot of strange things back then 

“There was a stop-off point when the 
music of the "60s came in and was unrelat- 
ed. The Beatles came in. And in 1962 the 
D.A., Jim Garrison, padlocked a lot of 
clubs. Maybe 500 to 1,000 musicians were 
instantly put out ofa means ofa living.” 

On Education. “When I was a kid 
I'd go around with my father, and 
once I met this guy behind a bar- 
room called the Pepper Pot, sittin’ 
on a log, smokin’ a joint or 
somethin’, just relaxing. I was a | 
little kid coming to bother him, 
and he just took time to tell me 
things about music. I didn’t even 
know it was Professor Longhair 

“His music was different. It 
sounded like a combination of ca- 
lypso and rumbas and Latin 
mixed with rock and funk and 
rhythm and blues. He didn’t talk 
like anybody else I had ever heard 
You'd say to him, ‘What do you 
call what you're doin’? and he'd 
say, ‘Double-note crossovers and 
over-and-unders.’ He called the 
bass drum ‘the foot propeddler.’ 
He’d show up at work some nights | 
during the '50s wearing a tux and 
tails with a turtleneck shirt and an 
Army fatigue cap with a watch- 
band on it. He’d wear white gloves 

TED THA 

My father was in partnership with Co- 
simo Matassa, who owned the only big re- 
cording studio in New Orleans. In the '40s 
they would deliver records to black hotels 
that had juke boxes in the rooms. My fa- 
ther would give me all the old 78s. When I 
was a teen-ager he got me a work permit 
so I could work clubs. He knew I’d sneak 
out and not go to school anyway. So rather 
than have me get a prison record, he’d just 
say, ‘Well, go ahead and do it if you're go- 
ing to do it.’ I went on tour in the South at 
16 with bands like Frankie Ford and Jim- 
my Clanton.” 

On History. “| used to play in real bucket- 
of-blood-type rooms—a lot of trouble, 
shootings, stabbings. In most places, the 
club owners didn’t make their money on 
music. They made it on gambling, prosti- 
tution, drugs and drinking. The under- 
world has been bringing drugs in and out 

“I'd call my style barrelhouse with blues and jazz mixtures.” and have a big plate of food like 
chicken or crayfish put on the pi- 

ano. While the band warmed up he'd be 
right on stage, eating. When he was ready 
to play he’d take off his white gloves, 
which were all soiled with grease, and 
make people laugh and have a good time. 
He was maybe a bigger hero in New Or- 
leans than all the people who made it.” 

On Keeping On. “There were two main 
differences between New Orleans and the 
rest of the country. People danced more 
and danced looser there. And people had 
a rapport with the music. They wouldn't 
like it if you just played one thing. You 
had to give them everything. It isn’t that 

way now. I won't ever go into the French 
Quarter any more. You can walk to all the 

clubs and hear maybe two good bands. It’s 
like all the guys that are coming up now 

gotta go further and further out of New 
Orleans to make a living.” —8y Jay Cocks. 

Reported by Denise Worrell/New York 
J 
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Books 

Turning Words into Motion 
GOING TO THE DANCE by Arlene Croce, Knopf; 427 pages; $20 

j n her introduction to this new 

collection of dance commen- 

tary, Arlene Croce writes that 
she has developed a repertory as 

a crilic “concentrating on cer- 

tain recurrent themes, much as 
dancers do when given the same 
roles season after season.” Going 

to the Dance shows that formida- 
ble critical repertory. Croce has 
natural authority and a succinct, 
pungent style. She stands for 
musicality and clarity in chore- 
ography, artistry and daring on- 
stage. The pleasure in reading 
these pieces. which were first 
printed in The New Yorker, is in 

the variety of performers she 
finds who embody her stan- 
dards. They may be hoofers or 
acrobats or even movie actors 
About the very best—George 
Balanchine, Suzanne Farrell, 

Mikhail Baryshnikov—she can 
write truly rhapsodic prose, an 

act of daring in itself. About the 
pretentious, the emptily theatri- George Balanchine rehearses Suzanne Farrell in Vienna Waltzes 
cal or the slipshod, she can be 
funny or downright outraged 

Croce’s condemnations are rigorous 
and vivid. Of the late modernist Doris 
Humphrey she writes: “Humphrey was a 
structuralist who could reduce a Bach 

| concerto to a nest of mixing bowls; the 

bowls were brown.” Of the immensely 

popular work of the Netherlands Dance 
Theater's Jifi Kylian: “A favorite form of 
pas de trois is the woman pulled and 
dragged on a steeplechase course between 
two men. It stands for rape, for exaltation, 
for fun.” 

There are other figures with whom she 
shows a sort of didactic impatience. Her 
pan of Twyla Tharp’s Broadway effort, 
When We Were Very Young, is clearly 
done regretfully, but the conclusion is in- 
evitable: the show, she says, “isn’t a musi- 
cal, it isn’t a dansical. Like so 

Arlene Croce 

many shows that are being pro- | 
duced today. it’s a booksical.” 
Jerome Robbins is another cho- 
reographer about whom she has | 
mixed feelings. In general the | 
format of Going to the Dance— 
relatively brief. tightly focused | 
pieces on specific works or com- | 
panies—is adequate, but Rob- | 
bins trails through the book like | 
a wraith. One gets only pieces of 
a critique: that his masterpieces 
are Afternoon of a Faun and 
Dances at a Gathering, that he is 
often too clever by half, that he is 

Dancin’ is sustained on [Bob] Fosse’s nerve. He's 
not just a Broadway choreographer doing ballet’s 

thing; he’s trying to use the medium of choreography to 
stretch unkinetic images into dances . . . Fosse knows his 
limitations, and he knows. how to make them look like 
powerful artistic choices ... More breathtaking than his 
claim to have got rid of plot lines is his inclusion of a ‘tour 
de force’ in which the dancers nail their clogs to the floor 
and perform a whole number without moving their feet. 
Footwork has about as much to do with Fosse style as 

Excerpt 

a real assessment of Robbins partly be- 
cause he draws such strong, quirky reac- 
tions from her 

Croce, 48, has dominated American 
dance criticism since she found- 
ed Ballet Review in 1965. Before 
that, she had written film criti- 
cism for the National Review 
and a lively erudition about 

movies runs through her book 
She is also an acute observer of 
dance audiences, their gusty en- 
thusiasms and fads. Because col- 
lecting performances is addic- 

tive. all dance fans, however 
august, have a littl of the 
groupie in them, and Croce is no 
exception. She observes herself 
falling into a groupie’s short- 
hand way of burbling about the 
New York City Ballet: “The 
Great Saratoga Chaconne; The 
Diamonds of Saturday Night 
Closing Weekend.” There is a 
witty tribute to groupies called 

“Ballet Alert.” about the New 
York telephone service that tells 
fans of last-minute program and 
cast switches. The service, run 
by a voluble woman named Car- 
mel Capehart, depends on infor- 
mation from inner circles of bal- 
let lovers. Capehart’s biggest 

scoop: “Baryshnikov’s debut in Union 
Jack |in 1979 with N.Y.C.B.|. He did it 
twice in one day without telling anybody 

If we hadn't caught wind of it, nobody 
would have been there but the audience.” 

The book has heroes and heroines 
The genius of Balanchine—especially his 
clarity and sheer intelligibility—provides 
Croce with a critical standard. Baryshni- 
kov is another hero. He too is a wanderer 
through the book, but in his case the bits 

and pieces form a full portrait. The princt- 
pal heroine is Suzanne Farrell, whose ca- 
reer at City Ballet Croce has followed al- 

most step by step. In her rich, precise 
descriptions of Farrell, she shows the un- 

guarded enthusiasm that must balance 
measured judgment in a critic. Here, for 
example, is her account of a 1978 Farrell 

performance in Balanchine's 
Chaconne. “To watch Farrell 
stretching a Farrell part is a 
front-line experience: dancing 
just does not go further And 
though she advanced to the very 

limit of the ballet’s style, she 
never toppled into distortion 
Farrell's choreography in Cha- 
conne is already a study in roco- 
co excess. To exceed excess and 

still not distort: quite a feat 
Prose can provide some fancy 

footwork too. To read Croce 
on Farrell—and others—is like 

lariat-twirling. Shoulders roll, pelvises grind, and 
knees boggle; the feet aren't in it. good at finding the moves that 

enhance young dancers. One fin- 

ishes the book feeling the need of 
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having a tape library at hand 
With a subject as difficult to de- 

scribe as motion, thar is quite a 
feat By Martha Duffy 
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‘Wellfleet Blues 
MIDNIGHTS 

by Alec Wilkinson 
Random House; 200 pages; $11.95 

n 1975 a college graduate named Alec 
Wilkinson applied for a job with the po- 

lice department of Wellfleet, Mass., a 
popular vacation retreat on Cape Cod 

His main qualification for the post was a 
familiarity with the area; he had sum- 
mered there regularly as a child, and his 
parents had since joined the 2,000 or so 

people who weathered Wellfleet all year 
long. On the other hand, he possessed a 
slight physique and no knowledge at all 
about law enforcement. He had majored 
in music at Bennington. “Music, Huh?’ 
the chief said during the job interview 
“That \l be a big help. You ought to fit 
right in on the department.” Still, given 
low pay and long hours, applicants were 
not lining up outside headquarters. After 

telling the chief that he planned to work 
only a year, Wilkinson was hired, issued a 
badge. a uniform and a .38, and sent out to 
preserve the peace 

In a meaner locale, such on-the-job 
training might have led to disaster. Hap- 
pily, Wilkinson's experiences yielded up a 

good book instead. Midnights is both a 
comedy of errors and an affectionate por- 

trait of small-town police. those belea- 
guered souls charged with the task of 
keeping their neighbors in line. During 
Wilkinson's inaugural night on the beat, 

his partner says: “The first six months 
were murder for me. After that, when I 
found out the people I thought were my 
friends weren't really my friends, I felt 
better off.” 

Aside from suspicious or unruly na- 
tives, Wilkinson finds himself coping pri- 

marily with boredom. “By anyone’s defi- 

nition,” he writes, Wellfleet is “a safe 
place to live.” When one patrolman finds 

the town hall locked at night, he reports 
this fact as a “suspicious incident.” The 
chief borrows the shotgun from a police 
cruiser when he goes hunting in Maine 
During the only local bank heist in any- 

one’s memory. the teller convinces the 

robber that his take ($300) is a lot of mon- 
ey to carry around in cash. The robber is 
obediently investing some of it in a 

Christmas club account when the police 
arrive. “Down in Provincetown they got 
murders,” a colleague tells the author, 
with a trace of envy. “By Jesus, the guys 

that did it drove through this town 
They could have done it right here and 
taken them to P-town for all we know.” 

Occasionally, a joyrider provides 
some excitement: “I was a passenger in 
two high-speed chases, both of them in 
my first month. While they were on, I had 
no expectation of surviving them.” Wil- 
kinson discovers that people who have 
been arrested do not always behave po- 

litely, One of his perpetrators sticks a 
match through the grille in the police car 

and tries to set Wilkinson's hair on fire 
He learns to distinguish the different vari- 
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Books 
eties of drunken drivers: “Some drove at 
moderate speeds, carefully and with con- 
centration, except on the wrong side of 

| the road. Some drove at a crawl, although 
I believe they thought they were actually 
going fast. Others drove hell for leather, 
and all over the place. One man I saw was 
stopped, but believed himself to be speed- 
ing down the road; he was making engine 
noises through his lips.” 

Mortal danger remains a remote but 
real possibility. Wilkinson collars a drunk 
driver of awesome size and manages to 
coax him to jail. Later that night, the pris- 
oner wakes up in his cell and rips the toi- 
let out of the wall with his bare hands. At 
his trial, the man explains what hap- 
pened: “A little energized particle broke 
off a star in a galaxy somewhere far away 
and shot down and came through the 
open window, and when it hit the toilet, 

Alec Wilkinson 

Coping with natives and boredom. 

BOOM, the whole thing blew up. I could 
have been killed.” 

The year passes in a succession of 
lonely midnight shifts. Wilkinson checks 
to see that houses are secure and gets 
called to a few domestic squabbles. He 
witnesses an autopsy and spends months 
trying to shake the memory of what he 
has seen. Most ofall, he listens to the eight 
other men on the force and comes to re- 
spect them. They have drifted into thank- 
less jobs. One tells him: “Right now I 
work on the police force, my wife stamps 
cans in the supermarket, and she makes 
more money than I do.” Says another: 
“Nobody ever calls you when they're be- 
having themselves. As a rule, you always 
get called when people are at their worst. 
It’s sad. It depresses me.” Yet they go on 
doing the best that they can. The tedious 
side of policework rarely figures in TV se- 
rials or bestselling novels. Midnights of- 
fers a healthy antidote to all those shoot- 
*em-ups, a reminder that those assigned to 
protect are often vulnerable and quietly 
heroic. —By Paul Gray 
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Sporting Life 
THE RED SMITH READER 

Edited by Dave Anderson 
Random House; 308 pages; $15.95 

TO ABSENT FRIENDS FROM 

RED SMITH 

by Red Smith 
Atheneum; 478 pages; $17.95 

“Ww riting a column is easy,” he used 
to say. “You just sit at your type- 

writer until little drops of blood appear on 
your forehead.” 

The job must have had its masochistic 
charms, because Red Smith never wanted 
to be anything but a “newspaper stiff.” He 
started on the news side in Milwaukee in 
1927, shifted to sports two years later in 
St. Louis, then spent ten years covering 
Connie Mack’s Athletics for the old Phil- 
adelphia Record. He went to New York in 
1945, when writing sports in the Big Town 
was like playing the Palace. First at the 
Herald Tribune, and for the last ten years 
of his life at the New York Times, he 
turned out a syndicated column that was 
the envy of every sportswriter. 

Smith covered the big games, races 
and fights, but it seldom mattered who 
won or lost. What counted was the sights 
and smells, the cadences of conversation, 
the laughter of old friends. Precious anec- 
dotes were salted away and used again 
years later. This ability to call up the past 
gave his columns a resonance that has 
grown rare in daily journalism. To be 
sure, some of the 300-odd pieces gathered 
in these two volumes should have been 
left in yesterday’s newspaper. But most 
are timeless, literate and witty enough to 
appeal to readers who do not know the 
backstretch from the front nine. 

As The Red Smith Reader generous- 
ly demonstrates, the columnist preferred 
to write about athletes with a touch of 
the rogue. His portrait of Babe Ruth is 
a small masterpiece. It ends with two 
Yankee teammates, Waite Hoyt and Joe 
Dugan, sitting together at Ruth’s funeral 
on a sweltering day in 1948. “I'd give a 
hundred dollars for a cold beer,” Dugan 
whispers. “So would the Babe,” Hoyt 
replies. 

Smith was most at home at the race 
track, even as “a slightly bewildered 
Yank” visiting Ascot. “Half the royal 
family was on the premises,” he writes in 
1960, “and horseplayers were being so po- 
lite their teeth hurt.” He savors “the soft 
afternoons under the old elms of Sarato- 
ga” and the memories of great races, like 
the 1941 Preakness: “Whirlaway came 
loping along counting the house with Ar- 
caro sitting still as a bluepoint on the half- 
shell.” To Smith, horses are people with 
four legs and wonderful names. What a 
pleasure to learn that a colt by the French 
stallion Compte de Grasse is named Mow 
de Lawn. 

Smith had less patience with two- 

legged animals, particularly when they 
ran athletics into the ground. George 

dage and his flunkies on the International 
Olympic Committee were the “wax- 
works.” He idolized owners like Connie 
Mack and Branch Rickey but later sided 
with the players “in the slave cabins.” 

In the few years before his death last 
January, Smith lost some of the hop on his 

ballpark as much, he tried to compensate 
with guile and memory. By then most of 
the old sports mob—Joe Louis, Knute 
Rockne, Grantland Rice and the incom- 
parable saloonkeeper Toots Shor—had 
been written up on the obituary page. 
Smith’s own goodbyes, collected in To Ab- 
sent Friends, are enough to make an um- 
pire cry. One of the most poignant was 
composed for the sportswriter John Lard- 

Savoring the laughter and afternoons. 

ner: “This is a loss to the living, to every- 
one with a feeling for written English 
handled with respect and taste and grace, 
a tragic loss to the world of laughter.” 

Readers of Red Smith feel a similar 
ache when the newspaper slaps down on 
the doorstep. They remember him as a 
friend. Taking a sauna in Helsinki, pub 
crawling in Melbourne, trout fishing in 
Montana (where he comes across a baby 
eagle “as big as Bobby Ussery, with a Dur- 
ante nose”), he is gentle, funny and wise. 
As a young father he takes his son, then 
eight or nine, toa crossroads tavern after a 
morning foray against the smallmouth 
bass of Wisconsin. The kid stuffs his face | 
and observes: “Gee, Dad, this is the life, 
isn’t it? Fishing and eating in saloons.” A 
quarter ofa century later he takes another 
tyke fishing, this time on Martha’s Vine- 
yard. “Grandpa,” the boy asks, “did you 
grow old or were you made old?” These 
volumes provide the answer. He grew old 
gracefully and, like every other superstar, 
made everyone who watched him feel 
young. —By Stephen Smith 
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And Now, Dynamic Discs 
New TV technology opens a world in which touching is believing 

he child’s hand reaches out tentative- 
ly. Years of haranguing (“Keep your 

greasy fingers off the TV!”) have made 
the screen taboo. But when the child sees 
that his finger causes the image to 
change, learns that his touch magically 
provokes new pictures, sequences, words 
and diagrams, his hand begins to jab, rub 
and slap the screen. Curiosity, once 
aroused, is satisfied by simply touching a 
picture of what one wants to understand, 
This process is re-enacted thousands of 
times every day at the U.S. Pavilion at 

Energy Expo °82 (a.k.a. the Knoxville, | 
Tenn., World’s Fair) as exuber- 
ant children and their more in- 
hibited parents discover that TV 
viewing is passive no longer 
The technology is called the 
interactive videodisc: the symbi- 
osis of the computer and the 
laser-vision disc 

Clustered inside the wedge- 
shaped steel-and-glass pavilion 
are 42 TV screens connected to 
42 Sony videodisc machines, 
which are hooked up to 23 Ap- 
ple Il computers. Nine video 
stations on the ground floor ex- 
plain the meaning of 480 ener- 
gy-related terms. Don’t know 
what a Pelton wheel is? Press 
the word on the screen, and 
presto!, a swirling water turbine 
appears. A_ different set of 
screens shows a colorful cut- 
away drawing of a house. Won- 
dering how to make your home 
energy-efficient? Just touch the 
attic, for example, and watch a 
demonstration of how to insu- 
late it. According to Emmett 
Cunningham of the US. De- 
partment of Commerce, the ge- 

| nial director of the exhibit, “It’s the best 
and most durable public information sys- 
tem I've seen in 25 years in the exposition 
business.” 

The system, says its unflappable de- 
signer, Tom Nicholson of the New York 
City exhibition firm of Ramirez and 
Woods, “personalizes” information. De- 
termined to avoid an intimidating com- 
puter keyboard, he employed a “user- 
friendly,” touch-sensitive screen. Pressure 
on the screen tells the computer to re- 
trieve the information stored on the 
videodisc corresponding to the word or 
symbol touched. Although the computer 
makes the system truly responsive, what 
makes its applications so exciting is the 
versatility of the videodisc. And you 
thought the disc was the Edsel of video 
technology 

Alas, the poor videodisc, so misunder- 
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stood, so maligned. Most people think it a 
single-purpose instrument, a movie ma- 
chine. The misconception was fostered by 
the much ballyhooed introduction in 1981 
of RCA’s SelectaVision, 15 years and 
$200 million in the making. Not a truly 
innovative technology, SelectaVision is 
essentially a phonograph that uses a me- 
chanical stylus to play prerecorded mov- 
ies. Its costly debut obscured the second 
type of videodisc: the infinitely more ver- 
satile laser-vision disc, designed for the 
videodisc player introduced by Magnavox 
in 1978. Manufactured by Pioneer, Sony 

At the U.S. pavilion, a boy tries out the friendly technology 

are selling better than color televison did 
when it first appeared 18 years ago 

The applications of the laser-type 
videodisc are limited only by the imagina- 
tion, and applications even more innova- 
tive than the one in Knoxville have been 
developed. Examples: 
> The “movie map,” created by the Archi- 
tecture Machine Group at M.LT., isa visu- 
al record of every road, building and tree 

| in Aspen, Colo. It enables the viewer, or 
“driver,” to find his way from street to 
street by touching the left, right or center 

| of the screen. If he wants a tour of city hall, 
he merely presses the image of the building 
as he drives by and is suddenly inside, lis- 
tening to a curator talk about its history 
Perceiving the potential of this kind of sys- 

| tem, the U.S. Navy has commissioned the 
| same designer to create a “visual toolbox” 

THomass exciano tO track the operation and repair 
of some of the Navy's more com- 
plex hardware. 
> The cardiopulmonary resusci- 
tation disc, developed by the 
American Heart Association to 
instruct trainees in saving cardi- 
ac arrest victims, is so interac- 
tive that it practically cries 
“Ouch!” The disc is linked to a 
mannequin equipped with 14 
sensors, and it tells the trainee 
exactly where to push, pound, 
pinch or pummel. Instructing 
the trainee how to compress the 
victim’s chest, the videodisc 
might say, “Find the notch on 
the sternum,” or perhaps, “A lit- 
tle more gently this time.” At the 
course’s conclusion, the system 
gives a complete exam, grades it, 
and can certify the student in 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

At the moment, interactive 
programs are being used or de- 
veloped at Atari (the disc acts as 
an indefatigable salesman in the 
showroom); IBM; Sears, Roe- 

Don't know what a Pelton wheel is? Press the word, and presto! 

and the 3M Co., the laser-vision disc 
makes flexible interaction possible 

More sophisticated and more expen- 
sive than the stylus disc, the laser-vision 
disc not only offers enormous storage ca- 
pacity but provides random access and 
perpetual durability. A low-powered laser 
beam “reads” billions of microscopic pits 
of information imprinted on the smooth, 
shimmering disc. On each side are stored 
54,000 images, any one of which can be 
called up instantly on command. The sty- 

lus and laser systems are incompatible, 
which leads to a great deal of consumer 
confusion. Moreover, unlike the video 
cassette recorder, the systems cannot re- 
cord from television. Currently there are 
three videodisc machines on the market 

| using laser vision and ten using a stylus. 
Despite exaggerated reports of the disc’s 
demise, both the stylus and laser players 

buck (Looking for a gingham 
dress? You can find it on their 

videodisc catalogue); General Motors; the 
Smithsonian Institution; Walt Disney Pro- 
ductions; Xerox; and the National Gallery 
of Art (recording 16,000 works of art for 
scholarly delectation). As a teaching tool 
for schools, industry and museums, the in- 
teractive videodisc has an assured place 
But just as the use of the home computer 
depended on the marketing of interesting 
software, the videodisc player’s consumer 

| popularity awaits the creation of enticing 
| disc software and increased awareness of 
| the computer in the home. It should be un- 
derstood, says M.LT.’s video wizard An- 

| drew Lippman, that “the videodisc is pe- 
| ripheral to your personal computer, nor the 
televison set.” And that the admonition 

| “Look but don’t touch” applies to oil paint- 
ings, not TV screens. —By Richard Stengel. 
Reported by Peter Ainslie/Knoxville and Lisa 

Towle/Boston 
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Show Business 3 

“They Caught the Quad!” 
The Flying Vazquezes achieve an astounding four flip-flops 

Es: when their outstretched hands 
connected, Miguel and Juan Vazquez 

were not quite sure they had done it. “I 
didn’t believe it,” says Juan. “And I asked | 
myself, ‘Did I catch him?’ Miguel, his 
younger brother, was also uncertain. Says 
he: “It all happened so fast that only when 
I looked down and saw the floor did I 
know that we had done the trick.” Actual- 
ly, what the Flying Vazquezes accom- 
plished together on July 10 in Tucson was 
much more than a trick. It was an athletic 
feat equivalent to the breaking of the 
4-min. mile: the first quadruple somer- 
sault performed before a regular circus 
audience. 

The brothers had managed the nearly 
impossible stunt ten times in practice ses- | 
sions over the past year, and they had tried | 
doing it at every performance since Dec. 
29, when the Ringling Bros. and Barnum 
& Bailey Circus opened its 112th season. 

| Charley Baumann, the circus’ perfor- 
mance director, had seen them fail so 
many times that he too was stunned when 
they finally succeeded. He ran to the 
phone and called the show’s producers, Ir- 
vin and Kenneth Feld, in Washington. 
“They asked me why the hell I was calling 
after midnight,” he told TIME’s Paul Krue- 
ger. “And all I could say was, ‘They caught 

| the quad! They caught the quad!’ ” 
Acrobats have been trying to catch 

the quad since 1897, when, according to 
many accounts, European Aerialist Lena 
Jordan first did the triple somersault. The 
triple is now performed regularly, but it is 
still an accomplishment reserved for the 
very best aerialists. Yet Miguel, 17, who 
represents the fifth generation of a family 
of Mexican circus performers, was able to 

| do the triple when he was 13. He 
spun so fast and flew so high that he 
was urged to go for four. 

But there is more to a quad 
than another flip-flop. When a 

flyer is traveling through the air at 80 
m.p.h., reaction time is measured in milli- 
seconds. “If it’s a triple somersault, Mi- 
guel can feel if he’s going too fast,” ex- 
plains Juan, 32. “He can relax and slow 
down. If he’s going too slowly, he can tuck 
up tighter and complete the third somer- 
sault faster.” The quadruple, 
by contrast, allows no such 
mid-course adjustment; once 
the flyer has released the bar 
and tucked himself up for the 
first of four turns, he is spin- 
ning too fast to correct him- 3 
self. The burden of timing —& 
rests with the catcher. If any | 
changes are to be made, he 
must make them, matching 
his swing to the human pro- 
jectile hurtling toward him. 

Although a nylon net pre- 
vents a fall to the ground, the 
dangers are considerable if 
something goes wrong. Both 
brothers could land on their 
necks or heads, causing injury, or possibly 
even death. As the catcher, Juan also runs 
the risk of a shoulder dislocation. To pre- 

made their bodies into pieces of interlock- 
ing machinery: they play soccer together 
for agility, lift weights for strength and box 
together to heighten their sensitivity to 
each other's movements. Miguel is small, 

| 

| 
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5 ft. 7 in., and slim, as fliers tend to be. He 
weighs only 132 Ibs. and has an almost in- 
visible 26-in. waist. “I think he was born to 
fly,” says Juan. “He is very thin, and yet 
very, very powerful.” Juan, also 5 ft. 7in., is 
33 Ibs. heavier, but he is not exactly a can- | 
didate for Weight Watchers either. His 
waist measurement is 28 inches. 

In addition to all the exercise, the | 
brothers practice their act three times a 
week, trying to do the quad ten or 15 times 
each session. Most of the attempts are re- 

Miguel Vazquez 

vent such accidents, the brothers have | 

corded on video tape, and when the acro- 
bats are through, they watch 
what they have just done. Like 
football players after the 
game, they study their move- 
ments so that they can detect 
split-second errors in timing. 
They actually have six prac- 
tice quads on tape, but the only 
stunts that are officially count- 
ed.are those before a paying 
audience. 

The Vazquezes plan to 
continue to do the quad, but 

Sm Juan acknowledges that they 
may be able to do it only 40% 
of the time; success depends 
on an almost mystical factor 
that they refer to as “the feel 

of the rigging.” The rigging is the 33-ft.- 
tall metal frame from which they work; 

| sometimes it feels solid and sometimes it 
does not. Cold weather can ruin a perfor- 
mance. Says Juan: “Your body just 
doesn’t want to move the way you want it 
to.” Even the color of the ceiling can af- 
fect results. A black ceiling can cause diz- 
ziness whereas a white offers a good sense 
of perspective. 

and a half. The quintuple somersault, 
Juan believes, is at least 15 years away. 

| Since a flyer does not usually retire until 
he is 40, Miguel might be the man to do it. 
But before that happens, he may leave the 
field, and the air, to other daring young 
men on flying trapezes. He says he has an- 

other ambition: to come down to 
earth and play drums and guitar 
in a rock band. —By Gerald Clarke 

Vazquez 

What comes next? Probably the quad | 
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We Need More Writers We'd Miss 

B: pulp devour the pages. The paper crumbles. The 

powdered words in a few generations will blow away like 

dandelion fluff. Some computer-literate great-grandchild will 

hold the empty, mortal binding in his hands as if it were 

Yorick’s skull 
And yet sometimes we harbor a subversive suspicion that 

| it doesn’t really matter. Once, we think, we were a people of 

the book. Now we begin to seem, perhaps irreparably, a peo- 

ple of the tube. The race of literary giants, the tyrant genius 

founders (Homer, Tolstoi, Flaubert, Joyce, Proust and so on), 

will of course be safely stowed away on microfilm: literature 

freeze-dried, the Great Books kept as curios of the culture, 

like shrunken heads. But the writing we tend to get now, 

books milling around aimlessly at the dead end of the post- 

modern (or wherever we technically find ourselves), seem 

somehow .. 

happy animal 

no more about the meaning of things from 

our “creative” writers than a child learns 

about wildlife by watching the disconsolate, 

paranoid polar bear in the Central Park 

Zoo. The brute scowls and flips a beer keg 

around his stagnant pool and dreams of 

killing someone: a perfect model of the 

literary life. 
The English critic Cyril Connolly once 

suggested: “Let us reflect whether there be any 

living writer whose silence we would consider 

a literary disaster.” At work here may be the 

old harrumphing delusion of perspective: a 

Miniver Cheevy trick of eye and time. Up 

close, most writers tend to look minor, to look 

like transient scribblers: aphids, small pota- 

toes, twerps. One imagines a golden age long 

gone, and a gray, leaden trivial present. The 

effect is only heightened by the undiscriminat- 

ing hype. One has to listen hard to hear any 

real thunder in the books. 
John Cheever died last month. A loss to 

American writing, but not really a disaster. 

The parlor game of ranking is seductive. We 

like to wonder if the Darwinian selections of posterity 

will confirm our prejudices. The briefly celebrated poet 

Delmore Schwartz once wrote, with a weather eye on his own 

coming obscurity: “No reputation is more than snowfall. 

It vanishes.” 
But play the game anyway: Would it be anything like a liter- 

ary disaster if Gore Vidal were suddenly to fall silent? Easy. No. 

In fact, there is something to be said for the idea. What if John 

Updike were to stop writing? A shame, but not a disaster for 

American culture. Walker Percy? Joyce Carol Oates? Donald 

Barthelme? No. Philip Roth? Joseph Heller? William Styron? 

Truman Capote? John Gardner? John Irving? Norman Mailer? 

Stop. It gets to be a pogrom. The mind flips through its card cata- 

logue. Very few disastrous silences loom. 

The conjectural game tangles the mind in difficulties, 

antiworld speculations on the classics that an infinite number of 

monkeys might have composed on an infinite number of type- 

writers. J.D. Salinger years ago enforced Connolly’s game upon 

himself, vanishing into a weird silence that for those who 

love his work has always felt like a small, sharp loss. Thomas 

Pynchon dwells somewhere in an aloof privacy, in deep cover, 

making metaphysical devices in his basement, like a terrorist 

inadequate. Our literature paces like an un- | 

in a small cage. On the whole, we learn | 

| 

ooks everywhere are falling apart. Acids in the ink and | who has gone into the fireworks business. V.S. Naipaul? More 

than possible. Any poets? The blood of that race is getting 

awfully thin. The late Robert Lowell seems the last who would 

have qualified. 

The game grows handsomely solemn when the Nobel Prize 

committee files into the mental boardroom. Literature degener- 

ates into a responsibility. The Nobel Prize for Literature has of- 

ten been set aside for the writer of greatest geopolitical obscurity 

(Yugoslavia’s Ivo Andric, 1961). But the prize need not be a dis- 

grace; a writer can rise above it. Saul Bellow (Nobel, 1976) has 

managed. Isaac Bashevis Singer ( 1978) has done what the great- 

est and liveliest usually do: he has made a world, a lost, magic 

place full of God and demons and strange, tumbling life. 

Who else is ready for beatification? Some think Robert Penn 

Warren. Ralph Ellison, for one book, Invisible Man (1952). J.B. 

Priestley? Alberto Moravia? Doris Lessing? Graham Greene? 

Jorge Luis Borges? The morally imposing Alexander Solzheni- 

tsyn? Yes. Certainly Samuel Beckett, the muttering old codger of 

‘ modernism, who changed the spiritual and 

theatrical décor of the 20th century 
The appearance of real writing in the 

world is a miracle. Sociology cannot predict it 

But certain patterns appear. Perhaps great | 

writers arrive only at certain stages of a civili- 
zation. Great writing may be conjured by great 

injustice, for example, and a peculiar receptiv- 

ity in the audience, not gullibility exactly buta 

kind of craving, a deep need for moral defini- 
tion. One detects tremors of both the talent 

and the need in Latin America, That part of 

the world is breeding up unexpected, wonder- 

ful writers the way Russia did in the 19th cen- 

tury. Colombia’s Gabriel Garcia Marquez, for 

example, has huge extravagant resources. 

The imagination in the U.S. and Western 

Europe seems otherwise occupied: television, 

bypassing the old catastrophe of Babel, pours 

the world directly into the mind and prov ides 

it with an intense, though passive, planetary 

public life. The consciousness teems with wars 

and disasters and space shots and pageants It 

has become difficult for the solitary writer 

wringing his psyche over the Smith-Corona to compete with all 

that bounces down from the satellite. Besides, reality in the late 

20th century is somehow more inventive than the literary imagi- 

nation. Its plots (Jonestown, for example) are weirdly fertile, 

fatally ingenious. 
The idly speculative Connolly list, in any case, is premature. 

| It requires death and time to complete the writer’s myth. The 

Japanese have a macabre genius for the process Their best writ- 

ers—Yasunari Kawabata and Yukio Mishima, for example— 

have established a tradition of committing suicide some time be- 

| fore nature forces its inevitable silence upon them. 

The writers on the list of the Great are rarely those whom one 

| simply loves. Great writers are often interminable bores. D.H. 

bien fer TRE bu Cathy Mull 

Lawrence once said that reading Proust was like trying to till a 

field with knitting needles. Cyril Connolly would not have made 

his own list. He wrote his line about writers we might miss in a
 mi- 

nor book called The Unquiet Grave (1944). He died in 1974. But 

open the book now, in 1982. and his mordant, elegant light pours 

out of the volume, alive, into the eye, the waiting, conscious 
mind 

The vital transmission occurs. You can pass books across time, 

across death, like fire, and have them catch. The process averts 

the disaster of unawareness. Of silence. —By Lance Morrow | 
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